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Stuay aoroaa: an investment
with added value

More and more students are convinced that considerable value is added to their higher edu-

cation if at least part of it is obtained in a foreign country. You learn about other cultures and other

ways of thinking. In societies where globalization and international contacts are increasingly impor-

tant, such knowledge can serve you well.

Before starting higher education you must make several crucial decisions. What shall I

study? Where? How can I make sure to choose options that will help me get to where I want io be in

society?

For example, you might want to consider reaching your goal--obtaining your degree or

diploma--via a scenic route that includes a sojourn on the continent of Europe. In this case

you could hardly pick a better point of entry than the Netherlands. It is often called the gateway to

Europe. Some even say that the Netherlands is a sort of Europe in miniature. Nestled as it is between

France. England and Germany, it offers opportunities to sample the influences of three of Europe's

major cultures.

. .

This publication provides an overview of the many possibilities

for higher education that the Netherlands makes available to

; foreign students. It also describes the practical side of

r . studying in the Netherlands, as well as the added

value that can be found at this European

,gateway.
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Just tulips, windmills and wooden shoes?

A dynamic,
knowledg

.1knyone who travels over the Netherlands flat,

green surface soon sees signs of the country's rich past. The

windmills that dot the landscape include traditional ones that

were once used for regulating water levels in the polders, and for

grinding grain and making paper. But you also see high-tech

wind turbines serving as an alternative source of energy. For

although the Netherlands has an old culture, with traditions

that go back centuries, it is also an ultra-modern society with a

post-industrial economy.

Advanced Services

The 15 million inhabitants of the Netherlands live on a flat delta

at the mouth of the mighty Rhine and Meuse rivers. Much of

Europe's economic development has taken place, and still does

take place, along the banks of these two European arteries.

Rotterdam, at the mouth, has developed into one of the world's

largest ports. Shiploads of goods are unloaded here. Not all of

these products stay in the Netherlands: most are eventually

distributed elsewhere, often after a process of refinement or

fabrication has added value.

The Netherlands is a net exporter of food. Among other

things it exports more dairy products than any other country of

the world. The Netherlands is also home to many multinational

companies, among them Shell. Philips and Unilever. But as befits

a modern economy, the countrys prosperity is based primarily

on the advanced services it provides on a worldwide basis.

An open, and sate societ

A country that offers global services has an attitude of openness

towards the rest of the world. It stands open for business, but

also open socially and culturally This makes the Netherlands

ideally suited for receiving people who seek to enrich their

knowledge through study abroad. What they find is hospitality
4

Ask anyone what the name

Netherlands brings to mind

bably say tulips, windmills

For many years this image h

Netherlands draw tourists

world. But there is more to

Behind those dykes is a dyn

society. One based on knowl

be discovered....

in an open, safe society that is accustomed to dealing with people

from around the world, and above all. working with them.

The Dutch population itself has always represented a

variety of religious and political viewpoints. Respect for the other

person's opinions and convictions is the national virtue that

gives strength to the fabric of society. with its many strands. In

one sense or another, everyone is a member of

some minority, and understands that to be treated with respect

requires treating others the same way.

Cosmopolitan outlook

The national income is approximately 15.000 dollars per capita

This wealth is distributed fairly evenly over the population as a

result of a graduated system of taxation (the more you earn the

higher percentage you pay in tax) and an elaborate system of sub-

sidies and social benef its. This has three consequences. First, if

the Netherlands wants to maintain this level of prosperity it

must earn its living with advanced products and services. This

means that continuous iniuwation on all fronts is absolutely

vital. Secondly, the country needs a highly educated population

And thirdly. It must he cosmopolitan-oriented to the world, and

without provinciiilism
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'The rest ot the world is a big place . say the Dutch. well aware of

how small their country is. The Netherlands hes at the point

where the German. British and French cultures meet. This is evi-

dent as soon as you turn on the television. In this well-cabled

country, programming trom these three countries and more can

be received in nearly every household. It is also evident in the

average Dutch bookstore. The Netherlands imports more books in

English than any other non-English-speaking country. And cin-

emas show films trom around the world in their original lan-

guages. Alongside the usual church towers and synagogues, the

minarets of mosques are now appearing in the large cities. You

can dance the salsa every bit as easily as in Latin America. and

fast food is becoming almost as familiar as standard Dutch fare.

(ate,a.1 to the I tirooedn

Although Dutch people are urbanites who can easily imagine

themselves living in London. New York or Faris. there are no real-

ly large cities in the Netherlands. The largest city, and the city

that its residents think of as the only city. is Amsterdam. but

even this coy has a population of less than 700.000. The Dutch

have an urbane. cosmopolitan lifestyle, but in cities built on a

human scale. Closer inspection reveals that the cities in the

western part of the country in fact form a continuous ring. 60

kilometres in diameter. These include Amsterdam. Rotterdam.

The Hague. Utrecht, Leiden and Delft. But each city has us own

character, its own specialities. Its own history, its own city

centre, and even its own accent in the Dutch language.

The atmosphere in the rest of the country is urban as

well, despite the small scale of communities. The Netherlands is

a small country that you can traverse by tram in less than five

hours. An ultra-modern telecommunications network Isee 'the

Digital City) and an extensive system of public transportation

ensure that nothing is far away. Other European capitals are also

within easy reach. Brussels is two hours by train, and a one-hour

flight from Schiphol Airport will take you to Paris. London or

Berlin. The Netherlands is a gateway to the European Union, of

which it is a founding member

Education: continuous uttality control

Dutch people live in this cosmopolitan atmosphere without

losing their own Identity. however This is largely due to their

education. A well educated populace is the first requirement for

maintaining a lugh level ot prosperity. Schooling is compalsory

up to the age ot 16 Al: education. trom primary sch l ai. the

way to the postgraduate-level researth schools, i s f inam ed by the



government, which also keeps an eye on standards through the

education ministry's Inspectorates. It is not a state system, how-

ever. In no way does the government dictate which curricula or

textbooks should be used, nor does it advocate any particular

educational philoso .1y. It merely sets rules regarding the dura-

tion of studies, and the achievement levels that must be reached.

The result is that the Netherlands has a broad spectrum of educa-

tional institutions, each with its own character 4-id in some cases

its own philosophical background.

A country like the Netherlands needs a creative and

independent workforce that knows what it is doing. All levels of

education are aimed at creating this workforce. Teachers are not

there merely to pass on knowledge. Their aim instead is to help

young people to discover knowledge themselves, and to form

their own well-founded judgements regarding that knowledge. To

do this a person must be able to communicate with other peoples

and cultures, which is why learning foreign languages is so

important not only in secondary schools but also in the final

years of primary school. Every person in the Netherlands who has

gone beyond primary school--and that is nearly everyone--has pas-

sed state exams in English and probably another foreign lan-

guage as well.

ANGEIA. FROM THE U.S.

Schiphol Airport: advanced services.

Higher education and society

Internationally speaking, Dutch higher education has a good

reputation. This is based not only on such Nobel-prize winners as

the Tinbergen brothers (Jan in economics. and Nico in ethology).

but more importantly on the standard of the average graduate. In

general, it is fair to say that a person who has completed a pro-

gramrne of Dutch higher education has mastered the breadth and

depth of theory they need to work creatively within their disci-

pline. A large share of all study programmes is occupied with

writing papers, working in groups to analyze and solve specific

problems, gaining practical work experience in internships. and

conducting experiments in laboratories. There are close links

'It's a country of high-tech and
the latest gadgets.'

The Netherlands is known for its mathematicians. so

it's no wonder that it attracts foreign students in

this field,' says Angela Gibney. The 24-year-old gradu-

ate of the University of California at Santa Barbara has had

to work hard in the master's programme in algebraic geometry

at Utrecht University. But she is certainly not complaining.

Quite the contrary. The teachers demand a lot of the students.

but they also spend time with you: she says. 'That's stimula-

ting: you get a rem exchange of knowledge.'

In the Netherlands she got Just what she had hoped for, and

her American professor's predictions were right. 'Intensive edu-

cation at a high level, given by top people in the field who base

their teaching on their own research. And they are helpful to

students.' Add to this the facilities which Angela says are

always available, and the Californian 15 clearly having a great

time 'Everything's right up to the minutethe newest compu

ters, the newest software, everything: she adds enthusiastically

In July she will go back to the V S to resume her scientific

sareer at the university.

Before she leaves she will say good-bye to the many internation-

al friends she has made in the Netherlands. 'The cosmopolitan

student life is typical for this country. You live here with stu-

dents from all over; I feel like I've met all of Western Europe

already. Everyone speaks German, English and French.'

The Netherlands itself has also made quite an impression on

Angela. But even here she reveals her own Inclinations. 'It's a

country of high-tech and the latest gadgets It's fantastic the

way they regulate traffic on the highways here, using advanced

technology I really um amazed.'

But above all Angela was pleasantly surprised with the count-

ry's openness. 'The people are so friendly, and everything is

made easy tor foreign visitors You feel welcome Do you want

an example? Well, try arriving at a train station loaded down

with suitcase's You want to get rid of them as fast as you tan

You look up. and right in front of you is a signIn your own

language, no less- pointing you to the lockers

6 7



between the.world of work and the needs of society on the one

hand. and higher education r.nd research on the other. The govern-

ment spends some 2500 million guilders (USD 1600m1 a year

supporting fundamental research. This is 166 guilders per head

of population

Intim:1[1%c ineittalitt

Dutch employers expect to be able to put young applicants direct-

ly to work. even in positions of responsibility, without first

giving them extra training. Becau.-, of their broad educational

backgrounds, young gradu-A,:s are thought capable of dealing

with new development:, and novel problems. Experience shows

that people with Dutch higher education function very well in

other parts of the world as well. The cosmopolitan outlook of

Dutch institutions, and the familiarity Dutch students gain with

scientific literature from other countries, ensure that they quick-

ly teei at home in a foreign professional situation. The same is

true of foreign nationals who obtain all or part of their higher

education in the Netherlands. for example by taking courses that

are offered specially in English. They too move easily into excel-

lent positions. They have adopted the innovative mentality that is

such an essential part of Dutc.:h education. But at the same time

they have learned the value of tradition and continuity, for these

too are part of Dutch higher education, which traces its roots

back to the 16th century

The Digital City
There is only one Amsterdam', says a famous Dutch song.

But nowadays there are two. Besides the proud capital

city with its canals, famous buildings and tourists from
ail over the world, there is now the Digital City, which in

its own way also brings people together from far and

wide. This 'virtual' version of Amsterdam also has li-
braries, museums, a city hall, pubs and other meeting

places. But to visit the Digital City of Amsterdam you
don't need an airline ticket. You need only log in via your

PC. Glass-fibre cables and the telephone network are the

streets and motorways of this rapidly growing electronic
metropolis. The real Amsterdam and the Digital City are

both models of Dutch society. They are, as the Dutch say

themselves, two sides of the same coin.

BARBARA. I ROM AUSrRAIIA

'If I want to take a
language course, it can be

arranged just like that.'

'To get a complete picture ot Europe I wanted also to

spend some time studying in Western Europe,' is the

way Barbara explains her decision to take an M.Sc

course in mathematics in the Netherlands 'Before I came here,

studied tooth for six months in Hungary and then did some

travelling in Eastern Europe

'Although my am initially WO s to learn more about Dutch cul.

ture, I have wound up spending most of my time studying. But

I don't regret this because a university, after all, is an integral

part of a culture.

'During the summer I taught myself a hit of Dutch with the

help of tapes I still don t speak the language well, but I can

understand what people say and 1 can manaee okay in shops.

And if I decided to learn French while Ern here in the

Netherlands, even that could be arranged within a few hours.'

The atmosphere is so international here. There are many

foreigners. I live in a house with seven other foreign students.

for example. And you re so close to other countries. At

Christmas I went to Paris. Believe mestudying in a foreign

country vs a fantastic experience.'

'So far I've taken seven subjects. We do three subjects each

semester, and have to study hard at home. This is about the

same as in Australia. Sometimes we work in small groups, with

students that come from all over. It works well. Language isn't

a problem because in the course we speak English The little bit

of Dutch I know tsn t enough forfollowing a lecture in Dutch,

much less for contributing to discussion The level of education?

I find it (quite high.'

'What 11T noticed is host, well the Dutch students are prepared

for university study. They treat their studies like a job, which I

find interesting. I too work here from nine in the morning to

about II in the evening The course I'm taking isrt t meant for

people who want to come to Europe to party.'

History and innovation
(Tolland in liana

87



Students in the Netherlands:

Critical and
indep

The Netherlands does not have a tradition of

campuses. You will not find large concentrations

of student life. Universities and the institutions

that offer higher professional education--known

in the Netherlands as hogescholen--have begun

in recent years to concentrate their faculties and

departments in large new complexes, but many

are still doing their work in buildings scattered

throughout the city. Some student housing does

exist, but this is never part of the institutional

complex as such.

There is. however, a student culture. Around each

university and hogeschool there is a network of associations that

bring students together for sport and recreation. These are run

by students: some are international, and all receive at least indi-

rect support from the institution. Students r'so have their favour-

ite pubs (called cafes in the Netherlands), restaurants and other

meeting places. The Dutch higher education community v.ants to

be part of society, and not isolated from it.

Lthication in Dutch and in Lnglish

Thanks to various programmes of international cooperation.

more and more foreign students are coming to the Netherlands

to complete all or part of their studies, or to pursue a doctorate.

Since the 1950s the Netherlands has offered courses conducted in

English especially for the benefit of foreign students. These are

mainly at postgraduate level and tend to be highly specialized

and in disciplines in which the Netherlands has long played a

leading role These courses are becoming more numerous and

cover art ever broader range of f ields The ones that are particu-
8
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An active role in seminars. (Top)
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larly well known around the world include courses in manage-

ment studies. the agricultural sciences, astronomy, medicine.

civil engineering, remote sensing, and the arts. (For details, see

the yellow pages)

The number of foreign students enrolling in regular

degree programmes is growing. Dutch students are becoming

accustomed to speaking English any time there is a foreign stu-

dent in their project group, even if that student has learned to

speak Dutch before coming to the Netherlands.

Internationalization has become a buzz word at Dutch urnversi .

ties and hogeschulen. Each institution is seeking partners m

other countries, often for the purpose of exchanging students.

The most common approach is to set ur a special programme of

ourses. in English and usually last mg a few months, so that the

visiting students are saved the trouble of learning Dutch This

means that anyone coming front another country for a period ot

study or research will generally not experience language a% a

problem Nearly all required reading is available in English.

use role tor students

'students from other countries soon notice t hat at, Dutch insti-

1

lotion for higher education everyone is expected to do a lot of

talking. The traditional situation of a professor standing before a

large audience delivering a lecture piays only a small role in

most curricula. This teaching method is used only to explain

basic material or to elaborate on the wnuen materials that torm

the basis of the stiff examinations that first- and second-year sw-

dents must pass. The most common form of teaching is the semi-

nar or working group. Under a teacher's supervision, a small

group of students analyzes a certain problem. They get together

to discuss it as a group, usually on the basis of a paper one of

them has written about one aspect of ihe problem in question.

Teachers stimulate students to take a critical view, not only of

the papers presented by their peers but also of the published lit-

erature they have read in connection with the problem. In such

working groups. everyone is expected to play an active part. On

examinations students must demonstrate not only that they

know the material, but also that they have formed well-founded

opinions on the subject.

Multittisciolinary prottrammes

Internships. or periods of placement in real work situations, are

being incorr orated into more and more Dutch programmes of

higher education. A variety of multidisciplinary programmes are

being established in which, for example, foreign language study

is combined with business studies and social sciences. Two

examples of this are the programme in European Studies at the

University of Amsterdam, and the Latin American Studies

programme at Leiden University. In their curricula, the higher

education institutions are increasingly taking into account the

needs and wishes of socwty This makes the programmes more

career-oriented.

Independent choices

Enrollment in a Dutch programme of high, r education means

hard work and above all independence. Because Dutch higher

Master's degrees
Dutch institutions are offering a growing number of pro-
grammes for the master's degree. These are conducted in
English, and are often the result of cooperation with a
British university. At the moment there are 65 such pro-
grammes. offered by some 40 Dutch institutes. The average
duration is 12 to 14 months. Scholarships are available from
several sources. Often there are spectal requirements for
admission to these programmes, such as an initial degree
in a particular field, mastery of certain subjects. or a pass
on the GMAT (Graduate Management Admission Test).



education is aimed at imparting acit just factual knowledge but

also insight and creativity, it is not enough just to memorize the

required material. Sometimes students are asked to put together

their own reading list for an exam, which they then submit for

the lecturer's approval. There is also a wide range of elective sub-

jects to choose from. A student who can explain how a particular

elective subject is relevant to his or her programme will always

be permitted to take the subject. In the midst of the many

options and the mountain of literature, an inexperienced student

can easily get lost. Fortunately, the teaching staff is there to help

students make choices.

MARTY, FROM THE U.S.

'You make lasting contacts
in a multi-ethnic situation.'

It was six years ago that Marty Otanez (29,
American) first heard that The place to go is

Holland. A Czech whom he met in Crackow, Poland,

had told him to be sure not to miss the Netherlands, and
especially Amsterdam. When Marty heard about the courses

offered at the Institute of Social Studies (ISS) in The Hague, he

was certain. He would go to Holland Good references and

grades from the political science department in San Francisco
where he studied did the rest.

Marty is taking a I5-month course at ISS called African

Political Economy. 'I always wanted to do development studies,'

he says. Marty is full of admiration for 155as expertise on

AfrIca: its international, multi-ethnic approach to teaching;

and the close contacts between staff and students. 'My universi-

ty in California has 30.000 studentsquite a contrast,' he

explains.

The institute's smooth-running organization has also proven its
worth several times. Marty reports. 'Like when I needed a book

that was only available at a library in Groningen- -a city far

north of here--all I had to do was ask for it at the 155 library
They did the rest and within a few days it was on my desk.'

Most of Marty's enthusiasm is reserved for the country itself,

howeverfor the Netherlands. 'It's a pleasant place to live, and
a very liberal society Some Dutch people have told me that

things here are moving in the direction of conservatisnt and

intolzrance, but I can't say I've noticed it. I'm from the U.S.,

and to me Holland still seems like a wide-open place. It's also
multi-culturalsomething you see around you all the time. In

the U.S. we also have many races and ethnic groups. but they
don't mix as much as they do here

lo anyone considering a sojourn in the country of Rembrandt,

Van Gogh and Amsterdam Marty offers the following advice-

'Got Prepare .vout self for a (hallenging experience I isten to the

many jioints of view you will hear in this country And don't

hesitate to experiment"
10
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Besides regular four-year programmes at universi-

and hogescholen, the Netherlands has been offering another

form of higher education for more than 40 years. Advanced

courses are conducted in English in what is known as

International Education, or IE. Many of these courses are of fered

at special IE institutes; some are offered by universities and

hogescholen. tSee the yellow pagesa

Universities and hogesclwlen

At both universities and hogescholen the formal length of most

study programmes is four years, although in some cases students

are allowed more time than this. The main exceptions are univer-

say programmes in engineering, which take five years The start-

ing level of Dutch higher education is high. The Dutch academic

year is long, starting at the end of August and ending m mid-

fune. Progiammes arc. designed to require 40 hours a week.

inducting both contact hours and hours of independent work

I he quality of all the Dutch universities is thought to be the

Same so that in the Netherlands what matters is the degree that

you earned and not wM.re you earned it Me same is true ol the

hugesrholen

/
I .

The Netherlands has two main types 01 high,

education university education. and !Helier pr,.

fessional education huger beroepsonder-

Wijsh which is offered at the polvte,hnii

colleges known in the Netherlands as hogesc ho-

len. The universities train students fir the milt-

pendent practice of science. HBO is More praL I 1-

cally oriented: the hogescholen pr"pa ri I ode n t

directly for careers. Transfer between the two

types of higher education is possible

Unisersns education

The Netherlands has 13 universities, which train students !Of the

independent practice of science The oldest is Leiden I mversits

which was established in 157S It was a gitt from Prime William

of Orange. the founder of the Dutch republic William ssantea to

reward the city for the heroic resistance it offered against the

Spanish. The University of I imburg is the newest universits

dating from 1976. The universities of Amsterdam and rtredit ate

the largest. with about 28.000 students each Average enrollment

at the universities is 12.000 Alongside the traditional instun

tions is the Open Ilnivei qty. whiL h otters distam e eduation at

university and HBO level iSee hos

Open University
Alongside the traditional institutions is the Open
University, which offers distance education at university
and HBO level. Credits earned at the Dutch Open I iniversitv

are accepted by the Hntish Open University and vire versa

Similar agreements with other countries are being
prepared. The Open University offers some of its study

programmes in English atm the address. see Addresses



SFILOMO. FROM ISRAEL:

'No compromises--not for a decision
that affects the rest

Shlomo Natan explains how he came to be in the

Netherlands. 'In Israel, after not getting a place to
study medicine, I begar, in biology with the intention

of switching to medicine after a year. But the second

time around I didn't get a place either. Rather than spend
another year studying biology. I decided to go to Italy. I didn't

want to compromisenot for a decision that affects the rest of
my life.'

'While I was taking a course in Italian in Milan, I met Peter,
who laid me a lot about the Nxtherlands. With the help of
Information that he and his family sent to me--about how,
when and where to apply for a place to study medicineI even-

tually wound up here in Utrecht.'

There were just seven places available forforeign students, so I

was lucky,' says Shlomo. 'Then I had exactly one month to

learn Dutch enough to pass a language test. Di; test had four
parts, one of which I had to do twice. Dutch isn't easy, but I'm

a hard worker and I managed. I was permitted to start medi-
cal school at the level of the second year: there were just a few

subjects I had to catch up in. When I first started I was taking

Art Teaching and discussion

of your life.'

courses with both first- and second-year students. I was able to

combine them without missing anything Important. The stand-

ards here are high, and it takes hard work to pass an exam.
f've been very pleased with my choice.'

'From the very beginning the faculty and the dean gave me

good information about how the study programme works, and

about the opportunities open to foreign students. The rest I

learned from other students I got to know most of the students

in my year quite quickly. I'm not one of those 'Hi there, here

am' types, but people came to me and I made friees.

'Later I hope to specialize in the area offertility. but first I
have to do two internships. Then I'm a 'basisarts' or 'basic phy-

sician'. After thnt comes specialization. The internships are

arranged for you. For the scientific one, I'll be going to Israel

for three months starting in May.'

'As far as being a student here is concerned, I would recom-

mend the Netherlands. They have a good, high-level program-

me.'
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The universities differ in the programmes they offer. Nine offer

education in a broad range of fields: natural sciences, health.

economics, law, behaviour and society, and language and culture.

for example. These are the universities of Leiden, Amsterdam,

Groningen. Utrecht, Limburg. Nijmegen, Tilburg. Rotterdam. and

the Vrije Llniyersiteit Amsterdam. Three universities specialize

mainly in engineering (Delft. Twente and Eindhoven), and one

specializes in agriculture (Wageningen). Study programmes at

Wageningen include forestry, nutrition, horticulture, plant

pathology, rural economics and sociology, and soil science.

'leaching a nd lea rnin s The basic courses of the first

year. known as the propaedeuse, provide a general introduction

to the chosen field and lay the foundation for the increasingly

specialized subsequent years. As students progiess they have

more freedom to choose their subjects. The final requirement is a

thesis based on the student's ow research

Degree,. and title, There is only one degree before

the doctorate: the dot toraal Graduates of a doctoraal program-

me may lice the title doctorandus ingenieur WI or meester

(mrl Ir is the title in engineering and agriculture, rnr is the title

13



The research level is high.

in law, and drs is used in all other fields. Dutch university

graduates also h.we the right to use the internationally more

familiar title Master. University titles are legally protected in the

Netherlands, conferred only by recognized institutions that meet

the same, high standards. The nearest equivalents to a doctoraul

degree are the masters degree in Britain. the Diplom tn Germany

and the Maitrise;DEA in France.

Furt her study Most students academic careers end

with the dortoraul. There are many possibilities for further

study, however, in virtually all sectors. Post-doctoraal training is

required for qualification to teach at secondary schools. Students

learn the practical skills needed for the specific profession.

Another type of post-doctoraal study leads to the doctorate, the

highest academic degree in the Netherlands. Candidates conduct

independent research, and report the results in a dissertation.

which must be publicly defended. If successful, they may use the

title doctor. The Dutch doctorate is comparable to a British Ph D.

!Uglier Professional Education ..

Higher professional education. or HBO. :s practice-oriented

Students are prepared for professions that require scientific

knowledge as well as skills for applying that knowledge. There

are some 70 hogescholen in the Netherlands. enrolling a total of

some 260,000 students. Haszescholen pride themselves on being

flexible and alert. They generally have close ties with the indus-

tries and organizations that employ their graduates ibis enables

them to adapt their programmes quickly to the changing needs

of the labour market. Hogescholen vary in size, some enroll 600

students, others 20.000 Hogescholen generally tend to be region-

al in character; ot ten they interact with Chambers ol Commerce

and other representatives of local industry through regional

1
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networks Internationally. HBO can be compared to the education

offered in Factilluchsclitileti in Germany and in the new universi-

ties of the United Kingdom.

About one-third of the hogescholenmainly teacher-

training collegesoffer only one study programme The others

offer a variety of full-time and part-time programmes in any of

seven sectors: engineering and technology, economics and

management. health care. fine and performing arts, education,

agriculture, and social and community work.

reachl.na and h-arn!ir.! An HBO study programme

consists of a foundation phase known as the propaedeuse. fol-

lowed by a main phase. The propaedeuse introduces the basic

subjects in the particular field, and orients the student to I:/e

profession in question. During the main phase students explore

the field in greater depth. often choosing from several possible

specializations and often putting together their own combinations

of subjects. An essential component of all HBO programmes is

the internship or work placement, through which students ac-

quire practical experience in real working situations. This gener-

ally occupies a large portion of the third year. The fourth year is

taken up mainly by an individual project and thesis; this too

usually involves solving a real problem in a professional setting.

Deg rees and titles HBO graduates may use the title

baccuiaureus, abbreviated to be. In engineering, technology and

agriculture, the title is ingenteur (ing.). Dutch HBO graduates

also have the right to use the internationally more familiar title

of Bachelor. Like university titles, HBO titles are protected by law

and may be conferred only by recognized institutions.

I urilicr studs Advanced programmes are available in

virtually all sectors of 11130 They can last anywhere between two

weeks and two years Some lead to postgraduate diplomas and

some to accredited master's degrees. The latter are often con-

ferred in cooperation with a British university. Like university

graduates. HBO graduates are also eligible to pursue a doctorate

at a university.

The first things you need
to know

If you ale considering enrolling in a regular. four-year program-

me of study at a Dutch university or hogeschool, there are seveial

things you need to know

Enrolling as an independent foreign studentthat is.

not in connection with an exchange programmerequires careful

14



Quotas -' A

In certain popular fields, tl.e universities and hogescholen
cannot accommodate all the applicants who are eligible. A
national system of selection, in which both student grades
and chance play a role, goes into operation for university
study programmes in such fields. For the academic year
95r96, there are quotas for programmes in veterinary medi-
cine, medicine, and dentistry. The hogescholen have their
own selection procedures for fields in which demand
exceeds supply. For the academic year '95r96 there are quo-
tas for programmes in physiotherapy and speech therapy.
The international relations office of the university or hoge-
school can give you details about the formal procedures
that precede registration.

The Dutch 'language -
In regular degree programmes, the language of instruction
is usually Dutch. You will have to learn this language if youLaw 4a,
plan to enroll as a regular student; in general the univer-
sity or hogeschool will ask you to pass a test before admit-
ting you to a.degree programme. And because so much re-
quired readinlis in English. you will have to be competent
in this language as well. .1'7 . - .

There are various possibilities for learning Dutch. including
the langtingVeisons which most of the universities offer
for foreign students . Do not think you can pick up Dutch as
you go alourgyon have not reached a levet of mastery
before starting a course conducted in Dutch. you will soon
be lost, witi nO hope of catching up. First-year courses are
generally given in Dutch. In later years it becomes increas-
ingly pouible to receive instruction and do your own work
in English.For this reason, it is easier for foreign students
to corn, to the Netherlands at a later stage in their studies.

A growing number of advanced-level courses are being
offered in English. In recent years the universities and
hogescholen have also begun to offer international study
programmes; in such cases the language of instruction is
English from start to finish. A list of these courses is given
on the yellow pages.
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preparation You must make sure to choose the programme and

course tnat meet your needs, and you must obtain all the neces-

sary information from the university or hogeschool in question.

The best person to contact first is usually the student dean: this

should be done at least a year in advance of the academic year

you wish to come to the Netherlands.

The dean will tell you about the possibilities at his or her institu-

tion for earning advanced-level credits in particular subjects, or

for spending a year taking a range of courses.

The following contains a brief summary of the pro-

cedures and most common possibilities. For more specific

information you should write to the university or hogeschool of

your choice. The addresses of the student deans, international

relations offices, and/or information departments are given on

the last pages ('Addresses').

Admission and registration

Admission to higher education is centrally administered, and there

are national requirements. Students from outside Europe must have

a secondary school diploma judged equivalent to the minimum

diploma required of Dutch students. The institutions may also set

their own additional requirements. such as specialization in a maxi-

mum of two secondary school subjects, and knowledge of the Dutch

language. Remedial courses are often given to help students fill

gaps and thus meet such admission requirements. In some fields--

the arts, for example. and hotel managementhogescholen have

extra freedom to set requirements and select students.

The Dutch MO diploma required for university admis-

sion is comparable to the German Abitur. the French bacca-

laut eat. and the British GCE A-levels. In the American system, it

is comparable to a diploma from the top Mr college-preparatory)

stream of a good high school, or to a high school diploma plus

one year of college. The Dutch Havo diploma required for admis-

sion to hogescholen is comparable to the German Fachabitur and

the British GCSE. (See the table on the next page.)

The International relations office of the hogeschool or university

can give you details about all the formal procedures that precede

registration. These include paying the tuition and registration

tee, which for the academic year '95-96 is NLG 2250.

Obtaining a doctorate

For foreign students with a degree equivalent to a dm torual, the

universities offer the possibility of pursuing a doctorate and

obtaining the doctor's graad, abbreviatsd dr. This is the highest

academic. degree to be earned at a university in the Netherlands.
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The dissertation must be defended orally

A candidate for this Dutch equivalent to a Ph.D. is nc.;t genelallv

considered a student, but in most cases is employed bv a universi

is as a research assistant.

Holders ot a bachelor s degree are not automatically

eligible to pursue a doctor s degree in the Netherlands. as they

would be in some other countries.

Obtaining a doctorate is known in Dutch as being

admitted to the promotie Normally this takes tOur Years or more

and consists of conducting Independent research and writing a

dissertation. The first step is to find a supervisor, known as a

prometermd to agree on a topic. The promoter is generally a

university professor. The candidate then writes a research propo,

sal. which also requires faculty approval. The period of research

tollows. and the writing of the dissertation. This must be defend-

ed orally at a formal public session. Candidates are questioned by

several professor, and specialists in the field. The dissertation

may be written and defended in Dutch. English. French or

German. For all other languages. special permission is required

HOW DO DUTCH DIPLOMAS COMPARE?

Havo VW0

l'K GCSE, grades A. B or C GCE A-levels

For foreign students there are no Dutch scholarships or

tellowships available for pursuing a doctorate at a Dutch univer-

,ity.

Several institutes of international Education lEt how-

ever. do offer the possibility of earning a doctor's degree or a

Ph.D.. and a small number ot scholarships are available for this

purpose These institutes tend to specialize in t ields with particu.

lar relevance tor developing countries The scholarships are provi-

ded by the Dutch government trom its budget for development

cooperation. To be eligible. you must be from a des-eloping count-

ry and able to guarantee that you will go back to your own count-

ry to work %Men you are finished. Ph.D. candidates at IF institu-

tes generally do fieldwork in their own country or m another

developing country, and their research topic must be related to

development 'T! e Dutch diplomatic representative in your own

s.ountry can give you more information.

Also: a growing number of Dutch university depart-

ments are making a special effort to accommodate doctoral

caNdidates from other countries. For example, foreign students

can earn the doctor s degree using the 'sandwich model'. They

prepare their research projects at the Dutch university, conduct

fieldwork in their own countries, and then return to the Dutch

university to write up and defend their dissertations and receive

their degree

H130 Doctoraal
Bachelor's degree Master's degree

Fachhochschulreife Allgemeine Hochschulreife Diplom FH DiplomfMagister Artium

(Abitur)

VS high school diploma

Baccalaureat DUT Maltrise/DEA

top-stream high

school diploma

/high school diploma

plus 1 year of college
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International education in English:

ADVANCED TRAINING FOR PR

SARAH. FROM CANADA:

'I often put in more than
40 hours a week.'

The Netherlands has a good name in agriculture, and

especially crop-breeding,' Sarah explains. 'I had earned

my B.Sc. in plant science in Canada. Then I worked for a

seed company in California for four years. Before that I had

studied for a few months in Ireland. When I wrote to a professor

I met there about perhaps studying again, he recommended the

course in Wageningen. And that's how I'm here.'

in August 1993 Sarah began the course in crop-breeding, which

is conducted In English. First she had to pass a few entrance

exams in statistics and genetics. 'In the beginning the course
was mainly lectures, followed by discussion in groups of about

15 students. As the course progressed you had to write more

papers. So far I've passed all the exams, but I find the grading
system odd. Hardly anyone ever gets really high marksit's not

like at home.'

'I must admit that I didn't know much about the Netherlands

before coming here. The fact that it's so international was a
pleasant surprise. I'm doing research now at the Centre for

Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research (CPRO) of the agri-

cultural research institute, which is very good. For the course

itself there were eight people in my group, including people

from China, Tanzania, Kenya and Argentina. It worked really

well. We all became friends and often did things together in

our free time as well. You have over a hundred M.Sc. students

here, spread over 15 different courses.'

'Actually, the M.Sc. course I was taking ended in January, but I

got an extension until June to finish my research project.

Research is the best part of the experience, but I find six

months too short for writing a thesis. I put in long hoursoften
more than 40 a week. -but I do also find time now and then for

a bit of travelling and sightseeing. At Christmas I went home

to Canada for the first time in 18 months. 1 can speak a bit of

Dutch now. I took a few courses, joined the field hockey team,

and live with Dutch students in a student apartment. In any

case. my Dutch is now enough for shopping.'

'For me the most important thing will be my thesis, but the

international contacts I have made are also extremely valuable

For the future I now have many addresses to contact if I'm need-

ing something specific You never know when they will come in

handy. Like the Irish professor--I wouldn't have known him if I

hadn't studied abroad. Soon Ill be leaving the people I've met

here, but who knows. Perhaps we'll meet again sometime

International Education is meant primarily for

people at postgraduate level who already have

some professional experience. Curricula are

intensive, at an advanced level, practically ori-

ented, and designed to meet the expectations of

students seeking specialized knowledge.

The courses alternate theory with practice in

real or simulated work situations. These Ire in

fact the main characteristics of all the intes na-

tional courses offered in the Netherlands.

International Education (1E) was set up originally to

meet nee& of developing countries. All lE courses are designed

for pmeessionals who wish to add more depth to their existing

knowledge. All revolve around how specialized scientific

knowledge can be applied to solving problems.

Study programmes

Advanced courses are conducted in English. Many of these cour-

ses are offered at special IE institutes; some are offered by univer-

sities and hogescholen. The Netherlands has almost 300 different

courses and study programmes, which each year enroll just over

4000 participants. A wide range of subjects are covered. IE

courses last anywhere from a few weeks to four years. Most 1E

courses lead to a diploma; a number of the longer courses lead to

a master's degree; and at some IE institutes one can earn a Ph.D.

'leaching and learning

The concern for practical application requires curricula that are

flexible. Teaching staff must be apable of adapting to the

varying demands of students who face similar problems but in

vastly different contexts. This means that International

Education places heavy demands on the student% themselves. To

get the most out of a course they must actively contribute.

Students of International Education have access to the

i.
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FESSIONALS
Netherlands entire academic infrastructure, including all the

universities' libraries. Because almost all IE courses include field

trips. 1E students visit relevant companies and organizations in

the Netherlands and sometimes even elsewhere in Europe.

und tegistratIon

Admission requirements for the courses vary, but most successful

applicants have at Least a bachelor's degree or its equivalent, plus

several years of on-the-job experience. For all courses, however, it

is absolutely essential that a person understand, speak. read and

write English well.

For more information about the courses, their admission require-

ments and tuition fees, apply to the institutes directly. Their

addresses can be found in the yellow pages.

For the person who wishes to increase and update his or her

expertise. International Education in the Netherlands thus offers

many advantages:

SINS

Specialized knowledge.

courses are at an advanced Ic-vel:

they are conducted in English:

they are intensive:

they can be adapted to suit a person's own requirements:

they are both theoretical and practical:

they offer an inside view of advanced science and technology

as applied in the Netherlands.

HOUGAARD, FROM SOUTH AFRICA. ABOUT THE COURSE IN DIGITAL MEDIA:

'All my artistic ability is being put to the test here.'

'Resides Groningen, there are Just two places in the

world where vou can find a course in digital media
like this one, and that's New York and Middlesex.

England.' says Hougaard Winterbach (30), from South
Africa. 'But the course in Groningen is by fur the cheapest and

most intensive. That's why I came here.' Hougaard is taking a

five-month course in computer graphics, computer animation

and interactive multimedia at the SCAN Interdisciplinary
Expertise Centre for Computer Graphics in Groningen. He is
learning how to use the computer for design and art.

Hougaard studied art at the University of Stellenbosch in South

Africa. After working in the art department of the army
designing trophies and emblems, and after working in the

public relations department of a university, he wound up
designing labels for a large South African exporter of wine.
Particularly in this last job he came to realize how much he
would be able to do with the computer if he only knew how.
'Within the SCAN programme you can specialize in multime-
dia, for example: producing interactive, three-dimensional im-
ages with sound. Some hairdressers use this to show their clients
what they would look like with different hairstyles. They take a
photo of the client, which they scan into the computer The com-
puter program then 'removes' the person's hair and tries out
different 'wigs' Here's another example. A museum in fondon

hus made a multi-media product of an exhibition. Using your
computer's mouse, you 'walk' past the paintings, asktng for

information where you like. If you wish, you can also zoom in
to examine u painting in detail, or hear the painter's life story
while music from the period is playing in the background. It's

fun, as though you're playing a game on the computer,'

Hougaard says with enthusiasm.

In the first part of the course, the students (12 of them, from 10
different countries) learn the basic principles of computer graph-
ics, computer animation and multimedia. After a few months
they choose a speciality. With this they eventually make a prod-
uct. 'The students' products are all put on a single CD-ROM,
and everyone gets a copy to take home. That way you can show
people what you've learned. I'm specializing in interactive
multi-media and plan to make something for producing
designs jor tatoos.'

Most of the people taking the course have studied art or design
or at least have some experience in this area Even for someone
who is quite handy with a computer, the course is a hard one,
in Hougaard's view 'At the moment I am having to learn eight
new programs The course isn't easy, but what you learn is
enormous. I have now found a field where all my artistic skills
and interests come together. photography, drawing, design,

and producing sound and moving images.'
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Exchange
and scholarships

Cultural Agreements

To encourage international cooperation in culture and education.

the Dutch government has concluded bilateral agreements with a

large number of countries. These are the Cultural Agreements.

which include grants from the Dutch government that enable

students and researchers from the partner country to come to

the Netherlands. The place to inquire about the conditions for

these grants is the Dutch embassy or diplomatic representative

nearest you.

Exchange programmes

American students can apply to their country s own International

Student Exchange Programme (ISEP). Your own institution can

give you information.

The Netherlands Fellowships Programme (NFP) is intend-

ed for students and staff from developing countries. It offers pos-

sibilities for taking part in courses or training programmes given

in the Netherlands. For these you must be nominated by your

employer. (For information about the available courses and pro-

grammes. see the yellow pages.) The NFP also offers funds for par-

ticipation in courses and programmes that are tailor-made on

request. For more information, and tor application forms. contact

the Dutch embassy in your own country.

Other exchange programmes

A number of universities and hogescholen in the Netherlands

have exchange agreements with partner institutions in other

countries Often these are limited to one field or discipline. Ask

at your own university or colleve if there are any such

It you decide to come to the Netherlands independently rather

than in connection with an exchange programme, or it your um-

The Dutch government is attempting to make

Dutch higher education as accessible as possible

to students from other countries, among other

things by urging that more courses be conducted

in English. Foreign students enrolled as regular

students also pay the same tuition fee as local

students; this is relatively low since regular

higher education is heavily subsidized in the

Netherlands. But the Dutch government does not

make any scholarships available for foreign stu-

dents who wish to take a complete degree pro-

gramme at a Dutch university or hogeschool.

Foreign students are not eligible for the student

grants and loans that the Dutch government

provides for permanent residents. There are

several other possibilities for funding, however,

which are described briefly here.

Relatively low tuition fees.

a:

A. a I
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versity or college does not have an exchange agreement with a

Dutch institution. read 'On your own .

Scholarships

From the European Development Fund (EDF), the European

Commission offers scholarships for students from the 'ACP coun-

tries'. These are the countries of Africa. the Caribbean and the

Pacific with which the European Union has a special relation-

ship. as defined in the Lome Convention For more information.

apply to the EU representative in your own country.

The United Nations and the European Commission have

other programmes of scholarships and fellowships. Your own uni-

Countries (outside Europe and Asia) with which the
Netherlands has a Cultural Agreement:

Albania

Australia
Baltic States

Belarus

BosniaHercegovina
Bulgaria

Croatia
Czech Republic

Egypt

Georgia

Hungary

Israel

Jordan
Macedonia
Mexico

Morocco

Poland
Romania
Russian Federation
Slovakia

Slovenia

Turkey

Ukraine
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Cultural and educational exchange

versity or college should have information about them.

Fulbright Scholarships are available for American graduate stu-

dents. Inquire at your own institution, or apply to the

Netherlands America Commission for Educational Exchange

(NACEE). Herengracht 430. 1017 BZ Amsterdam. tel. +31(0)20 627

54 21. fax +31 (0)20 620 72 69.

For students from South Africa there is the EU-South

Africa Fellowships Programme. The British Council has of fices in

Johannesburg and Capctown which can provide information.

On your Own

In some cases it is possible to spend a few months studying at a

Dutch university or hogeschool without being part of an exchan-

ge programme. Generally such students are far along in their stu-

dies and know of a specific course in the Netherlands that would

make a good addition to their own programme. These students.

called 'free movers', make all the arrangements themselves. This

is not always easy. For example, you must find out whether your

own institution will accept the credits you earn in the

Netherlands. You also have to find your own funding. obtain the

appropriate resideme permit. and find a place to live You need

to start planning at least a year in advance. Begin by inquiring at

the international relations office of your own institution and the

Dutch institution in question.
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Money, housing and othyr
practica

you will need to know if there are any admission

quotas. for example. To obtain a residence permit for the

Netherlands. you will need the tentative statement of admission

that is sent to you after you send in your application. Remember

that the academic year in the Netherlands is from the end of

August to the middle of June.

Language

Almost all Dutch people are able to manage quite well in English.

Their compulsory schooling includes foreign languages. Students

at universities and hogescholen are expected to read textbooks in

English without any problem. Likewise, foreign students must

speak. read and write English well. A growing number of univer-

sities and hogescholen are conducting entire international study

programmes in English. But if you plan to enroll in a regular

degree programme. or to take courses within such a programme,

you should start learning the Dutch language before you leave

your own country.

lnsura nce

In the Netherlands you are not automatically insured against

medical costs If your income is above a certain level you must

insure yourself privately. Students fall into this category: most

carry private health insurance. Foreign students who are private-

ly insured in their own country should carry with them a state-

ment (in English) describing their insurance. If you do not al-

ready have insurance that will cover vou fully against medical

expenses and liability while you are in the Netherlands. you will

have to take out a policy. Either the student dean at your chosen

institution. or Nuffic. can provide you with more information

Money

Experien,r shows that to live and study in the Netherlands tot

one year costs a foreign student at least 111.500 guilders This is

needed to cover daily expenses and to pas, the registration and
20

Be sure to allow plenty of time for preparation.

You will need to begin at least a year in ad-

vance. First, examine the alternatives and choose

the course or study programme that interests

you most. So that you will not be disappointed,

make some second choices as well. Then contact

the student dean or international relations of-

fice of your own institution to find out about

possibilities for scholarships and exchanges.

Only then should you contact the relevant institu-

tion in the Netherlands for more information.

tuition fee. You cannot count on finding a source of income once

you are in the Netherlands. Only citizens of EU member states

are allowed to hold jobs alongside their studies. But even they do

not really have the time to work and study as well. The universi-

ties and hogescholen do not have funds for supporting students.

Although differences between incomes are small in the

Netherlands. most students live towards the bottom of the eco-

nomic ladder. If you have an average student incomefrom a

scholarship, for exampleyou will find that one third of it will

go towards housing. and food will cost you another third.

Fortunately. most universities and hogescholen offer hot meals at

reasonable prices. Many cities have cafes where you can eat

heaply and well. But the cheapest and most pleasant way to eat

is to do your own cooking, perhaps together with housemates.

Dutch supermarkets carry a large and international variety of

products. The remaining third of your money will go towards

books, transportation, and other expenses. Like Dutch students.

you %Ill have to learn to manage your finances carefully. For the

academic year 1995-96. the fee for enrollment in a regular degree

programme was 2250 guilders. The tees for ..pectal courses vary.
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Public transportation will

take you anywhere.

More information
In a readable little book called living in Holland'. an
American anthropologist describes the idiosyncracies of

the Dutch. What do they eat? How do they snake friends?

What do they celebrate? Are unexpected visitors welcome?

living in Holland costs NW 22.95 and can be ordered

from Nuffic. Department for Communication. PO Box

29777, 2502 LT The Hague. tel.+31 (0)70 4260 207, fax +31

(0)70 4260 229.
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Finding a place to live is not easy in a country as crowded as the

Netherlands. The phenomenon of the campus is virtually un-

known. Apartment blocks are built especially for students and

other young people. but the waiting lists for them are long. It is

usual for students to find their own rented rooms on the private

market. If you are taking part in an exchange programme, it is

possible that a furnished room will be arranged for you. Accept it

immediately, or you will regret it later! To find a room yourself

takes a long time, and rents ale high. Student rooms in the

Netherlands are usually unfurnished. and kitchens and bath-

rooms are shared with others Furnished apartments are scarce

and tar more expensive In tact. students can seldom af ford them

So how do you find a place to live? Before you leave

your own i. °tint rv. try to get in touch with someone who has stud-

ied in the Netherlands or with the Dutch consulate. Any tips they
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can give could prove useful. If you are in the Netherlands and

still looking for a place, go to the international relations office

or the student dean. And let your fellow students know you need

a room. Hang notes on the bulletin boards of supermarkets, libra-

ries and other public places. It will be up to you to take the ini-

tiative.

Transportation
In the Netherlands you do not need a car to get around. Public

transportation will take you almost anywhere. Although train

and bus fares are not cheap, it costs much more to operate a car.

Particularly in the western part of the country. the cities are very

accessible by train.

The bicycle is the cheapest and easiest way to get

around, especially if you live in a city. Most Dutch people, regard-

less of their profession or status, own a bicycle. Buy a second-

hand one rather than a new one. This will save you money, but be

sure to buy a strong lock. Sometimes a lock costs more than the

bicycle itselfl

RACHEL. FROM THE U.S.

Most institutions also offer hot meals
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Three times a week my international
roommates and I have dinner together.'

The decision to come here . study was one of the

best decisions I've made in my entire life.' says

Rachel Nunnelee, who has been taking women's

studies at Utrecht University for the last nine months.

'I ni acquiring an open mind about a lot of things, and I'm

seeing so much. I hadn't prepared for the trip at all. I packea

my suitcases and went. That was all.'

Rachel studied psychology in St. Louis, Missouri. 'I wanted to

go to Europe--to get away from America for a while A frtend

told me about the Netherlands. It sounded cool. So I applied for

Utrecht and was accepted. I have a small scholarship from my

university at home, and my parents are paying the rest. They

send checks to the bank. and I withdraw money using my plas-

tic card. In general I find it very expensive to live in the

Netherlands. My room, for exa..iple. costs 400 guilders a month

Okay. the flowers are cheap, but you can't cut flowers

The course on Dutch society was very good It was interesting

to hear about the monarchy and church affiliation and that

sort of thing Something I find odd is the way Dutch students

only care about passing an exam, and not so much about the

grade they get. Myself, I always try for an 'A'. That's a big dif-

ference between here and home, where there's much more com-

petition.'
'Usually I sleep late in the morning because I only have classes

twice a week. Every day I go to the gym to work out. In

America I played on the school basketball team, but I ve noticed

that sports are different here. Here you have to pay to play

basketball: I'm not used to that. On our floor of the student

residence there are people from Germany. Austria. Spain,

/Tante. Hungary and the United States. We talk a lot about

our different cultures. That's great. And usually we all have

dinner together about three ttmes a week. Although there are

big differences between us, everyone is nice

'I've been to Amsterdam. and I've been to Limburg to celebrate

Mardi Gras. That was fantastic. everyone was dressed up I

dyed my hip,' and wore a mask-and had a wild time In the

spring I wa.. n see the tulip fields.'

'The one throg I would warn people about if they are planning

to come here to study is that tt rains a lot in thr Netherlands

}ou can't believe tt. I lust bought another umbrella-one that

will hold up in the wind. You can t do without tt
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Courses and study programmes in English

Dutch universities, hogescholen and institutes for International Education are conducting more and more courses and

entire stu.ly programmes in English. This chapter lists them according to broad fields of study.

The courses vary in length from a few weeks to four years. Only those offered on a regular basis are included. Fees are

indicated in Dutch guilders (Nig).

The courses are listed by institution and grouped into the following

eight categories:

1. Science and technology

2. Agriculture and related sciences

3 Medical and related sciences

4. Development-oriented studies

S. Management and business

6. Law and international relations

7. European studies: culture. education

8 Media: tine and performing arts

The reply cards contained in this booklet can be used to obtain more

information about specific programmes or courses. Complete and

send in as many as you like. In each case the institution in question

will send you the information directly.

1. Science and technology

International Institute for Aerospace
Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC)

P.O. Box 6

7500 AA Enschede
Phone +31 53 487 44 44

Fax +31 53 487 44 00

A01 Integrated Map and Geoinformation Production
M.Sc. Degree Course (IGP.2, including IGP.3, CAR.3 or

PHM.3)

Oklectives: Theoretical and practical training in geoinformation: the

handling and management of systems for acquisition, processing.

transmission, transformation and presentation. and research

methods.

Type of diploma. Master's degree.

Duration. 90 weeks.
Educational requirements See PHM.3, CAR.3 or IGP.3.

Other requirements Stereoscopic anchor colour vision

Professional experience. Recommended.

Fees: Nlg 26.500.

A02 Integrated Map and Geoinformation Production
Postgraduate Diploma Course (1GP.3)

Oh)ectives: Theoretical and practical training, for staff of academic

institutions and production and user organisations. in the handling

and management of systems for the acquisition. processing. transmis-

sion and presentation of geoinforrnation.

Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma

Duration 50 weeks
Educational requirements. B.Sc. degree or equivalent in geodesy, land

surveying. computer science, civil engineering. geography. mathema-

tics, physics or a related science.

Other requirements. Stereoscopic vision

Professional experience Res oninwnded

Pees Nig 12,000

A03 Photogrammetry Postgraduate Diploma Course
(PHM.31

Ohiectives Lourse for future supervisors of photograinmetru units of

organisations engaged in map production and geomtormation:

cal and theoretical training in the assessment and es aluation ot

equipment. production processes and staff development.

Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.

Duration: 50 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in geodesy, land surveying.

civil engineering. computer science, mathematics or a related subject:

or an equivalent professional education with mathematics and long

experience.

Other requirements: Stereoscopic vision.

Professional experience. Rc,ommended.

Fees: Nig 12.000.

A04 Cartography Postgraduate Diploma Course (CAR.31

Objectives: Training for governmental. mq, governmental and acade-

mic staff its the management of cartographic production processes.

Type of diploma. Postgraduate diploma

Duration. 50 weeks.
Educational req rements. First university degree in surveying.

geography or a related science.

Other requirements: Colour vision

Professional experience Recommended.

Fees: Nig 12.000

A05 Cartography Technologist's Diploma Course ICAR.41

Objectives To train staff for senior supervisory positions in cartograp-

hic production organisations
Type of diploma Diploma.
Duro t on 50 weeks.
Educational requirements University entrance level in mathematics

and geography

Other requirements. Colour vision

Professional experience .1 years in cartographic pi oduc clots

Fees Nig 12,000.

A06 Digital Image Processing Postgraduate Certificate
Course (DIP.51

Objectives Training tor postgraduate students. rese.ln hers. and engi-

neers. in tlw numern al analysis ot remote sensing data and its appli-

cations

19,.. of diploma Lertificate
lturution 16 weeks.
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i divational requiremenft tit or equivalent degree In ge<hlesv. land

surveying. geology. lorestry. cull engineering. geography. physics or a

related science
Profesctonai experience Recommended
Fees Nig 4.000

A07 Geoinformation Systems for Cadastral Applications
1GIC 31 Postgraduate Diploma Course 0). 1GIC.2) M S.
Degree Course 1111

Min:epees framing tn (he design. implementation and maintenance
of (multi-purpose; cadastral geoinlormatIon systems for policy and

management stall.
is pe diploma I Postgradu,ue dip? ;ma. II Master's degree

Duration I 48: II 90 weekx

Fclueattanal requirements I-11 B Sc degree in geodesy. land sur;
veying. geography. ecOstoftlics. law. management or public adminis-
tration Additional tor II aptitude for independent studies.
Other requirements Future responsibility tor introducing manual and
automated LIS GIS into one's organisation
Prole,szonal experience Recommended
Errs I: Nlg 11.000: II 26.500

A08 Soil Survey (SOL.3) Postgraduate Diploma Course
ISOL.21 M.Sc. Degree Course till

Objective< I Training in the multipurpose utilisation of soil survey
information with empha.as on the use of aerospace remote sensing

techniques. II As I soil expertise to carry out applied research in

selected fields.
rype of diploma I: Postgraduate diploma: II Master's degree

Duration I. 48: II 78 weeKs

Educational requirements B Sr. degree with a mafor in soil science.

agricultural sciences. physical geography. biology or equivalent

Other requ.rements- Stereoscopic vision.
Professional experience E Recommended. II 2 years

Fees I Nig 11.000: II. 23.500

A09 Forest Survey 1FOR.31 Postgraduate Diploma Course
(FOR.21 M.Sc. Degree Course (Ill

Obtecttres Training tor forestry officers in the use ot aerospace re-
mote sensing techniques and geographical imllormation systems tor
collecting and managing forest survey data

rvr of diploma I Postgraduate diploma. II Master s degree

Duration f 48. If 78 weeks.

1;dueational requirements B Sc degree or equivalont in forestry

Other requirements Stereoscopic s mon
Pre(essiondl experience Recommended

1-ces I Nlg 11.000.11 23.500

A10 Forestry for Rural Development illtI3.3)
Postgraduate Diploma Course

dh.teetives lo develop participants' knowledge and skills in the plepa
ration of scenarios suitable for integratIon in land Use planning at ti;
ythes %shit Is strengthen the place and role ol tiees atul sistiibs its

sustainable rural development
ts pe ccl dipluma Postgraduate diploma
Duration 48 weeks
thziatIonai recnormenti RS( (legit e ms forestry. agtic ultule or

Isom:diem
requIrernents 5deleo5cdpic sislifit

pietescianal exrcience Recommended

em's N1g 11,000

All Rulal and land 1 sologs Surses RI I l; Post giaduate
Diploma Course Ii 3(11 2) 's1 Si Degree ( icorse .11,
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2t3
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AI 5 Information Management for Nat Resource
Development (SIG.5) Workshop

Objectives To familiarise participants with recent developments in
geoinformation systems for natural resource and land management.
"type of diploma- Certificate of Attendance.
Duration. 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Senior position in a public or a private sec-

tor related to land management.
Professional experience: Recommended.
Fres: Nig 1.000.

A16 Urban Survey and Human Settlement Analysis for
Urban Planning and Development USI-1.3 Postgraduate
Diploma Course (I). (USH.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (II)

Objectives. I: To introduce urban planners to new methods and tech-
niques for collecting, analysing and presenting urban data. II: As I+

(supervised) independent research.
Type of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma; II: Master's degree.
Duration: I: 44; II: 91 weeks.
Educational requirements: HI: B.Sc, degree in one of the spatial
urban sciences (e.g. urban or regional planning, urban geography.
civil engineering, architecture) or equivalent.
Other requirements: Proficiency in stereoscopic vision, experience in
urban planning.
Professional experience: Recommended.
Fees. I: Nig 10.000; II: 26,500

Al 7 Geoinformation Systems for Urban Applications.
with emphasis on Urban Management (GIU.3)
Postgraduate Diploma Course (I), (GIU.2) M.Sc. Degree
Course (II)

Objectives: 1+II: To prepare urban managers (e.g. in development con-

trol, infrastructure and facility management) estatlishing and manag-
ing the operation of a geographic or land information system.
lyre of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma; II: Master's degree.
Duration I: 48; 11: 91 weeks.
Educational requirements: 1+11 B.Sc. degree in one of the spatial

sciences (e.g. urban or regional planning, civil engineering, land
surveying, land management, urban geography).
Other requirements: Experience in functions related to urban manage-
ment desirable.
Professional experience: Recommended.
fees I. Nig 11,000; II: 26,500

A18 Geological Survey (GE0.3) Postgraduate Diploma
(.ourse (I), (GE0.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (11)

Objectives: Theoretical and practical training for earth scientists in
the use of remote sensing and geomformation systems for geological
mapping, exploration and resource management.
Type of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma; II: Master's degree.

Dur non I: 48; II: 87 weeks.

(ducational requirements NI: B.Sc. degree in earth sciences.
Other requirements Stereoscopic vision
Professional experience: Recommended.

Pees I Nig 11,000; II: 25.500

Al 9 Applied Geomorphological and Engineering
Geological Survey (AGS.3) Postgrad ate Diploma Course

IAGS.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (11)

obiectives lraming in the application of aerospace imagery to natu-
ral hazard zoning, terrain assessm('nt for infrastructural development
and environmental management.
I crc of diploma 1. Postgraduate diploma. II. Master's degree

Duration I 44.11. 87 weeks

25 27

Educational requirements:1+11: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in physical

geography, geomorphology. geology mining engineering.
Other requirements: Stereoscopic vision.
Professional experience: Recommended.
Fees: I: Nig 10,000; 11; 25.500

A'20 Remote Sensing Applications for Earth Sciences
(RSE.5) Postgraduate Certificate Course

Objectives: Introduction to satellite and airborne remote sensing tech-

niques and their applications, for earth scientists.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 6 weeks.
Educational requirements:11.Se. degree in geology. geomorphology or

physical geography.
Other requirements: Stereoscopic vision.
Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 2,000.

A21 Water Resources Surveys (WRS.3) Postgraduate
Diploma Course (I). (WRS.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (II)

Objectives: To update participants' theoretical and practical knowledge
of inventory, assessment and appraisal techniques. Two specialisa-
tions: groundwater resources (GW) and surface water resources (WM).

Type of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma:11: Master's degree.

Duration: I: 48; II: 87 weeks.
Educational requirements: 1+1I: B.Sc. degree in geology, hydrology.

environmental sciences, (physical) geography, agricultural
engineering or a related field.
Other requirements: Stereoscopic vision.
Professional experience: Recommended.
Fees: I: Nig 11.000:11: 25.500

A22 Engineering Geology (ENG.3) Postgraduate Diploma
Course (I). (ENG.11) M.Sc. Degree Course (II)

Objectives: I: Practical and theoretical training for engineers in tech-
niques for investigating sites for civil engineering projects. II: As I
training and designing, planning and supervising site investigations
for civil engineering projects.
Type of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma: II: Master's degree.
Duration: I: 48; 11: 95 weeks.
Educational requirements: 1+11: B.Sc. degree in geology or mining,

with good marks in mathematics and physics, or B.Sc. degree in civil

engineering with geology in both theory and practice.
Professional experience: Recommended.
Fees: I: 1,11g 11,000; II: 27,500

A23 Mineral Exploration (MEX.3) Postgraduate Diploma
Course (I). (MEX.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (II)

Objectives: Training for geologists and mining engineers in the design
and execution of exploration programmes for mineral resources, for
purposes of resource development and national development planning
Type of diploma: I: Postgraduate diploma; II: Master's degree.

Duration- I: 39; IL 78 weeks.
Educational requirements:1+11: B.Sc. degree in geology plus math-

ematics and chemistry, or B.Sc. degree in mining engineering plus a

minor in geology.
Other requirements; Stereoscopic vision.
Professional experiedce: Recommended.
Fees I: Nig 9.000; II: 23,500

A24 Exploration Geophysics (EXG.3) Postgradu..te
Diploma Course (1). (EXG.2) M.Sc. Degree Course (II)

Objectives Theoretical and practical training for geophysicists in the
design, execution and supervision of geophysical programmes for g..o.



logical mapping, management and exploration of natural resources

and national development planning.

rvpe of diploma I: Postgraduate diploma: II: Master's degree.

Duration I. 39: II: 87 weeks.

Educational requirements 1.11 B.Sc. degree in physics, mathematics.

mining engineering or geology with physics and mathematics.

Other requirements- Stereoscopic vision.

Professional experience: Recommended.

I.ees I: Nig 9,000: II 25.500

International Institute for
Infrastructural, Hydraulic and
Environmental Engineering (IHE)

P.O. Box 3015

2601 DA Delft
Phone +31 15 215 17 15
Fax +31 15 212 29 21

A25 international Course in Hydraulic Engineering
a) River Engineering

Obiecoves. Theoretical and practical training tor designing hydraulic

structures. assessing projects. supervising operations and managing

water systems.

Type of diploma: Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M.Sc. possible.

Duration: 45 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree in civil engineering or a related science.

Professional experience 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

A26 International Course in Hydraulic Engineering
b) Coastal. Estuarial and Harbour Engineering

Objectives. Training in hydraulic engineering in coastal zones.

Subdivision into three branches: coastal engineering: hydraulic struc-

tures in estearies and deltas: port engineering.
Type of diploma. Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M Sc. possible.

Duration. 45 weeks
Educational requirements. Degree in civil engineering or a related

science from a recognised institution

Professional experience 3 Years.

Fees Nig 10.000.

A27 International Course in Hydraulic Engineering
c) Land and Water Development

Objectives: Familiarising participants si it h the technical aspects ot soil

and water resources development for agriculture and other purposes.

Frpe of diploma Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M.Sc. possible

Duration 45 weeks.
Educational ,equirements: Degree in civil or agricultural engineering

or a related science trom a recognised institution.

Professional experience 3 years.

Fees NI); 10.000

A28 International Course in Hydraulic Engineering
d) Hydroinforinattcs

Objectives:Training for hydro-scientists and engineers in the applica-

tion of modern information technology to the planning, design analy-
sis and control of hydraulic and environmental systems.
Type of diploma Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M.Sc. possible

Duration: 45 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in civil engineering or a related

science from a recognised institution.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

A29 International Course for Hydrologists
a) Hydrological Processes

Objectives:To give civil engineers who are primarily interested in sur-

face water hydrology a better-science-based understanding of hydrolo-

gical processes and interaction between human activities and the

hydrological system.

Type of diploma Diploma.
Duration: 45 weeks.

Educational requirements: Degree in civil engineering or hydrology

with an engineering background.
Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10,000.

A30 International Course for Hydrologists
b) Groundwater Hydrology

Objectives: To give ihydrolgeologists. Igeolhydrologists and civil engi-

neers who are specialised in groundwater resources a better-science-.

based understanding of hydrological processes and interaction between

human activities and the hydrological system.
Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 45 weeks.

Educational requirements: Degree in civil engineering or hydrology

with an engineering background.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

A31 International Course for Hydrologists
cl Water Resources Management

Objectives. To give water resources managers a better-science-based

understanding of hydrological processes and interaction between

human activities and the hydrologic-al system in order to become

experts in the field of water resources planning and management

Type of diploma. Diploma.
Duration: 45 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in civil engineering or hydrology

with an engineering background.
Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

A32 International Course in Sanitary Engineering

Objectives- Training in water supply and sanitation in rural and urban-

ised areas, design of water and waste-water treatment plants and of

water distribution and waste-water collection systems.

Type of diploma: Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M.Sc. possible.

Duration: 45 weeks.
Educational requiremen ts Degree in civil, sanitary. mechanical or

chemical engineering
Professional experience' 3 years

bees Nig 10,000
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A33 International Course in Environmental Science
and Technology

Objectives. Training in methods for assessing and counteracting the

harmful effects on the environment (air, soil and water) of various

kinds of pollution. industrialisation. irrigation, fertilisers and pesti-

ddes. deforestation, etc.
lype of diploma. Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M.Sc. possible.

Duration. 45 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree in civil, agricultural or chemical

engineering, chemistry or biology.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees. Nig 10.000

A34 International Course in Water Quality Management

Objectives. Training in managing the water quality ot river and lake

basins, deltas and estuaries for professionals involved in water re-

sources management or similar activities.
Type of diploma: Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for M Sc. possible.

Duration: 45 weeks.

Educational requirements. Degree in civil, agricultural or chemical

engineering: chemistry or biology.
Professional experience- 3 years.

Eyes. Nig 10,000.

A35 International Course in Transportation and Road
Engineering for Development (TREND)

Objectives: Training for mid-career professionals. especially from

developing countries, in the development and management of

transportation networks.
Type of diploma: Diploma. Additional 6-8 months for.M.Sc. possible.

Duration: 45 weeks.

Educational requirements: Degree in planning or civil engineering.

professional experience 3 years

Fees. Nig 10.000.

A36 international Seminar on Port Management

Objectives Comprehensive survey of the organisation and manage-

ment of ports, in cooperation with the port authorities of Amsterdam

and Rotterdam.

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 6 weeks.
Educational requirements Open to port officials with degree or equi-

valent experience

Professional experience Recommended

Eees. Nig 5,000.

A37 International Course in Integrated Coastal Zone
Management

(Thief-tires To provide decision-makers and officials working in the

area ot coastal management with a comprehensive survey of the latest

developments.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 2 weeks.
Educational requirements A relevant university degree or working

experience.

Other requirements. Involvement m policy preparamn and decision-

making.
Professional experience 3 years.

Eces On request.

A38 Pokier Development

Objei tires Comprehensive survey ol polder and lowland develoument

for senior professionals working in govei ninental semi es oi tor con

sultancy firms

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 3 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in civil engineering or a related

science.

Other requirements Involvement in development plans of polders and

lowland areas.

Professional experience- Recommended.

Fees: Nig 5,000.

A39 International Course in Appropriate Modernisation
and Management of Irrigation Systems

Objectives. To provide senior professionals involved in irrigation deve-

lopment with knowledge and skills for improving. managing. opera-

ting and maintaining irrigation systems.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Professionals in Land and Water

Development, particularly in Irrigation Design. Management, and

Operation and Maintenance.
Other requirements: Involvement in decision- and policy-making.

Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 6.000.

A40 International Course in Anaerobic Waste Water
Treatment

Objectives: Comprehensive programme to enable participants to select

up-to-date technologies and siapervise the design, construction and

operation of anaerobic waste treatment installations.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 6 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in civil, chemical or agricultural

engineering.
Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 5.000.

A41 International Course in Low-Cost Water Supply and
Sanitation

Objectives: Comprehensive course on various methods and technologies

of low-cost water supply and sanitation. and their practical application.

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 8 weeks.
Educational requirements Degree in civil, sanitary, mechanical or

chemical engineering
Professional experience 3 years.

fees: Nig 5.000.

A42 International Course in Water Quality Management
for Decision-Makers

Objectives: Training in managing the water quality of river and lake

basins, deltas and estuaries, for decision-makers and water experts

involved in water resources management.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 8 weeks.
Educational requirements Degree in sanitary, mechanical or

chemical engineering.
Profession& experience 3 years

Fees. Nig 5.000.

A43 International Course in Environmental Resource
Management and Impact Assessment

Obit', tires 1 rainii.a in environmental management with emphasis on

the identification and development of strategies for sustainable

resource use and development.

ypc of diploma Certificate of Attendance
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Duration 8 weeks.
Lducational requirements Degree in biology. chemistry. chemical

engineering or a related science.

Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 5.000.

University of Twente f Technology and
Development Group

P.O. Box 217

7500 AE Enschede
Phone +31 53 489 35 39
Fax +31 53 434 08 22

A44 Training Course on Energy Management in Small
and Medium Scale Industries

Objectives: Analysis of the role of energy in production processes. the

availability and acquisition of energy. the consequences of the choice

of sources, the efficient use of energy and the formulation of policy

options and strategies.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration 5 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in a relevant

subject.

Professional experience: At least 2 years.

Fees- Nig 10.000.

A45 Training Workshops on Energy 8, Environment for
Sustainable Development

Objectives: Survey of recent developments and practical training.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 5 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. or M.Sc. or equivalent degree in a

relevant field of study.
Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees. Nig 7.500.

TNO Centre for Leather and
Shoe Research

P.O. Box 135
5140 AC Waalwijk
Phone +31 416 68 42 22
Fax +31 416 34 17

A46 Shoe Modelling and Designing

Objectives: Technical training i;. the development of fashionable

quality shoes, for technicians and managers of shoe factories.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance

Duration. 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary school, basic knowledge of shoe

technology.

Professional experience 2 years of shoe manufacture.

Fees. Nig 15.500.

A47 Leather and Shoe Materials Quality Control

Objectives: Theoretical and practical training in quality assurance.

including aspects of testing lez.ther and shoe materials

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 13 weeks.

Educational requirements. Degree in physics andlor chemistry.

Professional experience. Experience in testing

Fees: Nig 18.000.

University of Amsterdam / ACCESS

Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237
1012 DL Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 47 02
Fax +31 20 525 20 86

A48 M.Sc. Programme in Science and Technology Studies

Objectives: To offer students theoretical knowledge and practical

research training in science and technology studies: an interdiscipli-
nary field examini:4 the dynamics of science and technology in their

social, cultural, political and economic contexts.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration: 42-60 weeks.

Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent with spe-

cial requirements.
Fees: Nig 10.000 per year.

Utrecht University / Mathematical
Research Institute
P.O. Box 80010

3508 TA Utrecht
Phone +31 30 253 14 72
Fax +31 30 251 83 94

A49 Master Class in Mathematics

Objectives: To provide a 1-year preparatory programme for

outstanding undergraduate and beginning graduate students: an

introduction to post-graduate studies in mathematics.

Type of diploma' Master Class Certificate.

Duration: 43 weeks.
Educational requirements: Undergraduate or beginning graduate stu-

dies in mathematics.
Fees: Nig 5,000.

Hogeschool van Utrecht / Science and
Engineering
Oudenoord 700
3513 EX Utrecht
Phone +31 30 230 81 08
Fax +31 30 231 92 70

MO Engineering Product Design: International Master
of Science Course

Obiectives To enhance students' understanding of the issues that

underpin design activity in a CAD environment; to enhance design

skills with techniques for problersolving: and to teach students how

to adapt to changing circumstances and international markets.

Type of diploma Master's degree

Duration. 45 weeks.



Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in engineering or equivalent.

Other requirements: Basic knowledge of information technology.

Professional experience. 2-3 years

fees. Nig 10,000.

Institute for Biotechnology Studies
Delft Leiden

Julianalaan 67
2628 BC Delft
Phone +31 15 278 51 40

Fax +31 15 278 23 55

A51 Post-graduate Biotechnology Study

Objectives Multidisciplmary theoretical and practical training to pre-

pare science graduates for careers in the biotechnology industry.

Type of diploma: M,Sc. degree.

Duratton 80 weeks.
Educational requirements: M.Sc. degree or equivalent.

Other requirements: Experience in one of the basic biotechnological

disciplines.

Fees Nig 40.000.

A52 Advanced Course on Microbial Physiology and
Fermentation Technology

Objectives: Familiarising biotechnologists with the integrated inter-

disciplinary approach required to provide a link between the funda-

mental and technical aspects of large-scale processes in modern indus-

trial biotechnology.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 2 weeks.
Educational requirements: M.Sc. degree or equivalent.

Other requirements: Experience in one of the basic biotechnological

disciplines.

Fees: Nig 7.500.

Graduate School BioCentrum
Amsterdam

Plantage Muidergracht 14
1018 TV Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 51 73
Fax +31 20 525 62 71

A53 Molecular and Physiological Aspects of Oxygenic
and Anoxygenic Photosynthesis

Objectives To provide a state of the art review of molecular and

physiological aspects of photosynthesis in micro-organisms and plants.

Type of diploma- Certificate.
Duration 2 weeks.
Educational requirements. M St degree or equivalent with general

knowledge of biochemistry and microbiology.

Pees Nig 1.500

A54 From Biological Activity to Protein to Gene:
Advanced Course in Protein Purification and DNA
Technology

Obtectives To impart practical knowledge ot modern strategies and

techniques for gene isolation and manipulation and protein punfica .

non

vPc al diploma Certificate
Duratimi 2 weeks

(advertisement)

Centrum
.'"te- Amsterdam

BioCentrum Amsterdam is a Graduate School and
Research Center in the field of molecular cell biology and
biotechnology.

Research is concentrated on fundamental and
application-oriented projects in different disciplines such
as biochemistry, biophysics, microbi...."agy, genetics and
molecular biology.

BioCentrum Amsterdam offers
*a full time PhD program

entry all year round
no tuition for selected students
excellent research facilities
supervision by senior scientists

*advanced courses
full time and parttime
theoretical and practical courses

The working language is English.

BloCentrum Amsterdam,
Plantage Muldergracht 14
1018 TV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
tel +31.20.525 5173; fax +31.20.525 6271;
e-mail naomlemc.bio.uva.nl

Educational requirements: M.Sc. degree with general knowledge of

biochemistry.
Ftes Nig 5,500.

A55 Advanced Course in Microbial Physiology

Objectives: To acquaint participants with advanced theories in micro-

bial physiology and to demonstrate modern cultivation, control and
measurement techniques at laboratory and industriale scale.

Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration 2 weeks.
Educational requirements: M.Sc. degree with general knowledge of

biochemistry and microbiology.

Fees- Nig 2.000.

NLS - Holland Schreiner International
Air Training

P.O. Box 204

6190 AE Beek
Phone +31 43 364 84 84

Fax +31 43 364 66 19

A56 Airline Pilot Training Courses

Ohiectives To provide inexperienced student-pilots with the knowl.

edge, practical training and flying hours requited tor the Dutch

licence ICAA-RLDI.

lype of diploma CAA-RLD licences and NLS certificates

Duration 65 weeks.
Educational requirement . Secondary education at advanced level

with mathematics and physics

di



Other requirement, Flight medical. sensomotoru and psychodiagnos.
tic tests: interview by the Admission Comnuttee.
lees Nig 186,000

A57 Aircraft Type Training

Obtectives To train student-pilots in the operation and handling ot
twin-engmed aircratt, providing them with the knowledge and practi-
cal training required for the Dutch CAA-RLD multi-engine rating.
Type of diploma: CAA-RLD rating and NLS certificates.

Duration 4-12 weeks.
Pducational requirements Secondary educatton at advanced level

with mathematics and physics.
Other requirements Successful completion of NLS courses 5E1...LTC.

professional experience CPLIR licence (or equali

Fees. On request.

A58 Flight Instructor Training (FIC)

Ohjectt s-es To provide licenced pilots with the knowledge and practi-
cal training required for the Dutch rating of flight instructor ICAA-

RLDI.

Type of diploma CAA-RLD licences and NLS certificates.

Duration 12 weeks.
Tducational requirements Secondary education at advanced level
with mathematics and physics.
Professional experience: Valid Dutch CPL/IR licence.

Fees: Nig 30.000

A59 Synthetic Flight (Instructor) Training (SFT)

Objectives- To provide participants with the knowledge and practical
training required for qualification as a synthetic flight instructor.
Type of diploma: NLS certificates.
Duration 20 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level

with mathematics and physics.
Other requirements. A sensomotoric and psychochagnostic test with

good results.
Professional experience: Aviation and traffic contro/.

Fees: Nig 40.000.

A60 Flight Operations & Dispatch Training (FOO)

Objectives To provide participants with the knowledge and skills
required for dispatching flights over short, medium-range and long-

range routes.
Type cf diploma. NLS certificates

Duration. 7 weeks.
Educational requirements. Secondary education at advanced level

with mathematics and physics.
Professional experience Aviation and traffic control.
Fees' Nlg 15,000.



2. Agriculture and related sciences

Wageningen Agricultural University

P.O. Box 453

6700 AL Wageningen
Phone +31 317 48 26 80)48 36 18
Fax +31 317 48 44 64

801 M.Sc. Programme in Agricultural Economics and
Marketing

Objectives: Academic training in agricultural economics and

marketing for graduates.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration- 74 weeks.
Educational requirements. B.Sc. degree in agricultural economics or

related sciences.

Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country.

Fees: Nlg 12.000.

802 M.Sc. Programme in Agricultural Engineering

Objectives: Training in the design, selection and management of agri-

cultural machinery and systems, suited to local needs, resources and

socio-economic conditions.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in agricultural engineering.

agriculture, engineering or a related science. Entrance examination in

home country.
Other requirements: Good working knowledge of computer science.

statistics and applied mechanics.
Professional experience: 2 years

Fees. Nig 13.500.

803 M.Sc. Programme in Animal Science

Objectives: Advanced academic and practical training for the develop-

ment of animal science in participants home countries.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in agriculture. animal science.

veterinary science or a related science.

Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nlg 13.500.

B04 M.Sc. Programme in Aquaculture

Objectives: Advanced academic and practical training in the develop-

ment of aquaculture in participants' home countries.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements B.Sc. degree in agriculture, animal science

or a related science.
Other requirements- Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nlg 13.500.

B05 M.Sc. Programme in Biotechnology

Objectives Academic training in biotechnology, for young graduates

and researchers.

Type of diploma M.Sc degree.

Duration 74 weeks.

Educational requiremerts It Sc degree in hemistrv. biology or an-

12

other related science.
Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 12,000.

806 M.Sc. Programme in Crop Science

Objectives: Postgraduate training in one of the specialisations crop

breeding, crop production, crop protection or protected cultivation.

Type of diploma. M.Sc. degree.

Duration. 74 weeks.

Educationa' irements: B.Sc, degree in agriculture or a related

science.

Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 12,000.

B07 M.Sc. Programme in Ecological Agriculture

Objectives: Academic training in the establishment and development

of sustainable agricultural systems.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in agriculture or a related

science.

Other requirements Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16,000.

808 M.Sc. Programme in Environmental Sciences

Objectives: Academic training in specialisations of environmental
science (protection. health, technology or management), for young

graduates, researchers, lecturers, project managers, extension

workers and civil servants.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B Sc. degree in environmental, agricultural

or a related science.

Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

f.ces Nig 16.000.

809 M.Sc. Programme in Geographic Information
Systems for Rural Applications

Objectives: Academic training, either application-oriented or informa-

tion management-oriented. for young graduates, researchers,

teaching staff, project executives.

Tvpe of diploma M Sc degree.

Duration- 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in preferably gi ography. rural

planning, soil and water conservation or related sciences.
Other requirements Good understanding of matrix algebra and statistics

Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees. On request.

BIO M.Sc. Programme in the Management of
Agricultural Knowledge Systems

Objectives. Academic training in agricultural extension and education

and rural development. for managers. researchers. lecturers and poll

cy-makers.

type of diploma M.Sc degree

Duration 74 weeks



Wageningen Agricultural University in the Netherlands is one of the world's top ecli,ation and research

centres in the agricultural and environmental sciences. Its graduates are recognized internationally for the

quality of their scientific training, and many scientists spend their sabbatical leave in Wageningen. Today,

the 'knowledge centre' of Wageningen, which includes dozens of scientific and technological institutes

surrounding the university, is looking forward to a dynamic future at the hub of European and intercontinental

education and research

'Make the best of what you have:
upgrade your BSc to an MSc'
Wageningen Agricultural University

offers an international thests.oriented

MSc Programme leading to the title

of Master of Science The thesis research

should be on a topic related to the

students work in their home country

Students may also follow a selected

number of course elements from the

MSc programme

MISSION STATEM ENT

'Wageningen Agricultural University

wishes to develop and disseminate

the scientific knowledge needed to

sustainably supply society's demands

for sufficient, healthy food and a good

environment for humans, animals and

plants'

MSc Programme
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND MARKETING Agricultural and Environmental Economics and
Policy, Agricultural Development Econonucs. Farm Management. Marketing and Consumer Behaviour

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING Farm Mechanization. Soil Tillage

ANIMAL SCIENCE Animal Breeding. Animal Husbandry. Animal Nutrition. Grassland and Forage

Science. Tropical Animal Production. Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics

AQUACULTURE Animal Level. System Level

BIOTECHNOLOGY Agrofood and Bioprocess Technology. Environmental Biotechnology. Plant and

Microbial Production

CROP SCIENCE CrOp Breeding. Crop Production. Crop Protection. Protected Cultivation

ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE Farming Systems Research. Mixed Farming/Crop-Livestock

Integration. Soil Ecology

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE Environmental Health. Environmental Management. Environmental

Protection, Environmental Technology

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS Dedicated Application Development. Geo Information

Management

MANAGEM ENT OF AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS Innovation Processes in Rural

Resource Management. Sociological Research. Design of Learning Processes in Education and

Extension. Making Policy on the Interventions and Management of Implementing Organrzaticns

SOIL AND WATER Irrigation. Land Drainage. Pedology, Soil Chemistry. Soil Fertility, Soil Physics and

Agrohydrology. Soil Survey and Land Evaluation. Soil and Plant Analysis. Soil and Water Conservation.

Water Resources Management and Hydrology

TROPICAL FORESTRY Silviculture and Forest Ecology. Social Forestry

UR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT Environmental Impact Assessment: Soil. Water and Air

DURATION 17 months REQUIREMENTS BSc degree or equivalent, fluency in English, working experience

ADMISSION based on entrance examination TUITION FEES NLG 12000 NLGt6000

COSTS OF LIVING NLG15oo/month START PROGRAMME September APPLICATION Before Novembert5

POSTAL ADDRESS Wageningen Agricultural University, Dean's Office for Foreign Students,

P.O. Box 453, 6700 AL Wageningen, The Netherlands

TELEPHONE (31)8370 82680/83618 from 01.10.95 (31)317 482680/483618

TELEFAX (31)8370 84464 from 01.10.95 (31)317 484464 TELEX NL 45854 luwag

Wageningen Agricultural University
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Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in agriculture or a related science.

Other requirements: Entrance examination in home country.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees Nig 16.000.

1111 M.Sc. Programme in Soil and Water

Objectives: Academic training in agricultural sciences, for young

graduates, researchers, teaching staff, project executives and

extension workers.

Type of diploma. M.Sc. degree

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements- B.Sc or M Sc degree in agriculture or a

related science.
Other requirements- Entram e examination in home country.

Professional experience- 2 years.

Fees- Nlg 16.000.

BI2 M.Sc. Programme in Tropical Forestry

Objectives. Academic training in tropical forestry, for managers.

researchers and lecturers.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration: 74 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in forestry or a related science.

Other requirements: Entrance examintion in h6me country.
Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16,000.

International Agricultural Centre (IAC)

P.O. Box 88
6700 AB Wageningen
Phone +31 317 49 01 11
Fax +31 317 41 85 52

813 International Course on Data Handling for Tropical
Fisheries Management

Objectives: Training in data collecting at landing sites, estimating

catch and fishing effort, and data processing.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration- 6 weeks.
Educational requirements B.Sc. degree or equivalent in biology

Other requirements: Practical experience in fisheries management

Fees Nig 4,500.

8I4 International Course on Food Science and Nutrition

Objectives. Training participants in identifying community food and

nutrition problems and at providing them with adequate knowledge

to formulate, implement and evaluate programmatic activities direc-

ted at alleviating such problems.

Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.

Duration. 32 weeks.
isdurattonal requirements B.Sc. degree or equivalent in nutrition.

food technology, home economics, medicine or related science

Other requirements- Professional position with tasks related to the

course theme.

Professional experience. 2-3 years.

ees Nig 6,500.

1115 International Course on Applied Plant Breeding

Objectives The course aims at enabling participants to plan. initiate

and supervise the breeding process. taking account of new develop-

ments and techniques in plant breeding.

type of diploma- Certificate of Attendance

Duration: 15 weeks
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in agriculture, plant breeding

or related science plus knowledge of genetics and statistics.

Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 5.000.

B16 International Potato Course: Production. Storage
and Seed Technology

Objectives: To train professionals in potato production methods, stor-

age and seed technology with special attention for adaptation to local

conditions in developing countries.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 14 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in agriculture.

Professional experience 3 years.

Fees- Nig 5.000.

BI7 International Course on Integrated Pest Management.
Strategies to Control Diseases and Insect Pests

Objectives: To broaden participants' views on plant protection and its

role in plant production: to strengthen their knowledge and skills in
plant protection methods with emphasis on IPM; and to teach them to

use IPM in their own work.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 15 weeks.
Educational requirements. B.Sc. degree or equivalent in agriculture or

biology.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 5.000.

B18 International Course on Seed Production and Seed
Technology

Objectives: Specialised training for seed agronomists and seed tech-

nologists from developing countries.
Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance

Duration: 14 weeks.
Educational requirements' B.Sc. degree or equivalent in agriculture.

Other requirements: Position preferably at managerial level, involve-

ment in major seed projects or seed industry.

Professional experience. 3 years

fees: Nig 5.000.

B19 International Course on Protected Cultivation

Objectives- To extend and deepen participants' theoretical and techm.

cal knowledge of protected crop production for optimising the use of

glasshoused and;or polyhouses.

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance

Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: B Sc degree or equivalent, or any other

proof that the candidate masters the basics of horticulture.
Other requirements Professional position in glasshouse horticulture

Professional experience 3 years

Fees Nig 5.000.

1120 International Course on Rural Extension

Objectives- Training for middle and upper level extension managers in

methods and strategies that make extension a more effective instru-

ment for rural development

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance

Duration 4 weeks

Educational requirements ti St degree or equivalent ni extension or

related science

Professional experieni e 3 years

ces Nig 5.000
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TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONALS IN AGRICULTURE,
RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT

TRAINING AREAS INCLUDE:

Rural extension

Food and nutrition

Agronomy

Livestock production

Gender and development

Rural development

Fisheries and aquaculture

Community forestry

Sustainable kind use

,-trt%tit' W
1.$

FURTHER INFORMATION

Lawickse Allee I I

6701 AN Wageningen

P.O. Box 88

6700 AB Wageningen

IN THE NETHERLAN

Regular training courses

Tailor-made courses

Study programmes and to

WORLDWIDE ...

In-country training

Refresher courses

Training programme developmentj4

Institutional support
.- i

IAC INTERNATIONAL-AGRICULTURAL CEN
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821 International Course on Rural
Extension/Management of Extension Programmes

Objective's To provide training in the p.actical and participatory
aspects of the management of development programmes.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration 6 weeks.
Educational requirements B Sc. degree or equivalent in extension or

related science.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees. Nig 9.000.

1322 International Course on Rural Extension/Training
for Trainers of Extension Workers

Objectives. To enable middle management staff to develop,
implement and evaluate in-service rural extension training
programmes.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 6 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in extension or

related science.
Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 9,000.

823 International Course on Rural Extension/
Research-Extension Linkages

Objectives: To enable middle management staff to structure and
improve the exchange of scientific data and practical know-how
between researchers, extension workers and farmers.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 6 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in extension or a

related science.
Professional experience: 3 years.
Fees: Nig 9.000.

B24 International Course on Vegetable Production

Objectives: To extend and deepen participants' knowledge of vegeta-
ble growing, acquaint them with Dutch methods of producing and
marketing vegetables, and enable them to study Issues and crops of

particular relevance to their work in their own countries.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration 14 weeks.
Educational requirements: B Sc. degree or equivalent in agriculture.

vegetable production or horticulture.
Professional experience 3 years.
Fees. Nig 5,000.

825 Inte -national Course on Nutrient Management for
Sustainable Agriculture

Objectives. To update the knowledge and improve the managerial skills

of staff involved in policy formulation and planning, and the manage-

ment of soil resources and plant nutrient programmes in SARD.
Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.
Duration. 4 weeks.
Educational requirements. B.Sc. degree or equivalent in agriculture.
Other requirements: Involvement in the formulation, planning and
management of soil resources and nutrients
Professional experience 3 years.
Fees Nig 4.500.

026 International Course on Dairy Farming in Rural
Development

Witte fives To update the knowledge of participants regarding resent
developments in dairy farming in developing countries

-is

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 14 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc degree or equivalent in agricultural
or veterinary sciences, dairy cattle husbandry or related sciences.

Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees. Nlg 5.000.

B27 International Course on Local Level Management of
Trees and Forests for Sustainable Land Use

Objectives: To provide the information, the wider viewpoints and the
tools required to conceptualise, plan and evaluate forestry in rural

development projects.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 15 weeks.
Educational requirements: M.Sc. degree (preferred) or B.Sc. degree or

equivalent in forestry, agricultural or social sciences.
Professional experience: 5 years.

Fees Nig 5,500.

B28 International Course on Food Processing: Quality
Assurance and Marketing in Food Processing Enterprises
(I) Food Fortification for the Elimination of
Micronutrient Malnutrition (II)

Objectives: I.QAM: Survey of aspects of small and medium-scale food

processing: training in problem analysis and technology selection cri-
teria. !LH: Training to manage the fortification of foods with micro-
nutrients and strategies to gain acceptance of FF.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Achievement.

Duration: 14: II: 7 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in food technology, agricultur-
al engineering, agricultural economics or related agricultural or

management sciences.
Other requirements: Involvement in training: consultancy activities

for small/medium scale enterprises.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: I: Nig 6.500: II: 4.500.

B29 International Course on Food and Nutrition
Programme Management

Objectives: To improve participants' skills in decisionmaking.
problem-solving and managing food and nutrition programmes.

lyre of diploma: Certificate of Attendance
Duration- 6 weeks.
Educational requirements B.Sc. degree or equivalent in health, nutri-
tion. agriculture or social sciences (including economics and plan-

ning).
Other requirements. Employment in food and nutrition programmes.
Professional experience 5 years.

Fees- Nig 4.500.

B30 International Post-graduate Course on Soil and
Plant Analysis and Data Handling

Objectives: Practical training tor Improving laboratory performance

and management.
Type of diploma Certificate
Duration- () weeks.
Educational requirements B.Sc, degree or equivalent in agriculture.

biology or chemistry
Pi ofeseional experienee laboratory experience
Pee, Nig 10.000
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831 Internati...nal Course on Environmental Assessment
tor Sustainable Land Use

(*teens es To provide methods and strategies to be used in analytical

and holistic frameworks for solving environmental problems.
Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance

Duration 2
Educational requirements M Sc. degree or equivalent.

Other requirements. Employment at policy level: involvement in envi-

ronmental issues. NGO's. government or donor agencies

ees Nlg 4.800

832 International Course on the Design of Soil and
Water Conservation Programmes

Objectives Training in the analysis and assessment of strategies tor

soil and water conservation programmes.

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.

Duration 2 weeks
Educational requirements M.Sc. degree or equivalent in environmen-

tal engineering. chemistry or biotechnology sciences

Other requirements. Experience us soil and water conservation in

semi-arid and sub-humid regions.

Fees. Nig 4.800

833 International Course on Gender in Policy
Development for Sustainable Land Use

Objectives: Training for policy-makers in concepts, methods and

frameworks to develop gender-sensitive policies for sustainable land

use development.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 2 weeks.

Educational requirements. M.Sc. degree or equivalent.

Other requirements Relevant employment at policy level: involve-

ment in NGO's, government or donor agencies.

Fees: Nig 4.800.

International Centre for Development
Oriented Research in Agriculture
(ICRA)

P.O. Box 88

6700 AB Wageningen
Phone +31 317 42 29 38
Fax +31 317 42 70 46

B34 Training in Interdisciplinary Team Research for
Agricultural Development

Objectives To enable agricultural scientists to work in multi-
disciplinary teams on the diagnosis of agricultural change and the

formulation of research programmes, in consultation with farmers.

extensionists and policy-makers.

Type of diploma. Certificate ot Attendance

Duration 28 weeks.

hlucational requirements SI Sc or Ph D degree in agriculture or

related science.

Other requirements Age limit 40 years
Professional copes fence Research in developing country

I re; Nig 54.000

International Institute for Land
Reclamation and Improvement (ILRI)

P.O. Box 45

6700 AA Wageningen
Phone +31 317 49 01 44
Fax 317 41 71 87

B35 International Course on Land Drainage

Objectives' To increase participants insight into the physical and

agricultural principles underlying land drainage and in the inter-
disciplinary planning of land drainage projects. Mid-career course for

professionals engaged in planning, design, research education

Type of diploma: Certificate
Duration IS weeks

Educational requirements' B.Sc. degree in agricultural engineering.

civil engineering. hydrology or related field with a good background
in mathematics and physics.

Professional experience. At least 5 years.

Fees Nig 6.000.

836 International Course 011 Microcomputer
Applications in Land Drainage

Objectives Survey of the applications ot computer programs relevant

for land drainage, with special reference to subsurface drainage

Type of diploma. Cotificate.
Duration. 3 weeks.

Educational requirements University degree in agricultural
engineering or equivalent.

Other requirements: Basic knowledge of computer use.
Professional experience 5 years in drainage

Fees: Nig 6,000.

B37 International Course on Computer Applications in
Irrigation

Objectives. To familiarise participants with computer software which

has been developed for various aspects of irrigattor..

Type of diploma. Certificate.
Duration: 4 weeks.

Educational requirements University degree in agricultural enginee-

ring or equivalent.
Other requirements. Basic knowledge of computer use

Professional experience 10 years in irrigation.

Fees Mg 8.000.
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Professor H.C. van Hall Institute

P.O. Box 1528

8901 BV Leeuwarden
Phone +31 58 288 87 77
Fax +31 58 288 49 85

838 International Environmental Science Programme

Oblectives' To investigate environmental Issues and problems from an

international perspective and to practise working on solutions wills
an international team.
retie of diploma Certificate
Duration min 8:max. 24 weeks
Educational requirements. At least in the se«ind year of academic stu .

dies in natural sciences.

Pees Mg 1.000 per moduli'



Agricultural Education and Training in the Netherlands

Offers:

MSc and PhD programmes

diploma courses

tailor made courses

training courses on the spot

assistance in institution building

A joint effort of the: - Wageningen Agricultural University - Professional Higher Agricultural Colleges

- Agricultural Education Centres Innovation and Practical Training Centres in Agriculture -

International Agricultural Centre - International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement

N ETA Your Partner ?

Brochure and course catalogue are available

P.O. Box 9001, 6880 GB Velp, The Netherlands, Telephone: (31) 85 695649, Fax: (31) 85 695727
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Larenstein International Agricultural
College, Deventer (LIAC)

P.O. Box 7

7400 AA Deventer
Phone +31 570 68 46 00

Fax +31 570 68 46 08

839 International Course on Training in Rural
Extension and Teaching

DluectIves A nod-career course on the relationships between agricul.

tural education extension, and rural development. tor extension wor-

kers. statl of rural development organisations. teachers and trainers

Type of diploma: I. Diploma. II. Degree.

!hit-anon 42 weeks.
I-ducational requirements Diploma or B Sc. degree in agricultural

science

professional experience 4 years.

e Nig 11.000

B40 International Course on farm Mechanisation

olisectit es: A mid-career course tor protessionals engaged in farm
mechanisation in tropical and subtropical farming systems. either as

trainers, managers. or as providers 01 extension services.

Type of diploma I Diploma. If. Degree

Duration. 42 weeks
Educational rettnircnents Diploma or B Sc degree in agricultural

science or engineering
Other requirements Employment preferably in training, extension or

the management sector.
Professional experience 4 years

fees: Nig 10.705.

841 International Course on Tropical Animal
Production

Objecitres A mid-career course m animal production for professionals

who wi;h to Improve their ability to identify problems. to evaluate
options fo- sslutions and improvements, and to act as agents of chan.

ge in the lvdos ot education, extension or management.

Type of diplorea I. Diploma; II. Degree

Duration 42 weeks.
bdueaunnal requirements Diploma or B Sc. degree in agricultural

science, animal production. veterinary science or related studies

Professional experience 4 years

Fees: Nig 10.738

B42 International Course on Women. Extension
Workers and Agriculture

inflective, Mid-career training in aspects of agriculture and the pro-

ductive role of women in the farming system. tor protessionals invol

ved iii Mune economics. nutrition or primary health care extension

rope of diploma- Diploma

Duration 42 weeks.
Educational requirements Diploma Or II Sr'. degree in home econons.

us. nutrition, primary health care or on. Of the sok tot sciences

Professional experiente 4 Years

tees Nig 10.710

1143 International Course on Draught Animal
Technology

Obiectives A mickareer course on draught animal technology in

tiopical and subtropical farming ss gems lor prolessfinhns

is extencion. training or management

vpe ot diploma t ertititate
VI

Duration 2 weeks

melt, l)iplttni .,iti Iii, dcriee in
science

Other requirements Working ssith draugni animal teL

Pf-ofessional peric me 4 yt.,111

ceS Nig 19.000

644 Int ernat Iona I Agriculture B St.

obtectives Students base a basis underitandmg ot lama's ; du.

lion. international business an altitude to hint lion III
t.ommunii...inve skills. knowledge tit csternal l,, tm,

management skills ut agribusiness
jyre oj diploma B St deitit'i:

Dora non 88 weeks

Idurational retipiromer,is lost ot B

Fees, Nig 2.250 per sear

lest . ,

845 Master ot Science Course in International
Agriculture

Oblectives' A Incites mnal course tor agricultutal sne, -sip; ,Ist:

to pursue an international career as senior VA./IV/A /11,1».10A,

manager ot agricultural piodus thin or tnar holm: m:"i
tate sector

I vpe of diploma M St degree
Duration 78 weeks

Fdueational requirements It \c. degree in No.ticulnite

(et, NIg 12.900

;1346 European MBA Programme in Agribusiness

Oblectices A course for prolessionals u solved in the IllanrI.:vnI,M1

international agribusiness organisations
Type of diploma MBA degree

Dura non 65 weeks

Educational requirements 13 si in BA degree in Agmbo-inc,.

Pees: Nig 15.500

Larenstein International Agricultural
College, Velp (LIAC)

P D. Box 9001

6880 GB Velp
Phone +31 26 369 57 16
Fax +31 26 361 52 87

847 International Course is Geographical Information
Systems (GIS). Remote Sensing IRS! and i.lobal
Positioning Systems (GPSI

(Mu-coves Practical and theoretual tramoig ht.:,

and protect managers in the use ift i.tls ks and id'', Ii hi. 3,,
processing, managetnent and picsentat ion ot geogiaplo. al

int ormation
Type of diploma C ertificate ot ..Miendate

Duration 3 sseeks

I ducational requirement, B m or \t Si (Move r Ct ./t%

geograpliv. orest rv. soil sc um,

. s, v n11

i'sro Ri.ttinintt Mkt!

ees 000
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848 Dutch Agriculture: How It works

Objectives: Course for participants from Central and Eastern Europe,

including the Russian Federation, to pr^vide insight into the Dutch agri-
cultural system which has developed on the basis of strong family farms.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration 2 weeks.
Fees: Nig 2.250.

Den Bosch Agricultural College

P.O. Box 90108
5200 MA 's-HertogenbOsch
Phone +31 73 612 07 88
Fax +31 73 614 45 10

B49 International Module in Agricultural Trade and
Environment

Objectives: To provide the knowledge and skills required to export
and import agricultural products. To familiarise students with Dutch
agriculture and typical Dutch products (like tomatoes and cut flowers).
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Diploma or 1-2 years of higher education
in agriculture, business administration or horticulture.
Pees: Nig 2,500.

IPC Livestock Barneveld College,
International Training Centre on
Animal Husbandry and Milling
Technology

P.O. Box 64
3770 AB Barneveld
Phone +31 342 41 48 81
Fax +31 342 49 28 13

850 International Course on Pig Husbandry

Objectives: To provide an understanding of the role which pig hus-
bandry can play within livestock tanning systems and to equip partici-
pants with expertise to effectively transfer this knowledge to different
target groups.
Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 26 weeks.
Educational requirements. Preferably a diploma in agriculture science
with a major in animal production, or equivalent, from a recognised
institute.
Other requir_rnents: Age between 25 and 40 years. Experience in
teaching agriculture and/or advisory work.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

B51 International Course on Poultry Husbandry

Objectives: To provide an understanding of the role which poultry
husbandry can play within livestock farming systems and to equip
participants with expertise to effectively transfer this knowledge to
different target groups.
Type of diploma Diploma.
Duration 26 weeks.
Educational requirements: Preferably a diploma in agriculture science
with a mawi in animal production, or its equivalent, from a
recognised institute

Other requirements: Age between 25 and 40 years. Experience in

teaching agriculture andlor advisory work.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

B52 International Animal Feed Training r- 'gramme

Objectives: Training for professionals from developing countries to
dissetninate practical and theoretical knowledge of animal feed and
manufacturing and to utilise locally available ingredients.
Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Preferably a diploma from the Inter-
national Course on Pig or Poultry Husbandry at Barneveld College
Other requirements: Direct involvement in animal nutrition and
feeding and in the manufacture of animal feeds.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

B53 Modern Animal Feed Manufacturing

Objectives: Training of participants in the management of feedmills consi-

dering technological, nutritional, economic and administration aspects.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 2 weeks.
Educational requirements: Preferably a diploma in agriculture with a
major in animal production or equivalent or at least secundary educa-
tion and considerable relevant experience.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

854 Modern Pig Farm Management

Objectives: Training of participants, in close collaboration with
instructors and practitioners, in the management of a commercial pig
farm, the economic and technical analysis production units, the iden-
tification of probiems and the implementation of improvements.
Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 5 weeks.
Educational requirements: Preferably a diploma in agriculture with a
major in animal production or equivalent or secondary education
with extensive experience in commercial pig production.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

B55 Artificial Insemination of Pigs

Objectives: After attending the course the participants will be able to
artificially inseminate pigs and to set up and manage an Al station for

the production and distribution of boar semen.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 3 weeks.
Educational requirements: Agricultural andlor veterinary education
(completion of secondary education is a requirement) andlor practical
experience in pig husbandry.
Professional experience. At least 3 years.

Fees: On request.

856 Modern Layer Farm Management

Objectives. To provide managers of commercial layer farm:, with a sur-

vey of the latest technological developments in egg production, and
with skills to successfully manage a layer farm.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Major in animal science.

Professional experience. At least 3 years.

Fees On request
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1357 Modern Broiler and Breeder Farm Management

object:yes Training ot participants in the management or commer-

sijl bioiler midair breeder lann. the economic and technical analysis
ot production. the identification ot problems mid the implementation

of improvements

kite of diploma Certificate ot Attendance.
Duration 4 weeks.
ducattona/ requirements Preferably a diploma tn agriculture with a

major in animal production or equivalent or at least secondary educa-

tion and constderabie relevant exist-mm.4:

Profess:omit experience At least I years

ees On request

B58 Modern Hatchery Management

:lblectlyes to provide knowledge Auld skills required to manage .1

commercial hatchery and to provide tools to analyse production

results. to identify problems and to implement measures for Improve-

ments.

Type Qt diploma Certificate Lit Attendance

Duration: 2 weeks.

Idurafional requtrements Completed secondary general agricultural

education.

Professional experience At least I years

Fees: On request.

IPC Dairy Training Centre Friesland

P.O. Box 85

9062 ZJ Oenkerk
Phone +31 58 256 15 62
Fax +31 58 256 16 28

B59 International Course on Dairy Husbandry and Milk
Processing

Objectives: Comprehensive training in the development of dairy hus-

bandry and industry, for professionals from developing countries.

Type of diploma: Diploma

Duration 26 weeks.
Fducatronal regutrements Diploma or B.Sc. degree in agriculture.

veterinary science or food processing

Professional es/temente 3 Years

fees. On request.

B60 International Course on Modern Dairy Farm
Management

Objectives To familiarise dairy farm managers with modern tech-

niques to improve the efficiency of milk production.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration 6 weeks
Fducat tonal requirements Diploma in agriculture or veterinary

science.

Professional experience 5 sears

Fees. On request.

Innovation and Practice Centre
for Crop Production and Food
Technology / Horst

Westerholtstraat 2
5961 BJ Horst

Phone +31 77 398 45 55
Fax +31 77 398 41 60

861 Short Course in Mushroom Growing

Objecoves To train participants in theoretical and pracucal aspects of

mushroom growing.

fype of dtploma Certificate.
ra rion 2 weeks.

Nucalional requtremen : Secondary school

Professional expertence Recommended

Fees: Nig 3.550

Innovation and Practice Centre
for Crop Production and Food
Technology / Ede

P.O. Box 32

6710 BA Ede

Phone +31 318 63 23 13
Fax +31 318 63 44 72

862 Growing Systems in the Garden of Europe

Objectives: To provide training in the technical aspects of horticul-
ture, cut flowers and vegetables. in greenhouses and in the open mr.

Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration 2 weeks.
Educational requtrements. Mathematics, physics end chemistry at col-

lege level.

Other requirements' Practical knowledge in horticulture.

Fees: Nig 3,090

863 Advanced Horticulture Programme

Obtectives: To provide training in the technical aspects ot greenhouse

building, climate control, crop protection, plant nutrition, plant pot-

ting and artificial substrate systems

Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 3 weeks.

Filuca mina I requi rem en t s Mathematics, physics and chemistry at col-

lege level.

Other requirements Practical and theoretical knowledge in horticul-

ture.

Fees: Nig 4,680.

864 Process Automation in Food Processing

Objectives To provide training in the technical aspects of filling and

packing machinery. canned food sterilisation. milk pasteurising. pro-

cess computers. PLC technology, power electricity. measuring and

control technology
Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration. 3 weeks.

Hucational requtrements Mathematics and physics at college level
other requirements- General knowledge in computer use and lood

processing

Fees: Nig 4,680
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Utrecht University I Faculty of Biology

P.O. Box 13231
3507 LE Utrecht
Phone +31 30 253 54 25
Fax +31 30 272 01 92

B65 Tropical Bees and Beekeeping in Tropical Climates

Objectivs: To provide knowledge of fundamental and applied bee bio-

logy, for use in research, tropical beekeeping and management of
natural resources. For agronomists, biologists. apiculturalists and
rural development extensionists
Type of diploma: Master's degree.
Duration- 72 weeks.

Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent.
Professional experience: At least 3 years.

Fees Nig 13.000.
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3. Medical and related sciences

Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) / Health
Care Training
Maurttskade 63
1092 AD Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 568 82 18
Fax +31 20 568 84 44

COI International Course in Biomedical Research
Development

Olivet Ives: To prepare health scientists working m tropical countries

to develop and manage biomedical research projects

fype of diploma: M Sc. degree.

Duration: 48 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in biochemistry.

biology. medicine. veterinary medicine or similar field

Other requirements. Employment in biomedical research orgamsa-

nomproject. in the laboratory and in the field.
Professional expenence Laboratorv experience.

bees- Mg 25.500.

CO2 International Course in Health Development (ICHD)

Ohjectires Training for health officers in the management and plan-

ning of health systems in the context of comprehensive development.

Type of diploma. Master's degree in Public Health.

Duration: 43 weeks.

tadvertisementl

IN BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

Course Objectives

This new course is aimed At providing researchers, especially those nom

or workine its developme countries, %soh improved knowledge ot and skills

in not only new developments in biomedical techniques but also how to

plan and to do research, how to appls the results, and how to access the

dims of then. work.
The general oblective ,g the course is to prepare health sciences to plan.

manage. carry out and evaluate research prolects in the broad field of Isis,

medicine. The unportance ot management and planning, reporting, and

ot collaboration with those working in other fields. such as social *A:tense

and agriculture, arc given due attention Time is also spent on updatine

the participants' kit, As kitte ot current biomedical intrlinall, WI and think.

inc .15 well as new techniques Skills for communication with possible

spimsors, tor example, prepanne research proposals. repining. and

publislang results ot research, are also in luded in the programme

Information

Further tntormat inn I san hi .1.rdmi.,1

E P course .,,,,rditiator

malty ot MAK Inc

University of Amsterdam

4

td ucutio nal requirements Degree in tnedicine or health-related field

Prolessional rxperienee: 4 years in health management.

Fees Approx. Mg 20.000

CO3 International Course on District Health Care

Objectives ro train participants in effective teamwork in health care

units at district level and in Public Health Care.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 11 weeks.

Educational requirement's- Degree or diploma in health related fields

Professional experience: 2 years in public health.

Fees: Approx. Nig 16.650.

University of Nijmegen / Institute of
Health Care in the Developing World

P.O. 3ox 9101

6500 H13 Nijmegen
Phone +31 24 361 37 81 361 69 80
Fax +31 24 354 07 04

C04 Tools for Primary Health Care

Objectives: To motivate health-care workers to become involved in pri-

mary health care, and to provide them with the practical tools prima-

ry health care requires.
rype of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 2 weeks.
Educational requirements First degree or diploma in health care or a

related field.
Professional experience- Recommended.

Fees: Nig 2,500.

University of Limburg / Faculty of
Health Sciences

P.O. Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 388 15 52
Fax +31 43 388 15 52/367 09 44

C05 Master of Public Health Degree

Object:yes: The MPH programme will focus on the acquisition of

knowledge and skills needed for a career in the field of public health.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration. 52 weeks.
Educational requirements: Master's degree in a relevant discipline or

Bachelor's degree in combination with relevant work experience.

Professional experience 2 rears.

Fees. Nlg 8.750.
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University of Limburg j Faculty of
Medicine

P.O. Box 616

6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 388 18 71
Fax +31 43 325 50 55

C06 Summer Course Introducing Problem-Based
Learning

Objectives. Advanced skills training for educational specialists and

researchers, medical doctors and other health professionals.

Introduction in problem-based learning.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 3 weeks.
Educational requirements Bachelor's degree in a relevant field.

Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nlg 3.000.

Erasmus University / Netherlands
Institute for Health Sciences (NIHES)

P.O. Box 1738

3000 DR Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 408 82 88
Fax +31 10 436 59 33

C07 M.Sc. Degree Programme in Epidemiology

Objectives: Theoretical and hands-on training in principles and

methods of research in medicine, for those pursuing a career in epide-

miology. The aim is to train candidates for independent research.

Type of diploma: Master of Science in Epidemiology.

Duration: 44 weeks.
Educational requirements: University degree in medicine. biology,

pharmacy. veterinary medicine, dentistry, health sciences, statistics.

Fees: Nig 16.000.

C08 M.Sc. Degree Programme in Health Sciences
Research

Objectives: To prepare candidates for research work in the health ser-

vices sector and for positions that link this research to health policy

and management.

Type of diploma: Master of Science in Health Services Research.

Duration: 44 weeks.
Educational requirements: University degree in medicine, biology.

pharmacy, veterinary medicine, dentistry, health sciences, statistics.

economics.

Fees: Nig 16,000.

C09 M.Sc. Degree Programme in Medical Informatics

Objectives: To familiarise participants with the methodological issues

of data analysis, problem-solving and decision.making in the fields of

medicine and health care.

Fype of diploma. Master of Science in Medical Inlormaucs.

Duration- 44 weeks.

Educational requirements: University degree in medicine, computer

science, electrical engineering, physics

fees Nig 16.000.
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Utrecht University I Faculty of
Medicine

P.O. Box 80030

3508 TA Utrecht
Phone +31 30 253 82 29
Fax +31 30 253 90 39

CIO Principles and Practice of Oncology

Objectives: To provide insight into the aspects of origin and spread of

cancer and of the diagnostics, therapy, and support of patients with

the disease, using prototypical case studies.

Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration: 2 weeks.
Educational requirements: At least 3 years of medical studies.

Fees: Nig 950(stud)11.800(phys)

Leiden Polytechnic

Endegeesterwatering 2
2333 CG Leiden
Phone +31 71 518 84 53
Fax +31 71 515 40 41

C11 Community Health Officer

Objectives: Theoretical and practical training for health care workers

in developing countries, primarily middle management staff in dis-

tricts. hospitals and schools for nursing.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 16 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree in nursing or paramedi-

cal studies (physiotherapy, occupational therapy), health education,

and administration.
Other requirements: At least 1 year of experience in a developing

country.
Professional experience. 2 years in health care.

Fees: Nig 5.850.

Polytechnic Enschede

P.O. Box 70000

75^2 KB Enschede
Phone 31 53 487 15 21
Fax +31 53 432 03 73

C12 Ir ternational Programme Physiotherapy,
Fysio' utura

Objectives: To educate students to become a physiotherapist.

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration 168 weeks.
Educational requirements- Secopdary education at an advanced level.

Fees. Nig 15.000 per year.



CHN North Netherlands

P O. Box 1298

8900 CC Leeuwarden
Phone .31 58 233 03 35
Fax .31 58 233 04 80

C13 Postgraduate Diploma in Art Psychotherapy

obiei lives Besides knowledge .md skills for practising art therapy.

eam students understanding ot themselves as well as ot

groups and interpersonal relationships. The place ol art therapy

alongside other disciplines is also examined

lyre ot diploma Postgraduate Diploma in Art Psychotherapy.

Duration. 80 weeks.

I ducat lona l real, irementi BA in tine arts or design. creative therapy.

BAiB.Sc. in a relevant subject. e.g psychology, sociology, psychiatric

nursing.
Professional experience: 1 year.

Pees: On request.

Academic Centre for Dentistry
Amsterdam (ACTA)

Louwesweg 1

1066 EA Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 518 83 02
Fax +31 20 518 85 12

C14 Graduate Programme in Periodontology

Objectives. Scientific and practical training to practise periodontics

and oral implant therapy on a specialist level.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. in Pericdontology.

Duration: 150 weeks.
Educational requirements: Qualification in dentistry IDDS or equiva-

lenti from a recognised institute.
Professional experience: 1 year in general dentistry

Fees: Nig 20.000 per year.

Centraal Bureau voor
Schimmelcultures
P.O. Box 273

3740 AG Baarn
Phone +31 35 548 12 11

Fax +31 35 541 61 42

C15 Introduction to Food-borne Fungi

Otnectives: Training for microbiologists. food technologists and young

graduates in the recognition and identification of the most common

fungal and yeast species found as lood tontammants.

Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration. 2 weeks.
Educational requirements B Sc. degree in biology or related field.

Professional expenence Basic mu robiol. techniques.

ees Nig 2.500

C16 Introductory Course in Mycology

Objectives. Introduction to the taxonomy and cultivation ot fungi

fype 01 diploma Certificate

Duration' 4 weeks.
Educational requ irements. B.Sc. degree in biology or related field.

Professional experience Basic microbiology techniques.

Fees. Nlg 2.500

C17 Course in Medical Mycology

Oblectives. Training for medical microbiologists and technicians in

;he identification of medically relevant tungi including yeasts.

Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration- 3 weeks.

Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree in biology or related field.

Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 2.500.

Utrecht University/ Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine

P.O. Box 80166

3508 TD Utrecht
Phone +31 30 253 20 33
Fax +31 30 253 79 97

C18 Course on Laboratory Animal Science

Objectives: To present basic facts and principles that are essential for

the humane use of animals and for the quality of research. For young

scientists whose research Involves the use of vertebrate animals, and

for those who intend to set up a similar course.

Type of diploma: Certificate
Duration. 2 weeks.

Fees: Nig 2.550.

C19 Epidemiology and Heard Health

Objectives. To teach epidemiology for performing independent

research, statistics for the independent analysis of epidemiological
data, and economics for discussing topics on a scientific level: and to

offer practice in applying this theory in veterinary medicine.

Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 72 weeks.
Educational requirements: In general a DLIM degree is required.

Fees: Nig 15.000.



4. Development-oriented studies

Institute of Social Studies (ISS)

P.O. Box 29776
2502 LT The Hague
Phone +31 70 426 04 60
Fax +31 70 426 07 99

DOI Agricultural and Rural Development (MID) MA
Programme

Objectives: Training for practitioners (government and non-govern-
ment professionals), university teachers and researchers in strategies

and policies to reduce rural poverty and inequality and to generate

economic growth.

Type of diploma: MA degree

Duration. 67 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.A. degree in a relevant field of study,

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 13.250.

D02 Economics of Development (ECD) MA Programme

Objectives: Training for young professionals pursuing a career in

development agencies, development banking. economic policy work.

or university teaching and research; providing the theory and skills

for understanding major policy issues in developing countries.

Type of diploma: MA degree.

Duration: 67 weeks.
Educational requirements: BA, degree in economics.

Other requirements: Working knowledge of statistics and mathematics.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nl.; 13,250.

Dt13 Employment and Labour Studies (ELS) MA

Programme

Objectives: Training for policy advisors, planners. researchers,

teachers, a.id staff of non-governmental organisations concerned with

employment strategies, human resource development, labour-manage-

ment practices or/and trade union policies.

Type of diploma: MA degree.

Duration: 67 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.A. degree in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 13.250.

D04 Politics of Alternative Development Strategies

(PADS) MA Programme

Objectives: Training for staff of NGO's. social movements, state.

semi-state and interstate agencies and universities in strategies that

stimulate grass-roots economic, political and cultural activity, self-

empowerment and the extension of democracy.

Type of diploma: MA degree.

Duration: 67 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.A. degree in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 13.250.

Master of Arts in:
(15 1/2 Months)

PhD Programme:
(4 Years)

Institute of
Social Studies

The Institute of Social Studies (ISS)
is a graduate school of higher education
and research in development studies.
ISS degrees are internationally recognized
and incorporated in the Netherlands Higher
Education and Research Act, 1994.
All courses are taught in English.

Agricultural and Rural Development - Economics of Development - Employment

and Labour Studies - Local and Regional Development - Politics of Alternative

Development Strategics Public Policy and Administration - Women and

Development.

A degree based on course work and a thesis in ISS Research Areas: Adjustment

Policy and Development Strategy in a Changing World Economy - Changing

State/Society Relations - Industrialization, Labour Relations and Urban

Employment - Rural Development: Macro Strategies. Agrarian Transformation

and Rural Livelihoods.

Graduate Diploma Programmes in: Development Planning 'techniques - International Law and Organization for

(6 months) Development International Relations and Development - Rural Policy and

Pro.ject Planning.

Short Programmes in: Development, Law and Social Justice - and other areas.

For further informatio ct: The Academic Registrar
Institute of Social Studies
P.O. Box 29776. 2502 VI The Hague

The Netherlands

Telephone. +31 (0)70-426 04 60

Telefax: +31 (0)70-426 07 99

Telrc. 11491 1SS NL

STUDENTOFFICE(gISS NL
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005 Public Pocic, and Administration (PPM MA 1)10 International Relations and Development (IRD1

Programme

Objectives Training tor administrators...Kaden-nes and staff of NCO's

in the formulation and implementation of policy programmes based

on a studs of the role ot the state's administrative apparatus and its

development policies.

type of diploma MA degree
Duration 67 weeks.
ducational requirementc B A. degree in a relevant held of study

Professional experience 2 years.

Fees. Nig 13.250

DO6 Local and Regional Development (LBW MA
Programme

lb ecti yes tcamine tor staft of nationaLlocal government agencies
and development corporations. NCO's, universities and firms involved

in local economic development. employment creation, enterprise pro-

motion, urban development and management.
Type of diploma MA degree.

Duration 67 weeks.
Educational requirements B.A. degree in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience 2 years.

ees Nig 13.250

D07 Women and Development tini & DI MA Programme

Objectives: Training for women working in NCO's. international orga-

nisations and government. in the analysis and development of strate-

gies to create understanding of women's contributions to society with

special reference to grassroots initiatives and state policies

Type of diploma MA degree

Duratton 67 weeks.
Educational requtrements B.A. degree in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 13.250.

008 Development Planning Techniques with Computer
Applications (DPTI Postgraduate Diploma Programme

Objectives: Training of macro-economic and project planners. national

accountants and statisticians in computer-assisted quantitative tech-

niques tor the preparation and analysis ot data required for the plan-

ning process and policy preparation.

type o) diploma: Postgraduate diploma.
Duration: 29 weeks.
Educational requirements- B.A. degree in economics, business admini-

stration, statistics, engineering or equivalent.
Other requirements Solid background in mathematics and statistic's.

Professional experience 2 years

Fees- Nlg 6.250.

D09 Rural Policy and Project Planning (RPPI
Postgraduate Diploma Programme

Obi wives. Training to provide planners. projectiprogramine coordi-

nators and managers ol agricultural programmes with the analytical
and executive skills necessary tu design. implement and monitor

rural and agricultural projects and programtnes

type of diploma Postgraduate diploma
Duration. 29 weeks.

requiremcnis B.A degree in soi ial s Is-mr oi its equiva

lent or televant degree in other sciences

Protessimial experienie 2 years.

eei Nig 6.250

4

Postgraduate Diploma Programme

Objectives tranfine in skills needed fisr the interdisciplinary anak-sls

of international relations and development. tor diplomats. statf of
ministries of foreign affairs and international !business) organisa-

tions.

type of diploma Postgraduate diploma

Duration. 29 weeks.

hducat tonal requirements If A. degree fis a relevant field of study.

Professional experience 2 years.

Tees Nig 6.250.

011 International Law and Organisation for
Development III.0131 Postgraduate Diploma Programme

Objectives: Study of a North-South perspective of international lass

and its contributions to development policies, for staff of ministries

of foreign affairs. international (business) organisations. universities.

etc.

Type of diploma. Postgraduate diploma.

Duration. 29 weeks.

Educational requirements Degree in onternationall law or political

science or equivalent

Professional experience. 2 years.

Fees. Nig 6.250.

D12 Development. Law and Social Justice (01.SJII
Postgraduate Diploma Programme

Objectives: Study of the relationships between development strate-

gies. power, culture. human rights, and the law, for staff of human

rights organisations. etc.
Type of diploma Certificate ot Attendance.
Duration. 7 weeks.
Educational requirements B.A. degree in a relevant field of study.

Other requirements: Several years of direct involvement in the subject

matter of the course.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 1,850.

Institute for Housing and Urban
Development Studies (IHS)

P.O. Box 1935
3000 BX Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 402 15 40
Fax +31 10 404 56 71

013 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Municipal
Development: Economics and Finance

Oblectives To improve the understanding of municipal development.

in t:se context of decentralisation. by transferring conceptual and
practical skills in :nstitutional. financial and economic analysis

type of diploma Postgraduate diploma.

Du ration 20 weeks.
Educational requirements Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a

recognised Institution in a re ICVII n t field of study

Profecsional experience Years

ees Nig 15,000
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INSTITUTE FOR HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Changing problems for cities require new approaches, roles and solutions.

IHS training prepares for effective profesional actions in urban development.
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For professionals in governmental departments, sectoral organisations, universities,

NGO's or in the private sector there are 11 different study-routes in 1996.

D14 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Urban
Management and Planning

Objectives: Training in the analysis of key urban development issues
and the implementation of viable planning strategies and develop-
ment projects in which the community. NGO's. the private sector and

government participate.
Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.
Duration: 20 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a
recognised institution in a relevant field of study.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees Mg 15.000.

015 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Housing Policy
and Housing Delivery

Objectives: Training in the assessment and strengthening of the per-
formance of public. private, popular institutions in the housing sec-
tor; and training in the evaluation and formulation of viable housing
policies, programmes and projects.
Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.
Duration: 19 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a
recognised institution in a relevant field of study.
Professional experience: 3 years

Fees Nig 15,000

40

INS
P.O.Box 1935
3(X) BX Rotterdarn
The Netherlands
Phone: #31 10 4021523
Fax. #31 10 4045671

D16 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Inner City
Development in Transitional Economies

Objectives: Study of urban development and urban renewal as a coher-
ent process. and survey of multidisciplinary strategies to improve the
planning and management of inner city renewal programmes.
Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a
recognised institution in a relevant field of study.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nlg 10.000.

017 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development; Specialisation workshop: Urban
Development Finance

Objectives: Training related to the provision of infrastucture and
other public services by local governments, and public utilities in the

context of economic and political transformation.
Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
F.ducational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a

recognised institution in a relevant field of study.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

4 9



1318 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Urban
Environmental Management

Objectives. To equip participants with analytical and problem-solving
skills tor making effective contributions. at both policy and imple-

mentation levels, towards unpioved and sustainable urban envtron-

mental conditions
Type of diploma Postgraduate diploma

Duration I: 20: II. 19 weeks

tducattonal requirements Bachelor's degree or equivalent Irons a

recognised institution us a relevant field ot study.

Professional experience 3 years.

I ees. Nig 15.000.

D19 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Urban Poverty:
Planning and Management of Programmes for the Urban
Poor

Objectives Training in the rapid appraisal ot key urban issues relating

to urban poverty and the planning and organisation of sustainable
urban poverty alleviation interventions at city and community levels.

diploma: Postgraduate diploma.

Ouratcon 19 weeks.
Educattonal requirements: At least a Bachelor's degree or Its equiva-

lent from a recognised institution in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience- 3 years.

tilg 15.000.

D20 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development: Specialisation workshop: Human Resource
Development

Objectives: To make organisations concerned with human settlement
more effective by teaching participants to play a more active role in

identifying needs and formulating policy: and in preparing and con-

ducting programmes to develop human resources

Type of diploma: Postgraduate diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.

Lducational requirements: At least a Bachelor's degree or its equiva-

lent from a recognised institution in a relevant field of study.
tither requirements: Senior posttion its housing and urban develop-

tnent. with responsibility for developing human resources

Professional experience 3 years.

Pees: Nig 10.000.

1)21 International Course on Housing and Urban
Development; Specialisation workshop: Private and
Public Financing of Urban Infrastructure

Oblertives: To provide participants with a strategic overview of the

techniques for financing urban infrastructure. an analysis of case

studies of successful project finance and methodologies tor adapting

the techniques to the circumstances ot their organisations.

Type of diploma. Certificate.

Duration. :3 weeks

Educattonal requirements At least a Bachelor's degree or its equiva

lent from a recogntsed institution
Professional experience 3 years

ves. Nig 6.000

1)22 Master's Course in Urban Management

Object Ives Interdisciplinary review ol theories and methods ol urban

management to tmprove the decision-making skills of protessionals

with long experience in dealing wills urban icsuec

s pe of diploma. Master's degree

Duratton 68 weeks.

.iv 50

II uca ttonucl req a irersen it Master's degree trom a recognised

institution in a relevant tield ot study. In exceptional cases a

Bachelor's degree.

Professional experience 5 years

I Co- Nig 45.000

1323 Master's Course on Urban Environmental
Management

Objectives. Interdisciplinary review ot theories and methods for

managing the urban envh-onment, tor experienced protessionals.

Type of diploma Master s degree.

Duration 68 weeks.
Educational requirements. At least a Master's degree horn a recogni-

sed institution in a relevant field ot study In exceptional cases a

Bachelor's degree.

Professional experience. 5 years

Fees. NIg 45.000.

Management for Development
Foundation (MDF)

P.O. Box 430

6710 BK Ede
Phone +31 318 65 00 60
Fax +31 318 61 45 03

1324 Project Management and Programme Admini-
stration (national project and programme staff) (PMC)

Objectives: Training in operational planning and administration for
managers and coordinators of development projects who wish to

improve their personal skills and the performance of their staff.

fype of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 8 weeks.
Educational requirements Completed higher education in a relevant

discipline.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Pees: Nig 22.800.

1)25 Project Management and Programme
Administration (expatriates) (PM1 )

Objectives: To improve the effectiveness of development projecupro-

gramme managers and advisors and to provide them with techniques

to generate change in their work environment.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration 2 weeks.
Educational requirements. Completed higher education in a relevant

Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nlg 5.950.

D26 Management for Sustainahility in Water Supply and
Sanitation Programmes in Rural and Peri-Urban Areas
(MS(WS)

Objectives: Study of the identification and the role of key issues in

project sustainability: training in techniques to deal effectively with

these issues.

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance
Uuuuuiiuui 3 weeks 3 days

',Jura t ional (-qui remen ts Completed higher education in a relevant

discipline
Other requirements Relevant management position

Ptofecsional experience 4 years.

ees Nig 6,900



1)27 Commercial and Financial Management and
Operations of Water Utilities

Objectives. Participants are conversant with the requirements for the
sound commercial, operational and financial management of water

utilities.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration. 4 weeks.
Educationat requirements Higher education in relevant subjects.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 17.000.

1)28 Institutional Development for Small and Medium
Sized Enterprises (IDISME)

Objectives: Practica1 training in the design and implementation of a
Programme for Enterprise Promotion involving various organisations.
and in the assessment and improvement of SME organisations.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements. Completed higher education in a relevant

discipline.
Other requirements: Professional involvement as manager/trainer
dealing with support programmes for small enterprises.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 12.000.

1)29 institutional Development and Organisational
Strengthening (1D/OS)

Objectives: To upgrade participants skills in designing institutional
development projects and to provide methods to improve the perfor-

mance of organisations.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 3 weeks.
Educational requirements. Completed higher education in a relevant

discipline.
Other requirements. Involvement in the management of project
implementation or in organisational development.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 9.000.

1330 Moderators Course for Objective Oriented Project
Planning (PM/MOD)

Objectives: Training in the method of Objective Oriented Project
Planning (OOPP) and in the participatory planning method for con-
ducting planning sessions with participants of different socio-econo-

mic and cultural backgrounds.
Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.
Duration. 2 weeks.
Educational requirements. Completed higher education in a relevant

discipline.
Other requirements:. Involvement in projects.
Professional experience. 3 years.

Pees NIg 6.950.

1)31 Institutional Strengthening of NGO's active in
Enterprise Financing (1SNEF)

Objectives. The course aims to improve the organisational and
managerial capacities of NGO's that support SME activities. All

aspects, technical as well as organisational. are discussed and
reviewed to provide comprehensive insight.
Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance
Duration 4 weeks.
Educational requirements Completed higher education in a relevant

tither reqsirements Management posmon. re9onsibdity for funding
50

programmes in and support of SME's.
Professional experience: 3 years.

Fees: Nig 12.000.

Royal Tropical Institute (KIT)

Mauritskade 63
1092 AD Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 568 83 01
Fax +31 20 568 84 34/568 84 09

D32 Training Course in Development Management

Objectives. To update participants' knowledge of development policy
and strategies and to improve their skills in the adaptation of
management methods to local needs.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 2 weeks.
Other requirements: Professional experience in the field of develop-

ment issues and work.
Professional experience: At least 1,5 years.

Fees: Nig ± 5,000 + add. costs.

1333 Training Workshop on Women, Gender and
Development

Objectives: Analysis of the role of gender in social relations: training
in the development of gender-sensitive strategies: exchange of partici-
pants' knowledge of Women in Development issues.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 2 weeks.
Other requirements: Professional experience or activities related to

issues of women and development.
Professional experience: At least 1 year.

Fees: Nig ± 7.000.

Erasmus University / Growth Dynamics
University Institute
P.O. Box 1738
3000 DR Rotterdarn
Phone +31 10 408 22 20
Fax +31 10 212 05 45

D34 Advanced Training in Project Planning and
Financial Resource Management

Objectives: Advanced training in quantitative analysis and computer
applications for official policy-making. Especially relevant for
research officials in ministries of planning, finance, industry and

commerce, and similar institutes.
Type of diploma' Advanced diploma.
Duration. 13 weeks.
Educational requirements- Degree in economics. statistics, manage.

ment, engineering or a related field.
Other requirements. Age lunit 36 years.
Professional expertenc e. 2 years.

Fees' Nig 18.000
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D35 Advanced :raining in Human Resource
Development and Planning

Objectives- Advanced (raining in analysis and computer

applications in the areas of labour market information systems, man

power planning, demography and economy Especially relevant for

research staff of ministries ot labour population and planning

Type of diploma. Advanced diploma

Duration. 1.3 weeks.

Ediscational requirements Degree in economics. statistic', manage-

ment. engineering or a related field

Other requirements Age limit 36 rears
Professional experience: 2 years.

I. Nig 18.000

Centre for the Promotion of Imports
from Developing Countries (CBI)

P.O. Box 30009
3001 DA Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 201 34 34
Fax +31 10 411 40 81

D36 Matchmaker Seminar
Objectives: To improve top-level managers skills in trade promotion.

export marketing and management and to enhance their

understanding of world trade promotion.

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.

Duration 3 weeks.
Educational requirements- Bachelor's degree in economics.

marketing, science or any other degree relevant for trade-promottonal

activities
Other requirements: Working on a senior level in the field of trade

promotion for a public or governmental institution
Professional experience: At least 2 years.

Fees: None.



5. Management and business

Maastricht School of Management
(RVB/MSM)

P.O. Box 1203
6201 BE Maastricht
Phone +31 43 361 83 18
Fax +31 43 361 83 30

E01 Management for General Managers Programme

Objectives Training for executives of small and medium-sized enter-

prises in the application of methods and strategies of functional

management.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in business administration, econo-

mics or a related science.
Professional experience: 3-5 years.

Fees: Nig 15.500.

E02 Industrial Project Cycle Management Programme

Objectives: Training in the preparation and implementation of indus-

trial projects for officials of government and semi-government agen-

cies in developing countries.
Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in business administration.

economics or a related science.
Professional experience: 3-5 years.

Fees: Nig 15.500.

E03 Marketing Management and Physical Distribution

Programme

Objectives: Training for marketing managers in techniques and skills

needed for operating successfully on domestic and international mar-

kets.

Type of diplema. Diploma.

Duration 13 weeks.
I.ducational requirements. Degree in business administration. econo-

mics or a related science.
Professional experience: 3-5 years

Fees Nig 15.500.

E04 Managerial Control and Management information

Systems Programme

Objectives. Training for senior finance executives of medium and

large-scale organisations in managerial control and financial informa-

tion systems.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration. 13 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree in accounting. economies. business

administration or a related science.

Professional experience 5 years.

Fees Nig 15.500.

F05 Advanced Consultancy Skills Programme

°Nei tises Training fur senior sissssult.inis in pplying and tvaching

industrial consultancy skil/s. assisting multidisciplinary teams. and

acting as counterpart to international cnnsultancvorganisations

vpe of diploma Diploma
Duraiion 4 weeks

12

Educational requirements. Degree in business administration.

economics or a related science.
Professional experience: 5 years.

Fees: Nig 15.500.

E06 _Swan Entrepreneurship Promotion and Industrial

Assistance Programme

Objectives. Training in all-round small industry consultancy; promo-

tion, entrepreneurship, development and management of a consult-

ing firm or unit.
Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational reqi,irements: Degree in business administration,

economics or a related science.

Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 15,500.

E07 Financial Management Programme

Objectives: Training in accountancy and financial management for

managers and advisers of small and medium-sized enterprises in deve-

loping and industrialising countries.
Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: Degree in accounting, economics, business

administration or a related science.
Professional experience: 3-5 years.

Fees: Nig 15.500.

E08 Training of Women Entrepreneurs

Objectives: To improve participants' understandipg of business and

management and to provide them with the skills needed for designing

and developing programmes, and for setting up and managing small

and medium-scale enterprises.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree in social sciences, economics, law

or a related science.
Prolessiiinul experience. 3-5 years

Fees. Nig 15.500.

E09 Management of the Environment

Objectives: To provide managers with the knowledge needed for

environmentally sound management. and to familiarise them with

governmental policies, regulations and legislation related to

environmental issues.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration. 13 weeks.
Educational requirements Degree ill economics, technical or social

sciences.

Professional experience 4-5 years.

Pees Nlg 15,500.



FlO MBA Programme in Industrial Policy and Corporate F16 MBA Programme in General and Strategic
Strategy Management

Objectives Traimng to enable government officials and industrial
managers to deal effectively with issues ot industisalisation
Type of diploma Master's degree.

Duration 52 weeks.

Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree in a relevant field of
study or equivalent

Professtonal experiect., 3 Years.

ees Nig 26.000.

0 jeci -es The specialisation t overs issues of strategat Management

Ind ot organisational. managerial and stratego ..ontrol
type of diploma Master s degree

Duration 52 weeks

Educational requirement, Bashelor s degree in a ielecant held t)5

study or equivalent.
Professional experience 3 years

Eees: INIg 26.000

Ell MBA Programme in Accounting and Finance E17 MBA Programme in Port and Shipping Management

Objectives: Study of current theoretical and practical Issues of finance

and accounting.

Type ot diploma. Master's degree.

Duration: 52 weeks.

Educational requtrements: Bachelor's degree in a relevant field of

study or equivalent.

Professional experience: 3 years.

I ees. Nig 26.000.

E12 MBA Programme sn Information Technology and
Management

Objectives- To prepare participants for the management of informa-

tion systems and technology.

Type of dtploma: Master's degree.

Duration 52 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree in a relevant field of

study or equivalent.

Professional experience- 3 years.

Fees: Nig 26.000.

E13 MBA Programme in International Business

Objectives: Studies of business management in an international con-

text. with special emphasis on the European environment.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration: 52 weeks.

Educational requirements' Bachelor's degree in a relevant field ot

study or equivalent.

Professional experience. 3 years.

Fees: Nig 26.000.

El 4 MdA Programme in Environmental Management

Objectives. The programme provides participants with an understand-

ing of current environmental problems and corrective actions that

can be taken by industrial enterprises and government.

Type of diploma. Master's degree.

Duration: 52 weeks.

Educational requirements Bachelor's degree in a relevant field of

study or equivalent.

Professional experience. 3 years.

I ees. Nig 26.000.

El 5 MBA Programme in Small Business and
Entrepreneurship

Objectives Study of current business issues and approaches to entre-

preneurship for those who are involved in providing assistance to

small business enterprises and for (future) entrepreneurs

Type of diploma Master's degree

Duration 52 weeks.
Educa t tonal requirements Bachelor's degree us a relevant field of

study or equivalent

Professional experience 3 years.

Fees. Nig 26.000.

Objectives ro provide managers and official% in the port and -.hipping

sector with thorough managerial trainine
Type of diploma Master % degree

Duration 52 weeks.

Educational requirements Bachelor s degree in a relevant field -st th,
study; the IMTA diploma DMS m Port and Shipping Manaermeni

Professional experience 4 years.

bees Mg 26.000.

Erasmus University I Rotterdam
School of Management

P.O. Box 1738

3000 DR Rotterdam
Phone -31 10 408 22 22
Fax *31 10 452 95 09

E18 International MBA Programme in General
Management

Objectives: Practical and theoretical training in the general manage

merit of commercial or non-profit organisations with emphasis on
skills needed in an international setting
Type of diploma MBA degree.

Duration. 66 weeks.

Educational requirements Dutc h 'doctoraar degree. or an equisalent

foreign degree: Graduate Management Admission Test IGMAri

Other requirements Personal interview and 2 references

Professional experience Recommended

Fees: Nig 39.000.

E. 1 9 International MBAIMBI Program (Master of Business
Administration/Master of Business Informaticsi

Objectives. Theoretical and practical training in the managerial

aspects of information technology as used in international profit and

non-profit organisations. for students win want so supplement their

general management education

Type of diploma. MBAIMBI.

Duration: 66 weeks.

Educational requirements Dutch 'doctoraal- degree. or an equisalent

foreign degree: Graduate Management Admission fest tt.M Vii

Other requirements Personal interview and 2 references

Professional experient e Recommended

Fees: Nig 42.500.



Nijenrode University, The Netherlands
Business School

Straatweg 25
3621 FIG Breukelen
Phone +31 346 29 16 07
Fax +31 346 25 05 95

E20 Graduate Management Programme (GMP)

Objectives: To provide an intensive programme in the core areas of

business administration.

Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration: 10 weeks.
Educational requirements: Non-business university degree.

Other requirements: GMAT; 3 recommendations: selection interview.

Professional experience: At least 2 years.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

£21 International Master of Business Administration
(MBA)

Objectives. To provide intensive training in general management for

individuals who wish to pursue careers in international business.

Type of diploma: MBA degree.

Duration. 56 weeks.
Educational requirements: University degree in business, or another

Bachelor's degree plus Nijenrode Graduate Management Programme.
Other requirements: GMAT; 3 recommendations: selection interview.

Professional experience: At least 2 years.

Fees: Nig 27.000.

University of Twente /
TSM Business School

P.O. Box 217

7500 AE Enschede
Phone + 3 1 53 489 80 09

Fax +31 53 433 91 47

£22 Full-time MBA Programme

Objectives Practical training to prepare engineers and technology-
oriented university graduates tor management positions in organisa-

tions wtth technological production processes.

Type of diploma: MBA degree.

Duration- 72 weeks.
fidurational requirements: B.Sc. degree in engineering or technology-

I elated subject.

Fees. Nig 29.500.

NIMBAS-The Netherlands Institute
for MBA Studies

P.O. Box 2040

3500 GA Utrecht
Phone .31 30 231 43 23
Fax .31 30 236 73 20

123 MBA Programme

()Meiners An international MBA programme with a specialisation in
General Management or lmvironmental Management. and with train-

ing m analytical. interpersonal and decision-making skills. for partu

cipants from the profit and nonprofit sector
I ST,. of diploma MBA degree
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Duration: 56 weeks.
Educational requirements: University or polytechnic degree,

Fachhochschule Diplom or equivalent.

Other requirements: GMAT (550)/NIMBAS Admission test, personal

interview.
Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 31.000.

Amsterdam School of Business

P.O. Box 295

1000 AG Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 523 63 37

Fax +31 20 620 68 01

E24 International Management - English Stream

Objectives: To prepare students for executive positions in internation-

al business.

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: General Certificate of Secondary Education

-A level: lnternationa; Baccalaureate

Fees: Nig 2.400.

E25 Master of International Management (MIM)

Objectives: To provide intensive training in strategic management for

individuals who wish to pursue careers in international business.
Students will acquire a comprehensive understanding of the various

functional areas of management.
Type of diploma: Master of Arts (MA) in International Business

Duration: 56 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent degree in

business administration.
Other requirements: One is required to take a foreign language course

during the first 2 terms (German/French A-level).
Professional experience: Relevant work in business.

Fees: Nig 13.000.

International Centre for Quality and
Management Sciences (ICQMS)

P.O. Box 2082

3000 CB Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 436 16 94

Fax +31 10 436 51 86

E26 International Course on Total Quality Control

Ohjectives Training for top and middle-level managers in methods to

improve production through quality control. and in the establish-

ment of a quality control system in their company.

lype of diploma Diploma.
Duration. 13 weeks.
tdurational requirements. B Sc degree in economics. engineering.

science or statistics.

Professional experience 2 years.

Fees Nig 16.000.

F27 International Caurse on Quality Systems
installatio,i, Auditing and Improvement

Obtectives. Training for top and middle management staff from
developing countries in methods ot auditing and of improving quality

systems, and in introducing these methods in their companies



TSM
Business School:

from engineer
to manager

Competitive advantage makes all the difference.
You want a successful career. Your organisation
needs to gain strength in international competi-
tion. Success depends on the management of
technology, innovation and entrepreneurship.

Excel in the international business world
Our graduates expect to move into senior management posi-
tions. Therefore the MBA programmes aim at highly motiva-
ted individuals with a degree in engineering or another tech-
nology-related subject. Participants come from several
countries. Professors Nilo have international business expe-
rience are associated with the four major Dutch universities
we have formed a strategic alliance with, or are connected to
European and American universities. We keep in close con-
tact with other business schools in Europe and the USA and
organise exchange programmes. The MBA courses are
taught in English and are held at the University campus in
Enschede, the Netherlands. TSM Business School provides
two international MBA programmes where you can get your
competitive advantage.

International Executive MBA
Participants have at least 3 to 5 years working experience
and intend to expand their successful career in management
of technology. They improse their performance and increase
the competitive advantage tor themselves and for the organi-
sation they work in. This executive programme consists of
19 four-day seminars and extends over 22 months.
Participants meet monthly from Wednesday till Saturday
and receive lectures on management subjects such as:
finance, human resources, marketing, logistics and strategic
management. The emphasis in the Executive MBA lies on
the application of management concepts; participants learn
how to find practical solutions to actual business problems.
Case studies are often based on situations within their own
organisation. This enables our participants to apply the
newly found theoretical ideas directly in daily management.
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TSM Business School
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Masters of MBA

International Full-time MBA
This is an international management programme for univer-
sity graduates w ho have recently received their degree in a
technology-related subject. Our students move quickly to a
job with high management perspectives. The Full-time MBA
extends over one academic year followed by a business
assignment taking 6 months. In this intensive course it is
results that count: results in the knowledge acquired. results
in terms of personal dexelopment and results in linking
theory and practice. Through case studies, computer simula-
tions, a high-tech marketing project and the business assign-
ment you put into practice what you have learned. Our MBA
places the accent on your career and is an excellent
prCparation for a future in management.

Information
If you are interested in a technology-based management
career, we invite you to return the below coupon to us by
mail or fax or to phone us. You will then receive the specil ics
on the programme of your interist.

71 am interested in the international Ewcutive
MBA programme

, I am interested in the international Full-time
MBA programme

Nallle

Address

Postal Code

Residence

Telephinie

l'Ancation

Please till in this him), and send it to
TSM Business St. hool

PO Box 217.7;00 Al'. Enschede. the Net het lands

tel. OD 11 Si 898009, lax 00 11 51 319147



Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degr& .. or equivalent from a

recognised institnte in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16,000.

E28 International Course on Statistical Quality Control,
a Computer-Oriented Approach

Objectives: Training for top and middle management staff from

developing countries in the implementation and management of

effective statistical quality control.
Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent from a

recognised institute in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16.000.

E29 International Course on International Marketing
and Export for Small and Medium Sized Firms

Objectives: Training in the practice and methods of international mar-

keting, research and export management, for top and middle-level

managers of small and medium-sized firms in developing countries.

Type of diploma: Diploma.

Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent from a

recognised institute in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16.000.

(advertisement)

Winner of the 1994 European-Commission Erasmus Prize

5.
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Ise
The International School of Economics (ISER),
part of the Hogeschool voor EconomIsche
Studies, a polytechnic in Rotterdam, offers
a four-year course In international
Management, containing two practical
training periods

The course Is based on exchange
programmes with universities and
polytechnics In Germany, the U K , France,
Spain, Italy and the U S
HES/ISER was awarded the 1994 prize for
the best European excha programmes
in the Netherlands.

On graduation students receive the
HEA0'-dipbma and also the diploma of
the foreign institute where they have

essfully completed at least two
ears of their study

E30 Computer Use in Business Operations

Objectives: Training in the effective use of the personal computer as a

managerial tool, and in the concept and techniques of designing
management information systems, for instructors, top and middle-

level managers.

Type of diploma: Diploma.
Duration: 13 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent from a

recognised institute in a relevant field of study.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 16.000.

Hogeschool van Utrecht / Faculty of
Economics and Management

P.O. Box 2188

3500 CD Utrecht
Phone +31 30 258 62 00

E31 International B8A Degree Programme in Finance 8r
Accounting

Objectives: To prepare students for controlling, consulting and

treasury functions in international organisations.

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level.

Other requirements: Business economics at secondary school level.

Fees: Nig 2.400 per year.

International School of Economics
Rotterdam (HES)

P.O. Box 4030
3006 AA Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 452 66 63
Fax +31 10 452 70 51

E32 Studies in International Managemel:t and Business
Administration

Objectives: To prepare young students tor an international career in

management and business administration.

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: International Baccalaureate or equivalent.

Fees: Nig 2,250 per year.

E33 Global MBA

Objectives: To prepare graduate students for international careers in

business and management.

Type of diploma: MBA degree.

Duration: 100 weeks.

Educational requirements Bachelor's degree.

bees: Nig 25.000.
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University of Limburg / Center for Hanzehogeschool, Hogeschool van
European Studies Groningen / Faculty of Economics

P.O. Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 321 26 27
Fax +31 43 325 73 24

E34 Doing Business in Europe

Objectives. Seminar ir MB.A students (unsparing the EU. LISA and

Japan regarding finance. marketing, human resources and strategy

Type ol diploma Certificate.
Duration. 2 weeks.

Educational requirements First or second year MBA studies.

Fees. Nig 3.000.

E35 Economic Integration and Intercultural
Communication ISummer Course)

Objectives: To provide non-European students with insight Into how

cultural differences between the EU countries lead to other differ-

ences: in business strategies in the private sector, and in political

preferences and international policies in the public sector.

Type of diploma Certificate.

Duration: 6 weeks.

Educational requirenients: First or second year MBA studies.

Fees: Nig 3.750.

Tilburg University / Faculty
of Economics and Business
Administration
P.O. BoX 90153

5000 LE Tilburg
Phone +31 13 466 25 12
Fax +31 13 466 30 72

E36 International Business Programme

Objectives: To provide broad training in international business admi-

nistration in order to enhance students chances of employment. To

teach students to use information effectively so that they can func-

tion well within complex organisations
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration 22 or 44 weeks.
Educational requirements- At least one year of academic training in a

relevant field.
Fees: On request.

E37 Programme in Intermediate Economics

Objectives Fall semester: to introduce students with a basic economic

background with a number of typical economics courses: spring

semester: to give students (theoretically and practically) a more

advanced insight into international es onomn pi oblems

Type of diploma- Certificate.

Duration. 22 or 44 weeks.

Educational requirements At least one year of academic training in a

relevant field.

fees On request

Penningsdijk 6
9747 AR Groningen
Phone +31 50 574 77 47
Fax +31 50 571 06 :34

E38 Finance and Accounting

Objectives Undergraduate degree course to prepare students for mid-

dle management jobs in international companies with key responsibi-
lities in the field of international finance and accounting.
Type of diploma Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 168 weeks.

Educational requirements. Secondary education at an advanced level.

e.g. international baccalaureate or equivalent.
Fees: Nig 2.350 per year.

E39 Marketingllnternational Management

Objectives: Undergraduate degree course to prepare students tor tune-

tions in the fields of international marketing, international sales.
trade consultancy and marketing services.

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 168 weeks.

Educational requirements: Secondary education at an advanced level.

international baccalaureate or equivalent.
Fees: Nig 2.350 per year.

E40 Master of International Business

Objectives: To prepare prospective managers for careers in interna-

tional business.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration: 50 weeks.

Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree in business or a business

related field.

Fees: Nig 2.350.

E41 Facility Management

Objectives Practically oriented training programme providing an

introduction to the field of facility management.
Type of diploma

Duration 22 weeks.

Educational requirements: Secondary education at an advanced level

plus at least one year of higher education in facility management or a

related field

Fees: Nig 1.350.

E42 Consumer Communication

Objectives: Practically oriented training programme providing an

introduction to the field of consumer communication
Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration. 22 weeks.

d us a t lona I req si remen ts Secondary education at an advanced level

plus at least one year of higher education in facility management or

communication studies.

fees. Nig 1.350.



(advertisement)

Hanzehogeschoo!
HOGESCHOOL VAN GRONINGEN

THE N ETHERLANDS

At the crossroads of the new European Union lies the
old university town of Groningen, in the north of the
Netherlands, 170 kilometers fiom Amsterdam.

Groningen is the home of one of the country's oldest
universities as well 2S of the Hanzehogeschool, an
institute for higher professional education.

Traditionally offering courses in Dutch,
Hanzehogeschool added English-language education
to its services in 1989.

The International Business School (IBS)

& Facility Management School (FMS)

offer four-year Undergraduate Sandwich Courses in

Marketing/International Management
Finance & Accounting

Consumer Communication
Facility Management

as well as a one-year Postgraduate (MSc) Course in

International Business.

A student body from 35 countries, language courses
in major trade languages, highly qualified staff with
theoretical & practical backgrounds in their fields of
specialisation, and the fact that courses include
world-wide exchange programmes & placement
opportunities make for an ideal setting within which
students prepare themselves for international careers.

THE NEXI"TWO SEMESTERS START SEPTEMBER 15195 &

FEBRUARY 1996.

If you are interested in our Eng lish-lansuo,ge courses,

and would like to receive more information on them,

please write to:

Hanzehogeschool, Faculty of Economics
attn. Mr Tony Philips

Penningsdijk 6
NL-9747 AR, Groningen, The Netherlands

Fa= 4-31-50 710 634

or call +11-50 747 915/835

Holland Polytechnic

P.O. Box 261
1110 AG Diemen
Phone +31 20 495 13 53
Fax +31 20 495 19 23

E43 European Business Administration
Objectives: To prepare students for careers in international business

management.
Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.
Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level.

Fees: Nig 2.250 per year.

University of Limburg /
Faculty of Economics

P.O. Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 388 38 22
Fax +31 43 326 15 55

£44 International Economic Studies
Objectives: To prepare students for careers as policy advisors,

researchers, or managers within international institutions, companies

or organisations.
Type of diploma: Master of Economics.
Duration: 52 to 208 weeks.
Educational requirements: For the full 4-year programme: A-levels. For

a shorter programme: some years of further education.

Fees: Nig 2.500.

Haagse Hogeschool / Economics
and Management
P.O. Box 17180
2502 CD The Hague
Phone +31 70 362 47 11
Fax +31 70 365 96 56

E45 Marketing international Management

Objectives: To prepare students for careers at management level in

companies/organisations with international activities, with a focus on

international marketing and management, financial management

and foreign languages.
Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.
Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level.

Fees: Appr. Nig 2,400 per year

Haagse Hogeschool / Librarianship
and Information Studies
Paramaribostraat 21
2585 GL The Hague
Phone +31 70 363 19 35
Fax +31 70 :356 :33 02

£46 Library Management

Objectives Broadening and updating ot knowledgv and skilk through

5i)



prat tic al training in information systems. personal communication.
and the use ot management tools

pe I 1 ipiama certificate
Duration 13 weeks.

Educational requirements Bachelor's degree in library and inform
non stodies

l'rotesstimal i.sr,Ct ION 3 sears

ees Nig 11.000

Christelijke Hogeschool Windesheim
Business School

P O. Box 10090

8000 GB Zwolle
Phone +31 38 469 93 23
Fax +31 38 460 00 20

E47 Business Studies in: Accounting and Finance (I).
Marketing Management (11)

Dbiecnves. Co enable students to do tsart of their business studies in

the Netherlands.

lcpC of diploma. Certificate.
0i/ration. I 20. II: 20 weeks

Educational requirements- HI: second year university.

tees On request.
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ARNHEM
Join our international programmes
(taught entirely in English):

International Business Studies
a 4-year programme leading to a Bachelor's Degree in

Economics

International Course on Logistics and Distribution
a I-year programme leading to a Bachelor's Degree in

Economics in case of postgraduate study

111 International Business Course
a tailor-made I-year programme for students who want to

study one year in the Netherlands

LAN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
NO111

Hogeschool Eindhoven, Institute for
Higher Professional Education
P.O. Box 347

5600 All Eindhoven
Phone +31 40 260 51 99
Fax +31 40 244 31 90

E48 European Business Studies

Oblectives. To prepare undergraduates for management positions in

companies/organisations operating internationally in Europe.
Type of dipluma Bachelor's degree.

Duration 64 weeks.

Educational requirements 2 years ol higher professional education or
equivalent.

Fees. Nig 2.250 per year.

Arnhem Business School

P.O. Box 5171

6802 ED Arnhem
Phone +31 26 353 92 07
Fax +31 26 364 27 73

E49 International Business Course

Objectives Prepating students for careers in international business.

This course serves also as a credit course for exchange students.

Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration. 40 weeks.

Other requirements: 2 years of undergraduate studies/BA level.

Fees: Nig 2.250.

HEAO
ARNHEM

usINEss
11111111111111==11111M11111

Every year more than 200 international students come to
Arnhem Business School because of its excellent internat....,nal

programmes. Arnhem is located in the eastern part of the
Netherlands, close to the German border and only 100 kilo-

meters east of Amsterdam, the capital of the Netherlands.

Arnhem offers all the attractions of a medium-sized city:

of the Randstad in the West.

Application forms and further information:

a wide range of tourist, leisure and shopping facilities, modern

and pleasant daily life but far enough away from all the hassle

Arnhem Business School
Ms Sandy Steenbrink
PO. Box 5171
NL-6802 ED ARNHEM
the Netherlands

SCHOOL IN

60

tel. + 31-85-539150
(from October 10. 1995:
+ 31-26-3539150)
fax. + 31-85-455660
(from October 10, 1995:
+ 3 I -26-4455660) 1THE NETHERLAND



E50 International Business Studies E54 Environmental Policy in the Netherlands

Objectives Preparing students for a wide range of positions at middle

and upper levels in companies and organisations with international

operations.

Type of diploma: Bachelor of Economics.

Duration 168 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level.

Fees Nig 2.250 per year

E51 International Course on Logistics and Distribution

Objectives: To explain the basic theory and techniques of logistics, to

examine the unique Issues and problems associated with logistics in a

changing environment, and to show how logistics can increase an

enterprise's profitability.
Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree or Certificate.

Duration: 40 weeks.
Educational requirements. 2-3 years of undergraduate studies.

Fees: Nig 2,250.

Limburg Business College

P.O. Box 5268
6130 PG Sittard
Phone +31 46 459 11 11
Fax +31 46 452 91 80

£52 International Business Administration

Objectives: To train students in business economics for management

positions in internationally oriented companies.
Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 160 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education at advanced level

with a background in mathematics and economics.

Pees: Nig 2,250 per year.

University of Amsterdam /
Interfaculty Department of
Environmental Science (IVAM)

Nieuwe Prinsengracht 130
1018 VZ Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 62 32
Fax +31 20 525 62 72

E53 European Postgraduate Course in Environmental
Management (EPCEM)

Objectives: To prepare academic specialists for managerial and policy-

making responsibilities related to environmental issues in a multidis-

ciplinary professional context. For recent graduates from Eastern.

Central and Western Europe.
lyric of diploma Master's degree in Environmental Management

Duration 44 weeks.
Educational requirements Recently acquired M Sc., MA degree or

national equivalent in an environmentally related discipline with

excellent academic achievements.
Other requirements. Well-lounded motivation to find a position in

environmental management or policy-making.

Professional experience Management position desirable.

I ees Nig 5.000inonEur 10.000

60

Objectives: To get familiar with the objectives, instruments and prac-

tice of Dutch environmental policy. Through Interaction with policy-

makers. scientists and business managers participants will gain new

insights and acquire ideas for their own field of work.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 2 weeks.

Professional experience. Required.

Fees: Nig 2,500.

International Training Centre
for Women (ITW)

P.O. Box 3611

1001 AK Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 420 52 43
Fax +31 20 626 31 78

E55 Professional Training Programme for (Middle)
Management

Objectives: Training in management strategies for women at middle

management level in government, industry and the public sector, to

improve problem-solving skills and gender awareness.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or relevant professional

experience.
Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nlg 5.000.

£56 Work through Empowerment

Objectives: To provide women with professional preparation for posi-

tions in business and non-government organisations. making them

more competitive on the job market.

Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 12 weeks.

Pees: Nlg 3.500.

Hotel School The Hague

Brusselselaan 2
2587 AH The Hague
Phone +31 70 355 03 25
Fax +31 70 354 48 49

E57 Summer Course in Hospitality Management

Objectives: Training in the basic techniques of hotel management,

introduction to European hotel standards and management, and utili-

sation of local culture in hospitality formulas.

lype of dtploma Certificate ot Attendance.
Duration 4 weeks.
Educational requirements Vocational education.
Other requirements- Working at supervisory or iunior management

level in the hotel industry.
Professional experience: 2 year

Pees Approx. Nig 6.700.
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E58 Diploma Course International Honq Management

oblectives framing in the principles and disciplines 01 hotel
management

rype oj diploma Diploma.
Duration 40 weeks

Educational requirements Vocational education or (post) secondary

school

Other requirements Working experience. prelerably in a supervisory
position.

Professional experience 1 year.

1 ees Nig 19.500.

E59 The 4-year degree course in European Hospitality
Management IEHMI

Ohiectives- To prepare students to take up management positions in

the international hospitality industry.
Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.

Duration: 160 weeks.

Educational requirements. International Baccalaureate or any other

qualification at university entrance level.

Other requirements Major in English and knowledge of French.

German or Spanish at intermediate or higher level.

Professional experience. Recommended.

Fees: Nig 2,500 per semester.

Netherlands Institute of Tourism
and Transport Studies
P.O. Box 3917

4800 DX Breda
Phone +31 76 530 22 03
Fax +31 76 530 22 05

E60 European MBA Programme

Objectives: To provide a greater understanding of European business

and knowledge ot the relationships between the funcdonal areas of

management and organisational aims at a corporate level.

Type of diploma: Master's degree (MBAL

Duration 60 weeks.

Educational requtrements Bachelor's degree or equivalent.

Fees Nig 10,600

E61 M.Sc. Degree Programme in Transport and
Distribution Management

Objectives Training in general management and in the management

of logistic chains, transport systems and or distribution systems

Type of diploma. M.Sc. degree

Duration. 60 weeks

Educational requirements Bachelor's degree or equivalent

Fees. Nig 9.600.

E62 Main European Tourism Management

Objectives Training for managers in the tourism industry and related

fields, operating at an European multinational level.

Tyre of diploma- MA degree

Duration: 52 weeks

alit-animal requirements Bachelor s degree or equivalent in tou-

rism. recreation or leisure studies.

Professional experience Recommended

I eel Nlg 14.000. 7.000 (FL )

1,1

E63 Tourism Management

Objectives To deepen the knowledge of foreign tourism students in

international tourism management and consultancy as wel as in the
Dutch culture and its society, In order to learn them how to deal with

the influences of cultural differences on the tourism industry
Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration 1. 6; fl: 24 weeks.

Educational requirements: At least 1 year ot tourism education at a

higher professional level.

Fees: Nig 2.500

CHN North Netherlands

P.O. Box 1298

8900 CG Leeuwarden
Phone +31 58 233 03 30
Fax +31 58 233 04 30

E64 4-year B.Sc. Hotel Administration Degree
Programme

Objectives: To prepare students for management positions in the hos-

pitality Industry.
Type of diploma: B.Sc. Hotel Administration Degree.

Duration 160 weeks.

Educational requirements' Secondary education A-level.

Fees: Nig 2.350 per year.

E65 2-year B.Sc. Hotel Administration Degree
Programme

Objectives: To prepare students for management positions in the hos-

pitality industry.
Type of diploma: B.Sc. Hotel Administration Degree.

Duration: 80 weeks.

Educational requirements: 2 years ot University Business

Administration. diploma Hotel Administration.
Fees: Nig 2,350 per year.

E66 MA International Leisure and Tourism Studies

Objectives: The students develops a critical understanding of the

social, economic and political dynamics underlying the development

of leisure and tourism, from an international perspective.

Type of diploma. Master's degree.

Duration: 40 weeks.

Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree.

Fees: Nig 2,500

E67 WICE Graduate Programme in the Study of Leisure,
Recreation and Tourism

Objectives To raise the level of awareness. understanding and knowl-

edge of leisure and leisure related issues, through the provision of

advanced courses, to a limited number of carefully selected partici-

pants front all world regions
Type of diploma. MA in Worldwide Leisure Studies, dossier diploma.

Duration 100 weeks.

Fduca tional requirements 3 years of post-secondary education in

leisure or a leisure related field or graduated in one of the social

sciences and 2 years work experience

Professional experience Recommended

fees. Nig 5.500



International Maritime Transport
Academy (IMTA)

Soerweg 31
3088 GR Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 429 81 77
Fax +31 10 495 15 08

£68 Postgraduate Diploma Course in Port and Shipping
Management Studies

Objectives: To provide systematic coverage of managerial techniques
and specialised knowledge, for shipping and port management staff

working in the international transport sector.
Type of diploma. Diploma.
Duration: 35 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent.
Other requirements: Minimum age 23.
Professional experience: 4 years.

Fees: Nlg 17.000.

International Institute for Technology
and Management (IITM)

P.O. Box 1075
7500 BB Enschede
Phone +31 53 487 13 90
Fax +31 53 432 14 95

E69 Textile Technology and Management Course

Objectives: Training in practical textile mill management at
supervisory level, for production managers and technical staff.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 16 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree from a textile engineering college

or equivalent.
Other requirements: Age maximum 40 years.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: On request.

£70 Maintenance Course
Objectives. Theory and practice of maintenance. and the organisation
and management of maintenance at supervisory level, for junior and
senior maintenance officers involved in company training courses,

and for teachers in technical institutes
Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance.
Duration 16 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree from a technical college or equiva-

lent.
Other requirements: Age 25-40 years

Professional experience- 2 years.

Fees- On request.

E71 International Marketing Development Course

Objectives. Training in all facets of marketing at supervisory and ex-

ecutive level for junior and senior marketing officers. to Improve
sales, sales revenues and foreign currency revenues.

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance.
Duration 16 weeks.
hlu«ittnnal requirements Diploma from a business college or equiva-

lent.
Other requirements Age 25-40 years
Prolesgonal expertente 2 years

cc% On request
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E72 International Management Development Course

Objectives: Training in all facets of internal management at super-

visory and executive level for junior and senior officers, to improve

the effectiveness of management in the organisation.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 16 weeks.
Educational requirements. Degree from a technical or business

college or equivalent.
Other rcquirements. Age 25-40 years.

Professional experience: 4 years,

Fees. On request.

Nepostel Consultancy

P.O. Box 900
3000 AX Rotterdam
Phone +31 10 454 23 27
Fax +31 10 454 23 98

E73 Postal Management Course

Objectives: Training in modern management techniques to improve

the organisational performance of middle and upper management of

postal organisations.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 5 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent.
Other requirements: Employment in postal organisations at manage-

ment or operations level.
Professional experience: Required.

Fees: Nlg 17.500.

£74 Postal Marketing Training
Objectives: Postal marketing training for (future) marketing special-

ists to promote postal services and develop marketing plans for their

national postal organisations.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Performance.

Duration: 3 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent.

Professional experience: Postal managementlmarketing.

Fees: Nig 10.000.

National Training Centre PTT Telecom

P.O. Box 13000
9700 EA Groningen
Phone +31 50 585 38 96
Fax +31 50 585 30 15

£75 Management of Planning of Modern Telecom

Networks

Objectives To provide managers responsible for planning telecommu-

nications network with new ideas, approaches and tools.

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance.

Duration. 6 weeks.
Fducational requirements Secondary education at advanced level.

Other requirements Knowledge of current network technology. opera-

tions processes. telecom equipment.
Professional experience 2 years

Pees Nlg 25,000

8J
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6. Law and international relations

University of Amsterdam / Amsterdam
School of International Relations
(ASIR)

Rokin 84
1012 KX Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 29 66

Fax +31 20 638 79 26

101 International and European Relations

Obiectives To prepare participants for executive positions m which

they are responsible for the International relations (legal, economic

and political) of companies and organisations.

Type of diploma: ASIR degree.

Duration. 40 weeks.
Educational requirements. Master's degree in economics, political

science, law or equivalent.

Professional experience Recommended

Fees: NIg 12.750.

F02 Law of the European Union Focussed on Doing
Business in the European Union

Objectives. To provide graduates in law with a thorough understand-

ing of the law and the law-making process of the European Union

with special reference to the internal market

Type of diploma: Master of Law.

Duration: 40 weeks.
Educational requirements. LL.B 1. 2 - honours or J.D. or equivalent

degree in law.

Professional experience: Recommended

Fees Nlg 12.750.

WIlve rt IteMent I

Amsterdam
School
1,1111,W0,0tfiMI,

The School aims to prepare its graduates for the

unique and specific challenges of a career in

international government, business or law.

Two ten month programmes are offered (August

1996 -June 1997), including intensive courses in

international and EC - specific legal,economic

and political relations. Professional skills and

intensive training in French are also emphasized.

Participants can choose between

International and European Relations (ASIR)

Law of the European Union UM)

Amsterdam umvers+rr lecture's promment otTuals and leadmg

EC eaperu form use tescAng staff The rnechurn of nstroctron ti Erttah

The adr,,,a,00 lee a A 12 110 14p. Qs S 61`...3) i:dr A ux

For further informItron ernte to the Amtterrian, 5s .ot of Interhauonal Reut.ous

Raul 84 1012 KX Amsterdam The Netherlsnds

tel *31 29 52 52 966 las .31 20 63 87 926

UNIVERSITY OE AMSTERDAM

F03 Law of the European Union Related to the EU and
GATT. International Trade Law

ilblectives To provide graduates in law with a thorough understan-

ding ot the law and law-making process of the European Union. more
particularly ot the EU international trade law and police as shaped

within LATT
Type of diploma Master ot Law

Duration. 40 weeks.
Educational requirements LL.B 1. 2 - honours or J.D. or equivalent

degree in law
Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 12.750

F04 International Summer Course on Legal Aspects of
European Integration - General Course

Objectives Refresher course tor experienced lawyers. advisers in busi-

ness law. etc.. who are confronted with issues raised by EU law.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 2 weeks.

Educational requirements. Law degree

Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 2.000.

University of Amsterdam I Department
of International Relations
Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237
1012 DL Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 44 741525 21 69

Fax +31 20 525 20 86

FOS Graduate Programme in International Relations

Objectives To provide students with an introduction to international
relations and to prepare them tbr post-graduate research work.

Type at diploma Master of Arts in International Relations.

Duration- 42 or 84 weeks.
ducational requirements Bachelor's degree or the equi.alent of 3

years of Dutch academic training in a relevant field

Pees. Mg 10.000

F06 Postgraduate Certificate Programme in
International Relations / Master of Philosophy IMPhill
Programme

phtectives. To provide students with theoretical and research skills
necessary to pursue advanced research degrees in the fields of inter-

national telations and international political economy
Type of diploma Postgraduate Certificate or Master of Philosophy

ra tion 12 weeks

! ducat tonal requirements- Master of Arts degree in International

Relations

her req rem en t s Strong research orientation with emphasis III

t manorial political economx
s Nig I, ono
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UNIVERSITEIT VAN AMSTERDAM

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

The Universiteit van Amsterdam is the

most internationally oriented university of The

Netherlands, situated in the historic an3 lively city

center of Amsterdam. Thanks to its central location,

Amsterdam has developed into a gateway to Europe.

sall! The Universiteit van Amsterdam offers English-

taught (under)graduatc programs for international

students in many academic fields. For more informa-

tion on these and other international programs of the

EUROPEAN STUDIES

PROGRAM IN EUROPEAN HISTORY AND CULTURE (PEECH)

SOCIAL SCIENCES

AMSTERDAM CENTER FOR COMPARATIVE EUROPEAN SOCIAL

STUDIES (ACCESS)

MA IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

- MA IN EUROPEAN COMMUNICATION STUDIES

- MA IN PHILOSOPHY
- MSC IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES

INTERNATIONAL. RELATIONS

GRADUATE PROGRAM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

UvA

Universiteit van Amsterdam, please contact our

Office of Foreign Relations.

LANGUAGES

DLTCII LANGUAGE COURSES (INTT)

HUMANITIES

DISCOURSE AND ARGUMENTATION STUDIES AMSTERDAM (DASA
MA IN FIESI AND TELL- vISION STUDIES

LAN)!

AMSTERDAM LAr PROGRAM (ALP)

ECONOMIC SCIENCES

AMSTERDAM COURSES IN ECONOMIC SCIENCES (ACE)

LOGIC, LANGUAGI AND COMPUTATION

MA IN LOGIC

lintversiteit van Amsterdam, Office of Foreign Relations / IOP
P.O. Box 19268

1000 GG Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Phone: 31 20 525 2373, Fax: 31 20 525 2771.

DE UNIVERSITEIT VAN AMSTERDAM.



Leiden University welcomes international students for
the following programmes:

Undergraduate

Study Abroad Programme:

Dutch Culture and Government

European Politics and Administration

Dutch Studies

Courses (taught) in English

Graduate
European Masters in Public

Administration

LL.M. in Public International Law

LL.M. in European Community Law

Dutch Studies

Courses (taught) in English

MA course in Islamic Studies

For more information please contact:

Office for International Cooperation

Rapenhurg 33

2311 GG Leiden

The Netherlands

Tel.: +31 (0)71 27 72 56

Fax: +31 (0)71 27 72 57

E-mail: BBWMAINi Rulmvsleident :niv.n1

From October 5th 1995:

Tel.: +31 (0)71 - 5 27 72 56

Fax: +31 (0)71 5 27 72 57

Postgraduate

Research School CNWS, School for

Asian. African, and Amerindian Studies

Holland Institute of Generative

Linguistics

European Postgraduate Course in

Environmental Management

(in cooperation with other universities)

Preparatory courses on Dutch language

and culture

Inter Consultancy Bureau

'Leiden University
111111111
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University of Amsterdam /
Faculty of Law

P.O. Box 1030
1000 BA Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 34 21
Fax +31 20 525 34 55

F07 Amsterdam Law Programme

Objectives To provide advanced law students with insight into
European and international law.
Type of diploma: Certificate in International or European Law.
Duration: 42 weeks.
Educational requirements: Advanced law students.
Fees: Nig 6.000.

University of Amsterdam I Amsterdam-
Leiden-Columbia Summer Program

P.O. Box 1030
1000 BA Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 34 39
Fax +31 20 525 34 95

F08 Amsterdarn-Leiden-Columbia Summer Program in
American Law

Objectives: Introduction to American law for European-trained lawyers.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 4 weeks.
Educational requirements: Law degree.
Other requirements: Undergradual,.s in their last year of law school.
Professional experience: Recommaided.
Fees: Nig 1.500.

Leiden University / Faculty of Law

P.O. Box 9521
2300 RA Leiden
Phone +31 71 527 76 09
Fax +31 71 527 77 32

F09 Leiden Law Courses

Objectives For advanced law students who wish to study abroad and
receive credits: and for graduate law students or practitioners wishing
to deepen their knowledge in a specific field.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration. 19 or 38 weeks.
Educational requirements Advanced law students reading for a first
degree and graduate students.
Fees. NIg 1.500 per course.

FIO Master of Laws (1..LM) in European Community Law

Objectives To provide participants with a comprehensive programme

on EC law.

Type of diploma Master of Law.
Duration 45 weeks.
Educational requirements Law degree

eec Nig 20.000

(4,

Fll Master of Laws (UM) in Public International Law

Objectives: To provide pas sicipants with a comprehensive survey of

public international law.
Type of diploma: LLM.

Duration: 45 weeks.
Educational requirements: Law degree.
Fees: MIg 12.000.

Free University Amsterdam /
Faculty of Law

De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 548 46 80
Fax +31 20 646 25 94

F12 International Law Courses

Objectives: To acquaint law graduates/advanced students with interna-
tional law, the development of the International legal system and the
European and Dutch legal practice.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.

Duration: 12 weeks.
Educational reo.utrements: Law degree or 3 years of legal training.

Fees: Nig 750 per course.

University of Limburg / Faculty of Law

P.O. Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 388 30 36
Fax +31 43 325 65 38

F13 Master of Comparative and European Law (LL.M.)

Objectives: To impart the specialised knowledge and skills needed for
international or transnational legal activities, with a focus on EC law
and on the national legal system that interrelates with it.
Type of diploma: Master of Laws.

Duration: 40 weeks.
Educational requirements. Law degree.
Fees: Nig 9.000 I 4.000 fall.

Tilburg University / Faculty of Law

P.O. Box 90153
5000 LE Tilburg
Phone +31 13 466 31 41
Fax +31 13 466 31 43

F14 International and Comparative Law Programme

Objectives To provide law students with insight into European and

international law.
Type of diploma Certificate.
Duration. 27 or 34 weeks.
Educational requirements At least one year of training (academic) in

a relevant field; advanced law students.
Fees On request.
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European Studies Programme
Programme in European Leisure Studies
International and Comparative Law Programme
Programme in Intermediate Economics
International Business Programme

Courses in Tilburg
There are one and two semester programmes
All courses are taught in English and eaci to a
certificate. Apart from these programmes Tilburg
University offers over 100 different courses in English
in which Dutch students participate as well.

More information?

Tilburg University
Office for International Relations
P.O.Box 90153
5000 LE Tilburg
The Netherlands

Telephone .31 13 4662236

Telefax 31 13 4663019

Tilburg University

Tilburg University is a fully accredited government
financed university with Over 10 000 Students and Lse
faculties. Economics an0 Business Administration La.
Social and Behavioural Sciences, Arts and Philosophy
International cooperation is one cf Tilburg dniversity s
priorities.
An advanced library, excellent computer facilities. special
tutoring and social activities tor foreign stuaents complete
Tilburg University es an attractive university for foreign
students

-Tilburg University

V7/
The Hague Academy of International
Law (HAIL)

Peace Palace, Carnegieplein
2517 KJ The Hague
Phone *31 70 302 42 42

F15 Private International Law

Ohiectives Introduction to the latest developments in private interna-

tional law. This course may be combined with the HAIL course on

public international law.
Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance

Duration. 3 weeks.
Educational requirements. Lass degree or 4 sears of law studs:

i.res. Nig 400

F16 Public International Law
dbyrtlyes Introduction to the latest developments in public intern&
tional law This course may be combined with the HAIL course on pri-

vate international law

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance

Duration 3 weeks
dueatIonaI requirements Lasy degree or 4 Years of law study

I ees Mg 400

International Tax Academy (IBFD)

P.O. Box 20237

1000 HE Amsterdam
Phone .31 20 626 77 26
Fax .31 20 620 93 97

F17 Principles ot International and Comparative
Taxation

ObjectIves. Detailed study ol principles of international and sompaia

tive taxation
Type of diploma Certificate of Attendant('

Duration 1 weeks
F.duca Donal requtrements Young graduates in law el OntiMIL

accountancy
Other requirements Some background in taxation

Professional experience Becominended

1.re s Mg 5.500 i3rd W 3.8501



7. European studies; culture; education

University of Limburg j Center for
European Studies
P.O. Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Phone +31 43 321 26 27
Fax 31 43 325 73 24

GO1 Study Europe in Maastricht: Liberal Arts
Programme

Objectives: A thorough study of Europe with a focus on the EU, for
liberal arts students to deepen their understanding of current deve-
lopments in Europe and its role in the world.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 18 weeks(seml); 34 weeks(semill
Educational requirements: Junior and senior undergraduates.
Other requirements: Minimum 3.0 grade point average from top
colleges or universities.
Fees: 1,413,200n 11,400(11)

G02 Programme in European Studies

Objectives: To provide non-European students with insight into
economic, social, political, cultural, legal and commercial develop-
ments in Europe.
Type of diploma: Certificate.

Duration: 17 weeh.
Educational requirements: Upper level undergraduate.
Fees Nig 5,250.

G03 Programme in European Studies Summer Course

Objectives. To provide non-European students with insight into cultur-
al, economic and commercial aspects of Europe.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration. 6 weeks.
Educational requirements: Upper level undergraduate.
Fees. NIG 3.900.

Tilburg University

P.O. Box 90153
5000 LE Tilburg
Phone +31 13 466 22 36
Fax +31 13 466 30 19

604 European Studies Programme

Objectives To provide students with a 'Europe-wide' outlook: to
prepare students for the new situation in which they have to work.
Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration. 17 or 34 weeks
Educational requirements At !east 1 year of academic training
fees On request.

05 Programme in European Leisure Studies (PELS)

Objectives To familiarise students and professionals with transnation.
.11 developments in Europe concerning leisure, tourism, culture.
media and the arts and sports. focus on management, policy.
reseacch.

Type of diploma Master's degree
Duration 52 weeks.
60

Educational requirements: Degree in social sciences, preferably in

leisure-related area.
Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nlg 8.600.

University of Amsterdam / ACCESS

Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237
1012 DL Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 47 02
Fax +31 20 525 20 86

G06 MA Programme in Social Sciences

Objectives: To provide students with an in-depth knowledge of recent
theoretical approaches in political science, sociology and cultural
anthropology and first-hand experience with empirical research in
these fields.
Type of diploma: Master's degree.

Duration: 42-84 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent in sociolo-
gy, political science, anthropology. communication or international
relations or a related field.
Fees: Nig 10.000 per year.

G07 MA Programme in European Communication
Studies

Objectives: To provide students with an understanding of the politi-
cal, economic and cultural dynamics of the European communica-
tions landscape, and to prepare students for a variety of advisory,
managerial and academic roles in the media.

Type of diploma: Master's degree.
Duration: 42-84 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent in communi-

cation studies, journalism. public relations or film and television studies.

Fees: Nig 10.000 per year.

G08 MA Programme in Philosophy

Objectives: To offer advanced courses in contemporary European phi-
losophy (philosophy of psychology and psycho-analysis. art, aesthetics

and culture, and politics and ethics).
Type of diploma. Master's degree.

Duration: 42-60 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree or equivalent in fields
related to philosophy. Advanced background in philosophy required.

Fees: Nig 10,000 per year.

609 Undergraduate Progrimme
Objectives: An undergraduat2 programme in sociology, political
science, anthropology and communication for Junior Year Abroad
students and for students in international exchange programmes.
Type of diploma: Certificate Undergraduate Programme.
Duration: 14-42 weeks.
Educational requirements. Undergraduates with at least 2 years of'

relevant academic training
Fees: Nig 10.000 per year
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University of Amsterdam I PEECH

Spuistraat 1.14
1012 VB Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 26 17
Fax +31 20 525 46 25;525 44 29

GIO Programme in European History and Culture
(PEECH)

OblectIces no provide tunderigraduate students with a thorough

understanding of Europe through an interdisciplinary approach

Type of diploma Certificate ot Attendance.

Duration 14-42 weeks

Tducational requirements 2 years ot academic study in a relevant field.

Fees On request

University of Amsterdam /
Institute of Dutch Language Studies

Spuistraat 134
1012 VB Amsterdam
Phone +31 20 525 47 16
Fax +31 20 525 46 44

G11 Discourse and Argumentation Studies

object Ives To enhance participants' understanding of communication
processes and strategies and to train them in the critical analysis and

evaluation of various types of written and oral discourse.

Type of diploma: Certificate.
Duration: 42 weeks.
Educational requirements Advanced students in speech communica-

tion, rhetoric. linguistics, discourse analysis, philosophy or communi-

cation.

Fees: Nig 11.000.

G12 Discourse and Argumentation Studies,
MA programme

Objectives To provide students with a solid theoretical and methodolo-

gical basis in the fields ol discourse analysis and argumentation them)

Type of diploma Master's degree.

Duration 84-126 weeks.

Educational requirements. Bachelor's degree in language and

literature. philosophy or social sciences

Fees' Nig 11.000 per year.

Leicien University / Faculty of Arts

P.O. Box 9515

2300 PA Leiden
Phone +31 71 527 22 33
Fax +31 71 527 26 15

GI3 Dutch Studies

Obleitives Language acquisition. and courses in linguistics and the

literature, history and art history of the Netherlands. to enable pain-

t ipants to teach Dutch language and c ult ore

lspe of diploma MA degree.
Duration 160 weeks.

Educational requirements Secondary education
Other requirementc Admission examination tor appin ants with

secondary education only

tees Nig 14.000.

I01

G14 Study Abroad Programme

Objectives. This programme provides a better understandmg of Dutch

culture and government in a European context.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance and Credits.

Duration. 45 weeks.

Educational requirements 2 years of academic study.

Fees: Nlg 12.000

Leiden University / Holland Institute
of Generative Linguistics

P.O. BOx 9515

2300 RA Leiden
Phone +31 71 527 21 01

Fax +31 71 527 26 15

G15 Generative Linguistics

Objectives: To provide students with theoretical and methodological

knowledge of recent developments in the field of generative gram-

mar, with special emphasis on syntax and phonology.

Type of diploma PhD: Certificate

Duration. 12 weeks per course.

Educational requirements. Bachelor's degree in linguistics or philoso-

phy: knowledge of generative grammar.

Fees: Nig 1.500 per course.

Leiden University / INIS

P.O. Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden
Phone +31 71 527 24 19/527 25 70
Fax +31 71 527 26 32/527 25 71

G16 MA Course in Islamic Studies

Objectives: To provide an introduction to theoretical and methodolo-

gical approaches to one of the greatest living traditions: Islam. It pre-

pares the participants to conduct Ph.D. research in their fields of

interest.
Type of diploma- MA degree

Duration. 44 weeks.
Educational requirements- BA in Islamic Studies.

Other requirements: Working knowledge of Arabic.

Fees: NIg

Holland Polytechnic / Sector Alpha

P.O. Box 261

1110 AG Diemen
Phone +31 20 495 10 00
Fax +31 20 495 19 20

G17 International Degree in English and Education

Objectives. English language and literature and educational theories.

with an emphasis on methods to teach English to non-native speakers.

Type of diploma BA (UK); Teaching QualificationiNa

Duration 120-160 weeks.
Illucational requirements Secondary education at A-level

Fees Nlg 2.250 per year.
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University of Twente / Faculty of
Educational Science and Technology

P.O. Box 217

7500 .AE Enschede

Phone +31 53 489 35 88
Fax +31 53 435 65 31

GIS M.Sc. Programme Educational and Training Systems
Design

Objectives To develop scientific Insight and expertise for the effective

application of educational methods,systems to real-life education and

training situations.
Type of diploma: M.Sc. degree.

Duration: 47 weeks.
Educational requirements: B.Sc. degree or equivalent in a relevant

subject.

Other requirements: Relevant working experience.

Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 22.000.
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Media; fine and performing arts

Radio Nederland Training Centre
(RNTC)

P.O. Box 222

1200 IC Hilversum
Phone *31 35 6'72 45 02

Fax *31 35 672 45 32

1101 General Course (Radioi

ithiectives Cieneral training for professionals of media organisations
and educators in media institutmns

pe of diploma Certificate 01 Attendance
Duration 18 weeks
hitless:ono! esperience 2 sears
I ces Nig 25.000

1102 (;etseral Course ttelevisioni

()Natives ueneral ttaining tor protessionals of media organisations
and educators in media mstautions,
dype 0 diploma (ertificate ot Attendance
Duration' 18 weeks

Processional experien:e 2 years
lees Nlit 25.000

1103 Educational Programme Production Course (Radio)

Ohiectives: To update the educational skills ot professionals of medta
organisations and producers of educative programmes in media insu-

tutmons.

Type of diploma. Certificate 01 Attendance
Duration' 14 weeks
ProfessIonal experienie .2 years.

lees: Nlg 25.000.

1104 Educational Programme Production Course
(Television)

Oblectives To update the educational shdls ot professionals of media

organisations and producers ot educative programmes in media mste P.O. Box 30001

tuuons 3503 AB Utrecht

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance Phone +31 30 291 02 73

Duratton' 14 weeks. Fax +31 30 294 30 93

Professional experience 2 years.

ees Nig 25.000
1107 International MA Programme in European

tadvertliementl

HOGESCHOOL VAN UTRECHT,
FACULTEIT COMMUNICATIE EN
JOURNALISTIEK

The School 01 lournalism at Utrecht, The Netherlands,

the Danish School ot lournalism at Arhus Denmark

and the Centre ot lournalism Studies, University ot

kVales. College at Cardiff. oiler a programme leading to

a full

MASTERS' DEGREE (MA)
IN EUROPEAN JOURNALISM

The programme runs from lanuare till December. The

programme starts in Utrecht. second term in Arhus. last

term in Cardiff.

DEADLINE FOR APPIACATION: JUNE16

information can be obtained at:
Facultea Communicatie en Journalistek.
Bureau Internationalisering, Marie- Anne Verdonk.
Postbus 30.001. 3503 AB Utrecht, tel 030-910273.
fax 030.943093. Email: Verdonk@S1V.F0 HvU NI

Hogeschool Utrecht / School of
Journalism and Communication

1105 Training the Trainers (Radio)

Oh:et-tires- To update the training skills ot protessionals of media
organisations and educators in media institutions
lype of diploma Certificate of .Attendance.
Duration 17 weeks

Professional espertenie 2 veIrs
dees- Nig 25.000

1106 Tralning the trainers Jelevisionl

obis% tives lo update the training skills of protessionals iit media
organi..ations and educatois in media institutions
cpe of diploma I. eititicate 01 Attendan«-

Duration 17 weeks

Professional espei 0111 e 2 years

I es Nig 25.000

Journalism

Obiectires: To provide students with knowledge on European issues

and the role of Europe in international politics.
Type of diploma Master's degree.
Duration' 52 weeks.
bducational requirements BA with journalistic experter c or MA in

Journalism
pralewonal experience At least I \Tor,

Ices Nig 13.000
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1108 Europe in the World Journalist Course

Objectives: Training students in journalism and professionals on
European issues: providing young journalists with a forum for better
understanding European integration, multiplicity of cultures and eco-

nomic differences.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 40 weeks.
Educational requirements: 3 years undergraduate programme in

journalism.
Professional experience: Recommended.

Fees: Nig 7.000.

Graphic Media Development Centre
(GMDC)

P.O. Box 14090
2501 GB The Hague
Phone +31 70 364 64 00
Fax +31 70 361 62 30

H09 international Course on Graphic Design (INCO-GD)

Objectives: Practical training for professionals from developing coun-

tries working in graphic communications units that serve agricultural
extension organisations, educational centres. etc.

Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 18 weeks.
Educational requirements: Vocational training andior professional

experience.
Professional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 20,815.

iadverilsementi

is an internationatly well-lcnown interdiscipli
nary expertise centre in computergraphics,

computer animation and multiMedli,
SCAN has three mutually supportheediviilons:

Education, Contract Activities and Research and Deviaopment.

Here various disciplines collaborate at the fiOntieis of new digital 4::

media developments, profiting from the encounter of artistic. tecni-
cal and scientific knowledge, skills and attitudes.

SCAN succesfully organized international training programmes ine!.
which students participated from Belgium, Greece, Italy, Israeli,. 7t
Hungiry,Finland. Spain, Russia, Norway,Petir; Argentina; tatviiim'
South-Africa and Cuba.

.

The educational programme has three branchev',.,.
u Intensive Trairilng Programme-,
A Course of 18 weeks for students with an art or design backgrOund

Who have little or no experience with digital media.
This programme starts in January and August each academic yeari.4)§,i-

0 Post graduate course Computergraphics, MA
A programme of two years for graduates.
This course starts in September 1995, September 1997.
0 Tailor made courses
The programme of these courses are adjusted to the specific needs

of indittIctdaktx groups of students...

For further information on the educational activities you can con-

tad SCAN
Or. J. Faber
Hoendiepskade 23a
9718 BG Groningen - the Netherlands
T (+31)50138343, F (+31)50138242
Internet infoCtscan.iaf n1

I-110 International Course on Print Production (INCO-PP)

Objectives: Practical training in graphic production processes for pro-
fessionals from developing countries working in small-offset produc-

tion units as utilised by community development agencies, extension
services, educational institutes, etc.
Type of diploma: Certificate of Attendance.
Duration: 18 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education and professional

experience in the printing industry.
Prof essional experience: 2 years.

Fees: Nig 20.385.

SCAN Interdisciplinary Expertise
Centre for Computergraphics
Hoendiepskade 23 a
9718 BG Groningen
Phone +31 50 313 83 43
Fax +31 50 313 82 42

I-111 Computer Graphics

Objectives: To provide students with professional competence in digital

prepress. time-based media ianimationj and interactive multimedia.

Type of diploma. Certificate of Attendance

Duration: 18 weeks.
Educational requirements: Bachelor's degree in fine arts or design, or

relevant professional experience.
Fees: Nig 9,000.

Utrecht School of the Arts

Janskerkhof 18
3512 BM Utrecht
Phone +31 30 231 26 90
Fax +31 30 232 24 65

H12 International Theatre and Education Course

Objectives: To provide practical and theoretical training in culturally
diverse applications of theatre for those who want to work as profes-

sional performers. directors, teachers or consultants

Type of diploma: Bachelor's degree.
Duration: 168 weeks.
Educational requirements: Secondary education A-level.
Other requirements. Basic skills in acting.

Professional experience: Recommended.

Pees. Nig 2.350 per year.
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Rotterdam College of Music and Dance

Tandwielstraat 1
3083 AV Rotterdam
Phone -31 10 423 00 11
Fax 31 10 486 50 50

1113 Performing Dance Major

oh;ei rives Educating versatile professional modern dancers V. 1th strong

technical skills for nmerinational contemporary dance companies
pe of diploma Professional Diploma in Performing Dance

Duratuin 168 weeks.

I (tura twnal requirements secondars education at advanced level Pre--
vocational Dance rraining.
ilther requirements Entrance audition medical test
reel. ls(Ig. 2.750 per Year.

Royal Conservatory, The Hague

Juliana van Stolberglaan 1
2595 CA The Hague
Phone 31 70 381 42 51
Fax .31 70 385 39 41

1114 Sonology Course

Obleetives Practical and theoretical training in the aPPilc,,lion

scientific and technical tools to the production and study ot musical
sound and structure. tor musicians (composers and performers).

researchers and others interested in modern music technology

Type of diploma Certificate of Attendance
Duration 38 weeks
Educational requirements Secondary education at advanced level

with mathematics.
Professional experience Recommended
Fees Nlg

51,151em en

Amsterdam School of the Arts

HILVERSUM CONSERVATORIUM
Director: Martin Kamminga

The most distinguished fazz/Fusion programme in Europe

The consersatorium offers the only European

MASTERS DEGREE IN

JAZZ PERFORMANCE
in co-operation ssids the thusersav of Miami (Florida/

Information:Ham-sum Consenworium

Snelliuslaan 10.1222TE Hiltersum. The Netherlands

Phone _31.35.834.666 Fax: _31.35.8 37.032

REINWARDT ACADEMY

offers the

MASTERS DEGREE IN

MUSEOLOGY

Eight courses catering the maior hdds of museum stork

on a modular basis. including excursions to the marvellous

museums In Amsterdam

Informaiion: Reims arch Academy. Paul &Thins

Dapperstraat 31 5,1093 BS Arnsterdam,rhe Netherlands

Phone ..3I.20.6926.388 Fos: ..3I 20.6925.762

0,

The Amsterdam..
...-

School' of the Arts

is a.unique,

relat ely small

college offering

higher vocational

and professional

training in all of

-the arts disciplines:

Dance and Drama,

Fine Arts,

Film &

Architecture and

Arts Management..



Dutch study programmes

The regular study programmes conducted in Dutch at the Netherlands universities and hogescholen are presented in

the following tables. (International Business is conducted in English.)

If you would like more information about a particular programme, fill in one of the reply cards you will find in this

booklet. Send in several if you wish, and you will receive information directly from the institution or institutions in

question. .c:!-

University study programmes

Some university study programmes have prerequisites: certain rele-
vant subjects must be among those in which the candidate specialized
during the last two.years of secondary school. Often these are math
and physics, but it depends on the field. An exemption from such a
requirement is granted if the candidate can demonstrate sufficient
knowledge in the iubject. usually through a test.

AgricultUre and natural environment
Full-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme

Animal science

Environmental planning and design

Field crops

Forestry

Horticulture

Plant breeding and crop protection

Tropical land use

The table also lists study programmes which students enter only after

a first year in a related, usually more general field. For more informa-

tion about prerequisites and procedures for exemption, and about
study programmes from the second year, write to the university infor-

mation office. Use the ieply cards in this publication to request infor-

mation about a specific study programme.

fle,"'t Mr!

'-7'3441:::44371:77;;:13,t.1440

0 VSNU. 1995

riAn-
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Science

Full-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

r.:

F,

Artificial intelligence

Astronomy

Business informatics

Business information systems

Business mathematics and computer science

Chemistry

Computational science

Computer science

Dynamics of science

Bio-pharmacautical sciences

*1

Biology r " *

Business and industrial statistics

Cognitive artificial intelligence

41,

!.

Agricultural systems sciences

"loir

Environmental biology

Environmental management

Environmental scienceis)

Environmental studies

Fundamental biomedical sdences

-

k1.4.C.: ",..

-

!"--7;:,
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Science

Full-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Geochemistry

Geology

Geophysics

Knowledge technology

Mathematics

Mathematics and informatics

MINPRINIgrON

--

Meteorology and physical oceanography

Molecular science

Natural sciences

Nutrition and toxicologie

Pharmaceutical chemistry

Pharmacy

Physical geography

Soil, water, atmosphere

Statistics

Technical informatics

Technical pharmacy

is
76

77
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Engineering and technology
Full-tune programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Aeronautical and aerospace engineering
t.r.7;s71-, --; c,

Agricultural engineering

Applied physics

Bio-mechanical engineering
. . . ,... .

-
Bioprocess technology

- 1 Oa': .**

Building and architecture

Business information technology ,.
zts

Chemical engineering

Civil engineeringJechnology

Civil technology and management

Computer science

Electrical engineering

Environmental technology

Food Science and Technology

Geodetic engineering

Industrial design engineering

Industrial engineering anti management science

Industrial technical mathematics

Information engineering

Information technology

:e . - .,.; :111-

,-.s

' ALt-'7;*--*11

Installation technology

Marine technology

Materials science and technology

Mechanical engineering

Mining and petroleum engineering

Philosophy of science, technology and society

41. "7.4-

;. ti-

-i,,, t

,Vitek;300-to
40.1°4

orlkil

eitims,!!iv

45A:.*1

,)-

r4.4.11.4.04

Systems engineering. policy analysis and management

Technical informatics

liouott*
Technical mei h an ic s

Technology and so( 'et,/

IttioP1 "4A

Tt-:

4A-
ifyisi

5



Health care
Full-time programme -

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Biomedical Health Sciences

Biomedical sciences

Dentistry

Environment and health

Health care policy and management

FrOMMarTIRMIMPIrtria
4%-,3`'7"...'. ert

Human Nutrition

Medical biology

Medical information science

Medical sciences

Medicine

Veterinary medicine

7 9
711



Economics

Full-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Actuarial studies

Agricultural and environmental economics

Business administration

Business econometrics

Business economics

Econometrics

Economic and historic studies

Economic policy studies

Economics S. *
Fiscal economics

General economics

Information management and auditing

International business -

International economics and economic geography

Japanese studies

<
F

*
*

= 1ssi. -

Law and economics in business and society V '
Management of finance

Social and institutional economics

Operational research and management

Technical engineering and management science

80
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Behaviour and society
Full-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Applied communicalion science

Cognitive science

Cognitive science and engineering

Communication Mass communication

Computers in social science

Cultural anthropology * * *
Demography

Development studies

Educational science 5 *
Educational science and technology

Educational studies

Environmental policy studies

Environmental studies 2

Household and consumer studies

Human resource management . :

Human:social geography and planning * ' S

Labour and social security

Mi
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Language and culture
HUI-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme

African linguistics

5.

Anwar) language studies

American studies

Ancient cultures

Applied linguistics 0- * 0
Arabic. modern Persian. Turkish languages and cultures

Archeology

Archeology European

Archeology Mediterrenean

Art and culture f

Art history and archeology *. * * .s

>3:1)..,,141;e,0e; -

-, : f
Arts

Arts and Science

Book and information studies

Business communication studies

1, .......:::k12r.
-"..! '. \ ""- ''''' ''' .."4

, ...}r::,..1::,',C, 1745V,.. . - ..110'4-4.!1'.1-i1:44r;i1044 'la'. ',W.:"
*444 #il.,tk4.1T.sqlfrt?,i41';', 17-*'',M10ji.:4111 P.4.0",...-iii4

`t'-:`,.._,'41-1....,i4,is:44.1.:'-'341114te'liiI''
.V.''''

,,,,.i,...,:4 ,i4,e4.

E-4-' :'Y i= ,-,.4' .---- - .1.7,:... ai.7,4 ,-... e.110,zii,
e-..t;+;$;*1,....-re4k,avik..: -4...s., ',.,..'..,:zt, 1,..-.....,-7,:.. ,..-....k. Ips A 1

,. .14*, z-,,ii ., :1 , '4-4 .-' i-",,i RA,44'
. ,,,.. :-',.*;:7

,,,,,:';'. ....

Celtic languages and literature

Chinese languages and cultures

Communication

Comparative linguistics

Computer applications in the humanities

Cultural history

t4br,

A .4.4. .44°.=1*'44 Ali461-44C

.7'47 tif f, ,-., ,,.-t; ,,,,.. ,... c.._.., 4. eleiaj,-,97-1
Cultural sciences .,,,,siii:.. 7, , .,.-,...4ti ... ..ist . :,,14,-4:51e.f,'. . ,-. ,:....._ ..... '.:.-. .40V,..,1 7 4 . '',,,..,-.1 , S." fsrP-..Vr; 4 iwi,V4VIVV' 4? fiZ:I.A1

Cultural studies

Dutch language and literature 1Ak.'',. J.:it,';-;!*:.i'..4/11' "irili
_-:

.- .. 4'. -0. .,,,,;.N.:-:A:.- ,:-4.-e.i4 10!?7":1i) ..

Dutch studies 0.1
's ...... ...s.ss',".:i'1.',T'i. i,,,1

East-European studies . '6...O.,. 4, . 4. ,....-. , 'i," .. is. .4 .,-714.

., ,,,,, ..
Egyptian language! and culture! .. ... .04

i..
English language and culture * ". 4 .. / Z ,..e :Js; .. : . lt ,4$,X.,Arli

.

V;:L-41W-
A .

European studies '.i....... ..4.;-'..+......;..11! ;Vit'il?-014,4 ;i:,-."*, i , A
-

Film and pvrforming arts '"-.1CitY-1".f.: . , ..1747;;4s.,OPYtro-

Film and television ls .. .'ek"tliAllitilit .1.1 , -:*',-;',14 ...
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Language and culture
Fuil-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Finno-Ugric languages and literature

French language and literature

Frisian language and literature

German language and literature

German studies

German and Russian languages

Greek and Latin languages and cultures

Hellenic studies

History

Indian and Iranian languages and cultures

Indonesian languages and cultures

Interdisciplinary studies in the humanities

IL*
Japanese language and culture

Korean language and culture

Language, information and communication

Language, speech and informatics

Language and culture studies

Languages and cultures of Latin America

Languages and cultures of native America

Lexicology

Liberal arts

Medieval studies

Mediterrane2:1 studies

54
85



Language and culture
Full-time programme

Either full-tune or part-time programme *

Middle-East studies

0

Modern Gre.ik language and literature

Musicology

Old Germanic language and literature

Philosophy in a Tern- discipline

Philosophy

Philosophy, graduate programme

Phonetics

Policy & management tn international organizations

4' 'e

S. 0* * Or
11. - * 40' *-

. 11';

- :=1 s.. :

reniii.

car only

its

Portuguese language and literature ' 4t t

Religious and non-religious world views
10.,4vic.".P *CNN

Religious studies

Romance language and culturesn

Romanian language and literature

Russian area studies

Scandinavian languages and literature

Semitic languages ar.d cultures

Slavic languages and literature

Social history

Social science of religion

Spanish language and literature

Speech and lat ,age pathology

t ALIA

,,
t'

Theatre. film and television studies ,

. 4.Thea----lies

Theology

Theoretical and comparative literature

Verbal and visual arts

8 6



HBO study programmes

Admission to higher education is centrally administered, and there

are national requirements. The hogescholen. however, have a little

more freedom to determine their own admission requirements than

Agriculture and the natural
environment

Full-time programme -

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Agricultural College Delft

Christian College of Agriculture (Dronten)

Den Bosch Agricultural College

(Nits Agrarische Hogeschool (Leeuwarden)

International Agricultural College

Larenstein (Velp)

STOAS Agricultural Teacher Training

the universities. Information is best obtained from the institutions
themselves. Use the reply cards in this publication to request infoi ma-

tion about a specific study programme.

464*41t,A1P,45 4,040

College (Wageningen) I:

I! Teacher training in agrarian economics, agrarian technology, animal husbandry. food technology, crop cultivation, horticulture

and livestock management.

2/ Agricultural College Delft and Haagse Hogeschool offer this programme jointly.

3, Rijks Agrarische Hogeschool eeuwarden) offers this programme Jointly with Leeuwarden Polytechnic Isee Technology;.

4/ Den Bosch AgricjMfollege and Polytechnic 's.Hertogenbosch offer this programme jointly.



Behaviour and society
Full-time programme

Part-time programme

Either full-time or part-time programme

Hogeschool van Amsterdam

Hogeschool Gelderland. libt itute tor Higher Professional Education (Arnhem)

Hogeschool West-Brabant (Breda)

Polytechnic Uselland (Deventer(

Holland Polytechnic (Diemen)

Academy De Horst (Driebergenl

* * * * 0
* * T 0
* * * *

I',

0

Christian College 'De Viperberg (Ede)

em

0

0

Hogeschool Eindhoven. Institute of Higher Professional Education * * *'
Polytechnic Enschede

Haagse Hogeschool

* * *% .

* * * *
Chri!..tian College Rijn-Delfland (The Hague)

Rijkshogeschool Groningen

Haarlem Polytechnic

Polytechnic 's-Hertogenbosch

Christian Academy of Fine and Performing Arts (Kampen)

CHN North Netherlands (Leeuwarden)

Leeuwarden Polytechnic

Leiden Polytechnic

College of Higher Education Maastricht

Hogeschool Nijmegen. Institute for Higher Professional Education

Rotterdam Polytechnic

Christian College 'Ichthus' (Rotterdam)

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Sittard

Institute of Higher Professional Education Sittard

Hogeschool Katholleke Leergangen Tilburg

. ...;e
* .

Central Netherlands Polytechnic (Utrecht)

Christelijke Hogeschool Windesheim (Zwolle)

Geretormeerde Hogeschool voor Beroepsonderwijs (Zwolle)

I; 5perializations that tall uuder tra(her training

87
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Engineering and technology
Full-time programme

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Alkmaar Polytechnic

Hogeschool van Amsterdam

Hogeschool Gelderland, Institute for Higher Professional Education (Arnhem)

Hogeschool West-Brabant (Breda)

Netherlands Institute of Tourism and Transport Studies (Breda)

Polytechnic Uselland (Deventer)

Hogeschool Eindhoven. Institute of Highei Professional Education

-

rounre-tm°,071.!rglogirTiliTgr:VIrr!, :377 Nrr:
AN.1` E." lg. i! 74Vb.Pa, .s:. toe

kik-S

tiT5-

Polytechnic Drenthe (Emmen)

Polytechnic Enschede

4k7tsr
F.;

-

.f.e.

-40.31 4!41

r

fl.ft1". ..1110

Rijkshogeschool Groningen

Haarlem Polytechnic

Polytechnic Heerlen

Polytechnic 's-Hertogenbosch

Leeuwarden Polytechnic

Leiden Polytechnic

Rotterdam Polytechnic

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Sittard

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Tilburg

Polytechnic Midden-Brabant (Tilburg)

Centraal Netherlands Polytechnic (Utrecht)

Hogeschool Utrecht

Vonlo Polytechnic

Zeeland Polytechnic (Vlissingen)

Christelijke Hogeschool Windesheim (Zwolle) '2,

II Leeuwarden Polytechnic offers this programme jointly with Agricult.tral College Delft (see Agricultural and the natural Enviroment)

21 Grade-two teaching qualification in navigation, marine engtneeringand Shipping management, grade-one teaching qualification in seamanship,

marine engineering and radio communication

3! Specialization that falls under teacher-training

89
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Fine and performing arts
Full-time programme.,

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Alkrnaar Polytechnic

Amsterdam School of the Arts

Gerrit Rietwld Academy,

College of Art and Design (Amsterdam)

Sweelinck Conservatory Amsterdam

College of Arts Arnhem

Hogeschool West-Brabant (Breda)

Academy Industrial Design Eindhoven

Academy of Fine Arts and Design Enschede

Polytechnic Enschede

Academy for Eurythmy (The Hague)

School of Fine Arts, Music and Theater (The Hague)

Polytechnic 's-Hertogenbosch

a

a.

0

0

0

0
a.

0

Christian Academy of Fine aral Performing Arts (Kampen)

College of Higher Education Maastricht

Rotteidam Polytechnic

Rotterdam College of Music and Dance

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Tilburg

Utrecht School of the Arts
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Economics

Full-time programme

Part-time programme (.)

Either full-time or part-ttme programme *

Alkmaar Polytechnic

Evangelical College lAmersfoort)

Hogeschool van Amsterdam

Amsterdam School of Busines

Arnhem Business School

Hogeschool West-Brabant (Breda)

Netherlands Institute of Tourism and Transport Studies (Breda)

Polytechnic (Jselland (Deventer)

Holland Polytechnic (Diemen)

Hogeschool Eindhoven. Institute of Higher Professional Education

Polytechnic Drenthe (Emmen)

Polytechnic Enschvde

qr4141-4 , r _L"rx e!%- "N.c-, ". -
....41125M11&tAX11 ra:',4 ,3144-go.4.6,14:7:;;:tt. -
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_

Haagse Hogeschool

s:417.4 Atz,*;ft

;J.); ii1711.1.,-tlir'41

*kg t
174 r+

Hotel School The Hague, Institute of Hospitality Management

Hanzehogeschool Groningen
.;

-I. -ig"/..7; .W W

Rijkshogeschool Groningen

it

Haarlem Polytechnic

Polytechnic Heerlen

Polytechnic 's-Hertogenbosch

1, Specializatwns that fall under teachentraining

2, Experimental programme
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Economics

Full-time programme

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme *

CHN North Netherlands (Leeuwarden)

Leeuwarden Polytechnic

College of High,: Education Maastricht

School for Hotel Management Maastricht

Rotterdam Polytechnic

Christian College 'Ichthus (Rotterdam)

-

, .
_

rr
.0401%

4.64;;t4,0

.*

Rotterdam College for Economics and Business Administration. HES

(International School of Economics Rotterdam. ISER)

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Sittard

Limburg Business College (Sittard)

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Tilburg

Polytechnic Midoen-Brabant (Tilburg)

Central Netherlands Polytechnic (Utrecht)
4.0.e..,0,_ay.,,-f

''0". ;Cr: ^c7z.:Hoger.chool Utrecht _

Institute for Economics and Management Studies (Utrecht) S "P
7

e

elfr,"7014;F'

vr:4-14-- rt.-.

:: .

Venlo Polytechnic to -? p .t:..
Zeeland Polytechnic (Vlissingen) 1 ,4,:.-17,V.,43

' k
Hogeschool Diedenoort. Institute for Higher Professional Education ;?s ;:q.4t..e."-!

Christeliike Hogeschool Windesheim (Zwolle) 11* 4#4:i":':ir..;',,,,Wif*..440:4,?, ',ilk

I Specializations that fall under teachir training

2 txpennsental programme
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Education
Full-time programme

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme

Hogeschool van Amsterdam

Hogeschool Gelderland. Institute for Higher Professional Education (Arnhem)

Holland Polytechnic (Diemen)

The Dutch Technical Teachers Training College (Eindhoven)

Christian College of Higher Education 'De Driestar' (Gouda)

Haagse Hogeschool

Rijkshogeschool Groningen

Leeuwarden Polytechnic
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Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Sittard

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Tilburg

Cent-al Netherlands Polytechnic (Utrecht)

Christelijke Hogeschool Windesheim (Zwolle)

I/ Teacher-training for primary education is also provided by:

Alkmaar Polytechnic

- Interdenominational Teacher Training College

Hogeschool West-Brabant

Polytechnic Uselland

lselinge. Primary Teacher Training College. School
Counselling Center

- Christian College of Higher Education 'Felua'

Hogeshool Eindhoven. Institute of Higher Professional Education

College for Teacher Training Primary School 'Hemelrijken'

Polytechnic Drenthe

Polytechnic nschede

- Christian College Rijn-Delfland

Haarlem Polytechnic

- Polytechnic Heerlen

Teacher Training College 'de Kemper

institute of Education Edith Stein

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen 's-Hertogenbosch,
Teacher Training College for primary education

CHN North Netherlands

Leiden Polytechnic

College of Higher Education Maastricht

Katholieke Pedagogische Hogeschool Nijmegen/Arnhem,
Catholic Teacher ;ruining College for Primary Education.

f
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Health care
Full-time programme

Part-time programme 0

Either full-time or part-time programme *

Alkmaar Polytechnic

Hogeschool van Amsterdam

Hogeschool West-Brabant (Breda)

Polytechnic Hselland (Deventer)

Holland Polytechnic (Diemen)

Christian College 'De Vijverberg' (Ede)

Hogeschool Eindhoven. Institute of Higher Professional Education

Polytechnic Enschede

Haagse Hogeschool

Hanzchogeschool Groningen

Rijkshogeschool Groningen

Haarlem Polytechnic

Polytechnic Heerlen

Leeuwarden Polytechnic 744.. 117:

Leiden Polytechnic ir'.0

Hogeschool Nijmegen. Institute for Higher Professional Education

Rotterdam Polytechnic

Institute of Higher Prdessional Education Sittard
,:tEDyt

RZI .1.1

F.
01V44% *Q.

Central Netherlands Polytechnic (Utrecht)

International Academy I.ysiotherapy 'Tim van der Laan' (Utrecht) .

-

Zeeland Polytechnic (Vlissingen) -k**10A.041,4rt .)4W

Christelijke Hogeschool Windesheim (Zwolle)

Gereformecrde Hogeschool voor Berocpsonderwijs (Zwollel t*

9 9
9R



9. List of addresses

Me mailing addresses 01 the Dutch universnites and hogescholen are given below In all cases

the last line 01 the address should ot worse be Hie Netherlands

Courses conducted in English are offered in various departments of the universities and hage-

holen I heir specitic addresses can be bound in the listings under Courses conducted in

English . as can the addresses ot the special International Lducation institutes, which for many

years have been ottering courses conducted in English 'See Advanced training tor protessiona Is

Nuffic

Nutfic is the Netherlands organization tor international cooperation in higher education.
Nuttic s information centre can provide general information about studying in the Netherlands.

Hogescholen

Academy De Horst

P.O. Box 121

3970 AC Driebergen

Phone +31 343 83 65 36

As from October 1995 +31 343 53 65 36

Academy for Eurythmy

Riouwstraat 1

2585 GP The Hague

Phone +31 70 355 00 39

Nuttic Academy Industrial Design Eindhoven

P 0 Box 297 P.O. Box 2125

2502 Li The Hague 5600 CC Eindhoven

Phone +31 70 426 02 10 Phone +31 40 12 24 25

As from October 1995 +31 40 212 24 25

Universities

Delft liniversay of Technology

P 0 Pox 5

2600 AA Oeltt

Phone 31 15 7F 80 12

As from Octobet i995 +31 15 278 80 12

Eindhoven University of Technologv

P O. Box 511

5600 MB Eindhciven

Phone 31 40 47 22 63

As front October 1995 +31 40 247 22 63

Erasmus University. Rotterdam

P 0 Box 1738

1000 DR Rotterdam

Phone 11 10 408 11 17

Leiden University

P O. Box 9500

2300 RR Leiden

Phone 31 71 527 80 22

Open University

P O. Box 2960

6401 DL fleet len

Phone .11 45 71, 28 88

As from Octobei 1995 +31 45 576 28 88

Filburg University
P 0 Box 9015.3

5000 LI. filburg

Phone 11 13 66 22 11

As h om Lii tuber 1995 .11 1 A 466 22 11

Univeisity ol Amsterdam

P 0 Box 19263

000 (.3, Amsterdam

Phone 31 20 525 80 80

Unisersitv 01 Groningen

P.O. Box 72. 9700 AB Groningen

Phone +31 50 63 46 65i+31 50 63 80 04'

+31 50 63 80 25.

As from October 1995 +31 50 363 46 65,

-31 50 363 80 04,31 50 363 80 25

University of Limburg
P.O. Box 616

6206 MD Nlaastricht

Phone +31 43 88 31 301+31 6 86 89

As from October 1495 +31 43 388 33 54

University of Nijmegen

P.O. Box 9102

6500 BC Nijmegen

Phone +31 80 61 22 261+31 80 61 23 45

As trom October 1995 +31 24 361 23 45

University of Twente

P O. Box 217

7500 AE Enschede

Phone 31 53 89 20 35I+31 53 89 20 36

As from October 1995

+31 53 489 20 351489 20 36

Utrecht University

P.0 Box 80125

3508 TC Utrecht

Phone +31 30 253 35 50

Universitett

De Boelelaan 1109

1081 UV Amsterdam

l'hone +31 20 444 50 00

Wageningen Agricultural University

P 0 Box 9101

1700 1111 Wageningen

Phone II 81 708 44 72

As from Oi lobe! 1995 11 11 748 44 72

1 U

Academy ofFine Arts and DesIgn Enschede

P.O. Box 1440

7500 BK Enschede

Phone +31 53 82 44 00

As from October 1995 .31 53 482 44 00

Agricultural College Delft

P.O. Box 3190

2601 DO Delft

Phone +31 15 150 215

As from October 1995 +31 15 215 02 15

Alkmaar Polytechnic

P.O. Box 403

1800 AK Alkmaar

Phone +31 72 18 34 56

As from October 1995 +31 72 518 34 56

Amsterdam School of Business

P.O. Box 295

1000 AG Amsterdam

Phone +31 20 523 63 07

As from October 1995 +31 20 523 63 11

Amsterdam School of the Arts

P.O. Box 15079

1001 MB Amsterdam

Phone 431 20 62 82 32

As from October 1995 +31 20 627 82 32

Arnhem Business School

P O. Box 5171

6802 rl) Arnhem

phone +31 85 53 91 11

Centrale Pmkster linbelschnol

Barneveldseweg It

6741 LH Lunteren

Phone 31 8388 23 12

As Irom October 1995 .31 '11 848 21 12



CHN North Netherlands

P.0 Box 1298

8900 CG Leeuwarden

Phone -31 58 33 03 30

As from October 1995 .31 58 233 03 3C

Evangelical College

F.O. Box 957

3800 AZ Amersfoort

Phone 31 33 62 17 31

As from October 1995 .31 33 462 17 31

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Sittard

P.O. Box 558

6130 AN Sittard

Phone .31 46 59 95 55

As from October 1995 +31 46 459 95 55

:hristellike Hogeschool Windesheim Geretormeerde Hogeschool voor Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen Tilburg

P.0 Box 10090 Beroopsonderwns P.O. Box 90903

8000 GB Zwolle P.O. Box 10030 5000 GD Tilburg

Phone 31 38 69 99 11 8000 GA Zwolle Phone .31 13 39 49 11

As from October 1995 -31 384 69 99 11 Phone -31 38 65 60 22 As from October 1995 +31 13 539 49 11

As front October 1995 -31 38 465 60 22

Christian Academy of Eine and

Perfrirming Arts

P O. Box 5012

8260 GA Kampen

Phone .31 5202 956 00

As from October 1995 -31 38 339 56 00

Gerrit Rietveld Acadcms. College of

Art and Design

Fred Roeskestraat 96

1076 ED Amsterdam

Phone -31 -1 571 16 00

Hogeschool Katholieke Leergangen

s-Hertogenbosch. Teacher Training College

for Primary Education

Frans Eransenstraat 15

5231 MG Den Bosch

Phone 31 73 42 15 55

As front October 1995 .31 73 642 15 55

Christian College of Agriculture Haagse Hogeschool

De Dneslag 1 P.O. Box 13336 Hogeschool Nijmegen. Institute for

8251 JZ Dronten 2501 EH The Hague Higher Professional Education

Phone 31 3210 128 24 Phone .31 -0 310 88 88 P.O. Box 9029

As trorn October 1995 .31 321 31 28 24 6500 JK Nijmegen

Haarlem Polytechnic Phone -31 80 27 13 99

Christian College of Higher Edacation P 0. Box 137 As Irons October 1995 31 24 327 13 99

De Dnestar 2000 AC Haarlem

P.O. Box 368 Phone .31 23 16 11 61 Hogeschool van Amsterdam

2800 AJ Gc uda As from October 1995 -31 23 516 11 61 P.O. Box 931

Phone 31 1820 747 00 1000 AX Amsterdam

As from October 1995 .31 182 57 47 00 Hanzenogeschool. Hogeschool van Phone 31 20 570 25 00

Groningen

Christian College of Higher Education P.0 Box 30030 Hogeschool van Utrecht

'Eeluas 9700 RM Groningen P.O. Box 573

P 0 Box 80 Phone -11 50 68 46 84 3500 AN Utrecht

6710 BB Ede As from October 1995 +31 50 595 55 55 Phone 31 30 30 81 08

Phone .31 8380 397 50 As from October 1995 31 30 230 81 08

As trom October 1995 -31 318 63 97 50 liogeschool Diedenoort. Institute of

Higher Professional Education Hogeschool voor OpYoedkunst. Teacher

Christian College Kiin-Delfland P 0. Box 203 Traming College for Primary Education

1'.0 Box 64827 6700 Al' Wageningen socrateslaan 22-A

2506 CU the Hague Phone .31 83-0 232 00 3-0- GL Zeist

Phone 31 325 56 37 As trom October 1995 .31 317 42 32 00 Phone 31 3404 379 00

As from October 1995 .31 10 693 79 00

College of Arts Arnhem

Onderlangs 9

6812 CL Arnhem

Phone 31 85 53 56 35

Ac from October 1995 31 26 353 56 31

College of Higher 1 ducat ion maastriclit

P 0 Box 414

6200 AK Maastricht

Phone 31 41 46 66 66

As from October 1995 ;1 45 546 66 66

Den Bost h Agricultural College

I' 0 Bo, 90108
X2e0 MA Den ROsl Ii

l'h011e 31 1 12 07 88

!coin sio,.8(.1. I 'iS 11 I 612 0- 88

Hogeschool Eindhoven. Institute of

Higher Professional Education

P 0 Box 34"
5600 Ali Eindhoven

:wne 40 60 59 11

As from Os wber 1995 -31 40 260 59 11

flogesc hool Gelderland Institute for

Higher Professional Education

P 0 Box 5375

6802 II Arnhem

Phone 11 85 71 31 31

As trom October 1995 .31 26 371 31 11

llogeschool Isatholielse I verganecn

koermond
Burgemeester (.etiltanslaan 16

6041 NB Roermond

Phone II 4750 16-
Ns Dom 0, toboi loos it .4-5 II

L.

Hogeschool West-Brabant

P.0 Box 90116

4800 RA Breda

Phone 31 76 25 05 00

As front October 1995 -31 -6 32i 05 00

Holland Polytechnic

P 0 Box 261

1110 AG Diemen

Phone 31 20 495 11 11

Hotel Sc hool The Hague. Institute 01

Hospitality Management

Ii u,selselaan 2

2587 Ali Elle Hague

Phone 11 70 551 24 81



P.O. Box 2511

3500 GM Utrecht

Phone +31 30 94 30 72

As from October 1995 +31 30 294 30 7 2

Institute of Education.Edith Stem

M.A. de Ruyterstraat 3

7556 CW Hengelo

Phone +31 74 91 62 86

As from October 1995 +31 74 291 62 86

Institute of Higher Professional

Education Sittard

P 0. Box 69

6130 AB Sittard

Phone +31 46 59 12 12

As from October 1995 +31 46 59 12 12

Plesmanlaan 100

2333 CB Leiden

Phone +31 71 381 42 51

As from October 1995 +31 71 535 45 00

Limburg Business College

P.O. Box 5268

6130 PG Sittard

Phone +31 46 59 11 11

As from October 1995 +31 46 459 ;1 11

Netherlands Institute of Tourism and

Transport Studies

P.O. Box 3917

4800 DX Breda

Phone +31 76 30 22 03

As from October 1995 +31 76 530 22 03

Interdenominational Teacher P.C. Hogeschool 'Marnix Academie',

Training College Teacher Training Ccllege for Primary

P.O. Box 90506 Education

1006 BM Amsterdam Vogelsanglaan 1 Rotterdam Polytechnic

Phone +31 20 613 70 79 3571 ZM Utrechz P.O. Box 25035

Phone +31 30 71 55 30 3001 HA Rotterdam

International Academy for Physiotherapy As from October 1995 +31 30 271 55 30 Phone +31 10 436 12 33

Thirn van der Laan'

J.C. Mavlaan 6 Polytechnic Drenthe School of Fine Arts. Music and Dance

3526 GV Utrecht P.O. Box 7.080 P.O. Box 11670

Phone -31 30 88 66 70 7801 CB Emmen 2502 AR The Hague

As from October 1993 +31 30 288 66 70 Phone +31 5910 140 80 Phone +31 70 381 42 51

As frora October 1995 31 591 61 40 80

International School of Economics' Stichting Am.3terdamse Balletakademie

Rotterdam Polytichnic Enschede Ferd. Bolstraat 89

P.O. Box 4030 P.O. 'lox 70000 1072 LD Amsterdam

3006 AA Rotterdam 750C KB Enschede Phone +31 20 676 13 70

Phone +31 10 452 66 63 Phone +31 53 87 11 11

As from October 1995 +31 53 487 11 11 STOAS

'Ichthus Hogeschool Agricultural Teacher Training College

P.O. Box 23145 Po'ytechnic Heerlen P.O. Box 78

3001 KC Rotterdam P.O. Box 550 6700 AB Wageningen

Phone -31 10 201 28 80 6400 AN Heerlen Phone +31 8370 727 11

Pt,one .31 45 73 47 00 As from October 1995 +31 317 47 27 11

Iselinge. Primary Teacher Training College, A. from October 1995 31 45 573 47 00

School Counselling Center Teacher Training College 'De Kempel'

P O. Box 277 Polytechnic 's-Hertogenbosch Deurneseweg 11

7000 AG Doetinchem P O. Box 732 5709 A1-1 Helmond

Phone +31 8340 741 41 5201 AS Den Bosch Phone +31 4920 144 00

As from October 1995 +31 314 37 41 41 Phone +31 73 29 52 95 As from October 1995 +31 492 51 44 00

P.s from October 1995 +31 73 629 52 95

Lange Kleiweg 4

2288 GK Rijswijk

Phone +31 70 340 15 00

Prof. H.C. Van Hall Instituut

P.O. Box 1528

8901 BV Leeuwarden

Phone +31 58 88 87 77

As from October 1995 +31 58 288 87 77

Roman Catholic College of Education

Ten Oeverstraat 68

8012 EW Zwolle

Phone +31 38 21 74 25

As from October 1995 +31 38 421 74 25

Rotterdam College of Music and Dance

Pieter de Hoochweg 222

3024 13J Rotterdam

Phone +31 10 477 37 50

Larenstein International Agricultural

College. Deventer

P.O. Box 9001

6880 GB Veil)

Phone +31 85 69 56 95

As from October 1995 +31 26 369 56 95

Polytechnic Uselland

P.O. Box 501

'400 AM Deventer

7hone .31 5700 363 33

As from October 1995 +31 570 63 63 33

Teacher Training College for Primary

Education 'Hemelrijken'

Hemelrijken 106 A

5612 LH Eindhoven

Phone +31 40 43 65 07

As from October 1995 +31 40 243 65 07

Leeuwarden Polvtechnu :'olytechmc Midden-Brabant The Duu.h TeLhnk al Teachers 'Framing

P 0. Box 63 '.O. Box 1097 College

8900 AB Leeuwarden 5004 BB Tilburg P.O. Box 826

Phone +31 58 9C? 11 55 Phone 31 13 63 52 50 5600 AV Eindhoven

..., As from l 't tober 1995 +31 58 29(i 11 55 ,ts from October 1995 +31 13 46:3 52 50 Phone +31 40 47 49 22
',. As from October 1995 + II 40 247 49 22
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Utrecht School of the Arts

P.O. Box 1520

3500 BM Utrecht

Phone 31 30 33 22 56

As from October 1995 31 30 233 22 56

Ven lo Polytechni,

P.O. Box 141

5900 AC Venlo

Phone +31 77 54 66 66

As from October 1995 +31 77 354 66 66

Zeeland Polytechnic

Edisonweg 4

4382 NW Vlissingen

Phone +31 1184 890 00

As from October 1995 +31 118 48 90 00
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I too am smarter, so I'm sending this card
to the Netherlands.

If you would like more information about a partit ular course or study program-

me. fill in this card and send it air mail to the Netherlands. Please print clearly.

You can also send the card by fax if you piefer: +31 (0)70 4260 229.

REPLY CARD

I want to !Ind out more about a course conducted is English. as described in the yellow pages.

Meuse on in the CODE number ot the Course . arid not the patze manner the code number ti punted tvlotte the

name ut eash trultudsal tout <C

CoDE NUMBER:

CODE NUMBER: INSTITUTION:

I want to lind out store about a study programme conducted in Dutch. as listed in table

on one of the blue pages.

STUDY PROGRAMME INSTITUTION:

STUDY_PROGRAMME: INSTITUTION'

I received this booklet from:
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

MY EMPLOYER

NAME

A FRIEND

NuEF IC

DUTCH EMBASSY

OTHER. NAMELY

AGE

POSTAL ADDRESS COLIN IRS

REPLY CARD

I want to find out store about a course condinted in English. as described in the yellow paces

irlease till let the COPE number of the course and not the page number Ile code number in ponied more :lie

name of eaih individual tourie

CODE MINIM. R INSTITUTION.

CODE NUMBS IL

I want to find out more about a Mods, ptogratome conducted in Dutch. as listed in a table

on one ol t he blue pacies

STUDY PROGRAMMI

SIPIO PPot,RAMSII

I received this booklet trout

Ai OMNI ASSOC IAIION

Sh I MCI 011 R

111

A (Ell NO

NO11-1(

01111 R. NASH IS

POsiAl /Motu ss ( 00E010

o
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